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Abstract
In this thesis, I look into object-oriented meta-modelling and how it can
be used to describe computer languages. Thereby, I do not only focus on
describing languages, but also on utilising the language descriptions to automatically create language tools from language descriptions. I use the notion
of meta-languages and meta-tools. Meta-languages are used to describe certain language aspects, such as notation or semantics, and meta-tools are used
to create language tools, such as editors or interpreters, from corresponding
descriptions. This combination of describing and automated development of
tools is known as domain specific modelling (DSM).
I use DSM based on object-oriented meta-modelling to describe all important aspects of executable computer languages. I look into existing metalanguages and meta-tools for describing language utterances, their concrete
representation, and semantics. Furthermore, I develop a new platform to
define languages based on the CMOF-model of the OMG MOF 2.x recommendations. I develop a meta-language and meta-tool for textual language
notations. Finally, I develop a new graphical meta-language and meta-tool
for describing the operational semantics of computer languages.
To prove the applicability of the presented techniques, I take SDL, the
Specification and Description Language, as an archetype for textually notated languages with executable instances. For this archetype, I show that
the presented meta-languages and meta-tools allow to describe such computer languages and allow to automatically create tools for those languages.
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Zusammenfassung
In dieser Dissertation, schaue ich auf objekt-orientierte Metamodellierung
und wie sie verwendet werden kann, um Computersprachen zu beschreiben.
Dabei, fokussiere ich mich nicht nur auf die Beschreibung von Sprachen, sondern auch auf die Verwendung von Sprachbeschreibungen zur automatischen
Erzeugung von Sprachwerkzeugen aus Sprachbeschreibungen. Ich nutze die
Idee von Metasprachen und Metawerkzeugen. Metasprachen werden verwendet um bestimmte Sprachaspekte, wie Notationen und Semantiken, zu beschreiben, und Metawerkzeuge werden verwendet um Sprachwerkzeuge wie
Editoren und Interpreter aus entsprechenden Beschreibungen zu erzeugen.
Diese Kombination von Beschreibung und automatischer Entwicklung von
Werkzeugen ist als Domänenspezifische Modellierung (DSM) bekannt.
Ich verwende DSM basierend auf objekt-orientierter Metamodellierung
zur Beschreibung der wichtigen Aspekte ausführbarer Computersprachen.
Ich untersuche existierende Metasprachen und Metawerkzeuge für die Beschreibung von Sprachvorkommen, ihrer konkreten Repräsentation und Semantik. Weiter, entwickle ich eine neue Plattform zur Beschreibung von Sprachen basierend auf dem CMOF-Modell der OMG MOF 2.x Empfehlungen.
Ich entwickle eine Metasprache und Metawerkzeug für textuelle Notationen.
Schlussendlich, entwickle ich eine graphische Metasprache und Metawerkzeug
zur Beschreibung von operationaler Semantik von Computersprachen.
Um die Anwendbarkeit der vorgestellten Techniken zu prüfen, nehme ich
SDL, die Specification and Description Language, als einen Archetypen für
textuell notierte Sprachen mit ausführbaren Instanzen. Für diesen Archetyp
zeige ich, dass die präsentierten Metasprachen und Metawerkzeuge es erlauben solche Computersprachen zu beschreiben und automatisch Werkzeuge
für diese Sprachen zu erzeugen.
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Preface
A few years ago, I was developing software for tele-communication service
switches. The system basically was a rigidly model-driven engineered protocol stack, run on a complex middle-ware tailored for highly fail-safe systems.
During this work, I was confronted with a very complex formal system design
language, called Specification and Design Language (SDL). The software, I
was working on, was written in such a way that it used almost every single
language construct of SDL. At that time, I had to look up details about
syntax and semantics of SDL on a daily basis. My document of reference
was the SDL standard, a roughly 200 page word document containing two
grammars, a few logical expressions, and (at least for me) confusing English
text. In the end, I had to conclude on many occasions that not the standard
determined the final behaviour of an SDL specification, but the used tools.
This was either because the specification was ambiguous or the tool vendor
did not implement the language as specified. In the end, not the standard
was the final instance, it was the tool vendor of choice.
Purely incidentally, the tool vendor in my case was also the research group
that I was about to write my diploma thesis with. The specific topic was
on creating a meta-model for SDL, but the idea behind it was how to close
the gap between language specification and tool. For almost all languages of
that time, there was a specification and there was one or more tool implementations, but there was no hard connection between those two artefacts.
Conclusively, not every tool implemented a language specification fully, correctly, or precisely. Even though there was a lot of technology that would
allow to automatically derive language tools from language specifications,
this was seldom used.
With UML-based software modelling and the model-driven software development movement, there was a paradigm shift in describing a language
and implementing language tools from such language descriptions. Metamodelling based on UML class diagrams uses a software modelling technique
to model (i.e. describe or specify) languages. The software and languages
used to develop the software are described with the same means. Together
3
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with combining different software models written in different languages in a
model-driven development architecture, the borders between language and
software began to melt, in the same way that the borders between language
model and language tools became thinner. What started very innocently
with the UML meta-model and model-driven architecture, goes now as far
as the idea of language oriented programming, which completely integrates
the process of developing software and the language used to develop the
software.
However, using UML class diagrams to describe the constructs of a language was just a first step towards model-driven language development. To
fully describe a language as a set of software models for language tools and
actually automatically implement language tools from those models, several
techniques were missing. At the time I started work on this thesis in 2004,
one could conveniently describe the structure of a language and generate a
programming library that allows to handle language utterance programmatically. This is a suitable backbone for language tools, but there is more to
a complete set of language tools. For SDL as example, I wanted to have
at least an editor and an SDL interpreter. This was the concrete goal, but
in general I wanted to generalise things: how can editors be described, how
can simulators be described, can this be done independently of the concrete
language? During the course of my work, I did not simply build SDL tools,
instead I jumped onto the popular domain specific modelling trend and created small description languages for certain language aspects and language
tools. With these languages I could describe the SDL language, its notation,
its semantics and generate the wanted tools automatically.
The final goal is a set of description languages that allows to write a
language specification which can be used to automatically create language
tools. This is a specification that is readable by human language users and
at the same time determines the behaviour of language tools. In this thesis,
take first steps towards this goal.

Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is about describing computer languages; it is about languages
for describing languages, and it is about automated language tool development. Based on the assumption that describing a language to possible human
users is not the only purpose of a language description, I want to show that
language descriptions can also be used to automatically create tools for the
described language. This subject is motivated by drastic changes in the character and use of computer languages: mathematical formal language descriptions and manual language tool development strategies, as developed for the
early programming languages, are not adequate for today’s quickly changing
highly integrated programming, modelling, and domain specific languages.
In this dissertation, I examine object-oriented meta-modelling, as a basis for
language description techniques, which promise to describe languages in a
human comprehensible and yet machine understandable way.
Before I can give an introduction and motivation, I need to create a
framework of definitions that allows to clearly discuss the subject. With
these definitions, I briefly introduce existing language description methods.
Then, I introduce object-oriented meta-modelling, which I will examine as
a language description methodology in this thesis. Following is a list of
requirements for description techniques. Afterwards, I look at how software
can be developed automatically based on descriptions and how this can be
applied to the development of language tools. Finally, the introduction is
closed with the motivation, aim, hypothesis, contributions and outline.

1.1

(Computer) Languages

Languages are means to convey information to something. Computer languages are all those languages that are used to convey information to a com5
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puter. Not surprisingly, this intuitive definition describes computer languages
as a means for communication. Because the receiving communication partners is a computer system, each utterance of a computer language has to be
computer processable. Therefore, each language instance needs to have well
defined structure and meaning. The receiving computer system needs to be
programmed with means to analyse the structure of a language instance and
comprehend its meaning.
As long as there is no confusion with another kind of language, I will
refer to computer languages simply as languages. In the following sections,
I define what languages and language utterances are and what structure
(syntax), representation, and meaning of language utterances are.

1.1.1

Languages

As in formal language theory, a language 1 is a set of language utterances.
Because this set forms a class or group of elements with common characteristics (they belond to the same language), I call these utterances language
instances:
Definition 1 (language instance, language) A language instance is an
object with well defined structure and meaning, and a language is a set of
language instances.
I introduce the concept of language description as a means to determine
what the instances of a language are. You will later see that there are several concrete methods, which realise this concept, e.g. meta-modelling and
grammars.
Definition 2 (language description) A language description is a finite
system of rules that describes what are the instances of the described language.

1.1.2

Syntax

A language instance is not a monolithic piece, it has a structure and is
constructed from smaller parts. These parts are called language constructs.
1

The definition and use of the term language in computer science literature is ambiguous
and confusing. Formal language theory most often uses language as a set of words over
an alphabet [66]. This is consisted to my definition, since words over an alphabet can
be used as language instances. In the broader context of programming or modelling
languages, languages are often considered a structure consisting, among others, of syntax
and semantics [42]. Some authors use the term formalism (see 2.2.1) and language as
synonyms (in [42] diagram languages are compared to visual formalisms), other use the
terms formalism and language as in this theses [124].
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Definition 3 (language construct) Language constructs are the building
blocks for language instances. Language constructs are defined by construct
definitions. Each occurrence of a language construct within a language instance is a construct instance. The definition of a construct determines what
the instances of this construct are.
A construct definition can be related to other construct definitions. Construct instances can be connected to other construct instances according to
the relations between the corresponding construct definitions.
A language instance is built from language constructs instances: a language
instance comprises (connected) construct instances that form a structure.
This structure is the syntax 2 of the language instance.
Definition 4 (syntax) The syntax of a language instance is the structure
formed by the language construct instances that constitute the language instance. The syntax description of a language is a collection of language construct definitions that describes the structures of possible language instances.
The concepts syntax and language instance are closely related: syntax
means the structure of an instance, language instance means the instance
itself. In some cases both terms refer to the same thing. Take the language
description method context-free grammars for example. A language instance
has a concrete form, it is a string of terminal symbols; the syntax of this
string is a tree-structure that reflects how this string was generated from
grammar rules. Language instance (string) and syntax (tree-structure) are
two different things. In other language description methods, such as MOFlike meta-modelling, a language instance does not have a concrete form, it
is a structure, and this structure is also the syntax of the language instance.
In MOF-like meta-modelling, concrete form (representation) is given to language instances by the use of notations, which are separately defined from
languages (see the next section on representation and semantics).3
2

In its original linguistic sense the term syntax refers to a set of rules, which describe the
structure of language phrases and sentences (in my sense, the instances of languages) [35].
It determines how complex sentences can be built from simpler sentences. In formal
language theory, syntax analysis constructs the sentences of a language by rules over an
alphabet using grammars [66, 44]. To apply the terms syntax and languages more generally,
e.g. to graphical languages, I omit the notions of sentences and alphabets and talk about
language instances in general.
3
The terms concrete syntax and abstract syntax are sometimes used to distinguish
between concrete language instances and its (abstract) syntax when using context-free
grammars for example. Or, in the case of language description methods that do not
allow to define concrete language instances, concrete syntax and abstract syntax are used
to distinguish between concrete representation of a language instance and the (abstract)
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Similar to the terms language instance and syntax, the terms language
description and syntax description seem to be synonyms, but syntax description is a weaker concept. A language description can consist of more
than a syntax description. A language description can contain rules that
further restrict the set of possible language instances. A syntax description
provides construct definition, which determine how construct instances form
the structures of language instances. Other rules of a language description
can describe which of these structures are not valid instances of the language.
These kind of rules or sometimes referred to as constraints or as static semantics. Based on its wrong reference towards semantics, the term static
semantics is misleading and I will use constraints instead.

1.1.3

Representation and Semantics

A language instance has meaning; this is the information it conveys. A language allows to convey information from a certain semantic domain. Therefore, all instances of a language take their meaning from the same semantic
domain. This domain determines the possible meanings of the instances of
a language. A mapping between language and semantic domain determines,
which language instance has what meaning. This mapping determines the
language semantics.
Definition 5 (semantics) A language instance has meaning (e.g. a statement, expression, command, program, software model, formula, etc.). This
meaning is the semantics of a language instance. A semantic domain is a
set of elements that comprise the meaning of the instances of a language. A
semantic mapping is a relation between a language and a semantic domain.
A semantic mapping and corresponding semantic domain together are called
a language semantics.
Multiple semantic mappings and multiple semantic domains can be used for
the same language; i.e. a language can have different language semantics.
In later chapters, characteristics for semantic mappings are discussed; for
now, I only demand that a semantic mapping is left-total, i.e. each language
language instance itself or the (abstract) syntax thereof. These two terms are also used to
refer to the description of (abstract) syntax and (concrete) representations. Especially for
textual languages, these two terms are also used to distinguish between language instances
constructed from non-terminals as they can be used in a text-file (concrete syntax) and
abstract representations of the same language instance that uses more abstract symbols
that cannot be used in a text but only represent the parts of a language instance necessary
to determine its meaning. Anyhow, since the meaning of these terms depends on the used
language description method, I will not use these terms in this thesis.
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mapping

notation language

language

mapping

language semantics

language notation

semantic domain

semantics (meaning)
(abstract) language instance

representation
(concrete language instance)

Figure 1.1: Representation and semantics of language instances.
instance has a meaning. This includes that two language instances can have
the same meaning, or that the semantic domain contains more elements than
needed to give each language instance a meaning.
I already briefly introduced the possibility that, depending on the language description method, a language instance can be something concrete or
something abstract.
Definition 6 (concrete and abstract language instances) A concrete
language instance is something that humans can create and comprehend; examples are pieces of text, diagrams, or Excel sheets. An abstract language
instance is just a structure that not necessarily has a physical form.
You can look at meaning from two sides: a language instance can mean
something, or it can be the meaning of something. The second possibility
allows to give abstract language instances a concrete representation. When
you have a language comprised of abstract language instances (abstract language), you can use a different language that consists of concrete language
instances as a notation language for the abstract language. Each concrete
instance of the notation language acts as a representation of an abstract instance of the abstract language. The abstract language becomes a semantic
domain for the notation. We can use the scheme consisting of the concepts
language, semantic mapping, and semantic domain not only to explain semantics but also representation.

textual

language
syntax

constraints

semantics

graphical

representation

10

operational
transformation

Figure 1.2: A small incomplete hierarchy of language aspects. This diagram
displays language aspects and their sub-aspects.
Definition 7 (representation, notation) A language instance can be represented by another language instance (of another language). This other language instance is a representation for the language instance. A language with
instances that are representations for the instances of another (the notated)
language is called notation language for this other language. A notation language and a mapping from this notation language to the notated language is
called notation.
Fig. 1.1.3 illustrates how the concepts language, notation, semantic domain, representation, and semantics work together. Please note, that the
scheme consisting of the concepts language, semantic mapping, and semantic
domain is not only used to define what semantics is, but also what representation is. Depending on the mapping between notation language and language,
you can have multiple representations for the same language instance.

1.2
1.2.1

Language Descriptions
Language Aspects

There is more to a language than just a set of instances: a language is
surrounded by language notations that give representation and language semantics that gives meaning. To use a language, not only the language but
also representation and semantics are needed. From the structure of the
last section, you can already intuitively sense that there are certain language
aspects.
The Different Language Aspects
The three main aspects introduced so far are language, representation, and
semantics.
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Definition 8 (language aspect) The aspect language defines what the instances of a language are. The aspect representation defines how instances
of a language are represented in concrete form. The aspect semantics defines
what a language instance means (i.e. the information it conveys).
These main aspects can be further divided into sub-aspects or different kinds
of the same aspect. The aspect language, for example, is often divided into
sub-aspects syntax and constraints. Where syntax is described with a constructive description technique that allows to either accept language instances
or generate language instances, and constraints are described with a rejecting description technique which allows to reject non-valid language instances.
This allows to combine two descriptions: one describes a too large set of language instance containing unwanted instances, the other describes how to
narrow the set of instances to those valid, really wanted, instances. The
aspect representation on the other hand can be divided into different kinds
of representation, e.g. textual and graphical representations. The aspect
semantics can be divided into different kinds of semantics. Semantics can
define language instance execution (execution or operational semantics), define a mapping into another language (transformation semantics), define a
construct by construct translation into the constructs of another language
(denotational semantics), and much more 4 . Of course these example subaspects and aspect kinds can be divided further . Operational semantics, for
example, contains sub-aspects like debugging.
Realisation and Description of Language Aspects
The division into language aspects and sub-aspects is not arbitrary: each
language aspect covers a certain use-case of what a language user might do
with a language. Reading, writing, or editing language instances is subject
to representation; translating or executing of language instances falls into the
semantics aspect. The different language aspects, sub-aspects, and different
kinds of one aspect correspond to different language tools.
Since each aspect covers its own use-case and corresponds to a different
kind of language tool, each aspect also defines its own problem domain. The
syntax of a language, its notation, and semantics are all completely different
things that require completely different means to describe them. Conclusively, descriptions for different aspects have to be written in different description languages, each description language tailored for the corresponding
4

This crude attempt to classify differing kinds of semantics or semantic aspects is far
from complete.
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aspect. As a result each aspect is described separately and for one language
you have several descriptions, one for each aspect.
Interconnections between Aspects
Language aspects are described separately and with different means but the
corresponding descriptions are not independent from each other. The different description languages for the different aspects form a framework of
description languages. The languages in such a framework can be used to
describe a language and all its aspects. In such a framework of description languages, the aspect language plays a central role. The other aspects,
representation and semantics, define mappings towards and from the set
of language instances. Therefore, the aspects representation and semantics
are related to the aspect language. More accurately, representation and semantics are related to syntax, which defines the constructs of a language.
Notation and semantic mappings refer to the constructs of a language.
Conclusively, descriptions for representation, and semantics are related
to the description of language. The used description languages also depend
on each other. The description languages can be widely different and independed, but at some point, description languages for representation and
semantics must allow to refer to the construct definitions in a language description. Since language and more specifically syntax is the central aspect,
some constructs of the syntax description language, have to be addressed by
constructs of a representation or semantics description language.

1.2.2

Existing Language Description Techniques

The idea to describe languages and fully or partially generate language tools
from those description goes back to the first programming languages (or
higher level languages as they were sometimes classified). Programming languages were in the beginning purely textually notated languages and neither
actual nor conceptional separation between representation and language was
necessary. At this point, formal language theory derived from linguistics
(most notably by Noam Chomsky [14]) was used in an attempt to govern
language descriptions. With BNF, Backus created a compact formal syntactic notation based on one of Chompsky’s grammars, namely context-free
grammars, to describe the syntax of a textual language. BNF provided a
link between language theory and practical concerns like syntax analysis of
programming language instances. With automatic parser development based
on BNF, one could easily create syntax analysis tools that provided the construct structure of language instances represented as term structures typically
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represented as abstract syntax trees (AST). BNF and context-free grammars
allowed to describe a programming language’s notation (the set of all grammar recognisable strings, i.e. language instances) and to describe its syntax
(i.e. its constructs). Furthermore, BNF allowed to parse language instances
into ASTs. Unfortunately, it was only possible to describe the context-free
parts of a language and its textual representation; additional constraints to
govern non context-free syntax and semantics was unaddressed. These aspects had to be described in other ways, e.g. natural language or general
mathematics. Either way, this prevented automatic development of tools
covering these concerns.
Several technologies were created to overcome this limitations. I want to
mention two of them. Attribute grammars, which were originally introduced
by Knuth [56], allow to describe the semantics of context-free grammars.
Attributes assigned to AST nodes (or language constructs respectively) and
evaluation of values for those attributes allowed to give nodes meaning in two
different ways. Firstly, attribute values allowed to draw links, transforming
the tree into a graph. This allowed to describe reference resolution and type
systems so important for programming languages and define constraints to
further narrow the set of valid language instances. Secondly, it allowed to
compute the overall meaning of a language instance by computing its root
AST node attribute values from all its children and children’s children. This
allows to assign meaning to a language instance and therefore define the
semantics of a language.
Graph grammars utilize graph rewriting to describe languages. When the
idea of graphical computer languages became popular, a technique to describe
and recognise/synthesize graphical language instance was needed. Similar to
context-free grammars, which basically describe rewriting on strings, graph
grammars describe rewriting on graph structures. Graph grammars also
allow to assign semantics to language instance by rewriting them to their
meaning and graph grammars are also used to describe context-sensitive
parts of textual languages through rewriting of AST’s.
Nowadays, BNF, attribute grammars, graph grammars, and other techniques allow to formally describe the presented language aspects and to derive language tool support from descriptions automatically. Theoretically,
you can describe and fully automatically develop editors, compilers, analysers, and interpreters, even complete IDEs. Yet, except for context-free
grammars and automated parser construction, most of these techniques have
not become mainstream. Most of today’s compilers, graphical modelling
tools, CASE-tools, and IDEs are still manually implemented. Many of today’s computer languages are not even formally specified except for syntax
and textual notation descriptions based on context-free grammars. I can only
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speculate about reasons: attribute grammars and graph grammars are rigorous mathematical formalism that are not easy to master and they are closed
formalisms that are not easy to extend once their limitations are reached.

1.2.3

Object-Oriented Meta-Modelling

Object-oriented modelling combines the use of several established system
modelling notations (like state charts and entity relationship diagrams) into a
coherent modelling method, most widely known through the Unified Modeling
Language (UML), which itself is most widely known (and used) for its class
diagrams. The whole UML methodology and the model-driven movement
around it defines a new technological space that describes languages not with
grammars (originated in linguistics) but with object-oriented modelling itself
(originated in systems modelling). In this thesis, I will call the description
of languages with object-oriented modelling means as object-oriented metamodelling (OOMM). This is the description of languages with class diagrams;
the description of language constructs with classes and relations between
classes. While the name object-oriented meta-modelling mainly addresses
the language description with class diagrams, I want to understand the term
in a broader sense that also includes the description of representations and
semantics for languages described with class diagrams.
OOMM allows for object-oriented analysis and design techniques [19, 18]
being applied on the subject of language description. Principles, such as
reuse, abstraction, inheritance, association, and scale become applicable to
the description of existing languages and the design of new ones. Furthermore, object-oriented analysis, design, and programming are a widely spread
methods among software developers. Opposite to grammar-based techniques,
there are no new underlying principles that have to be internalised; existing
developer skills can be directly used for describing languages and creating
language tools. Opposite to grammars, OOMM is not tailored for a specific
kind of language notation. With OOMM you simply define a set of abstract structures (language instances). OOMM is not intrinsically attached
to representation recognition (i.e. parsing) or representation synthesis (i.e.
program synthesiser or syntax directed editing). Notations have to be described fully separately. This means on one hand that an additional description technique has to be mastered, on the other hand this means a strong
separation of representation and language instance. This allows, for example, to represent a single language instance with different techniques, e.g.
combine graphical and textual notation. It also allows unorthodox language
representations such as Excel spread sheets or non human, computer gener-
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ated representations 5 . Finally, OOMM promotes language descriptions and
language instances that are well aligned with object-oriented programming.
As the dominating programming paradigm, object-orientated programming
is used to create language tools. Even if the language tools are generic or
generated, OOMM alignment with object-oriented programming provides an
advantage because the development of generic tool or tool-generator requires
programming at some point.
It follows a summary of the presumed strengths of OOMM:
• OOMM is easy to master by languages developers. Those specialised
engineers are already familiar with object-oriented techniques.
• OOMM allows to manage language complexity based on proven objectoriented techniques, such as abstraction, reuse, or modularisation.
• OOMM governs graphs, which is important to cover all sorts of language instances.
• OOMM’s strong separation of language instance and its representation
allows all kinds of notations.
• OOMM is well aligned with the predominant object-oriented programming paradigm.

1.2.4

Language Description Requirements for Modern
Computer Languages

Modern software engineering does not solely rely on textual programming
languages anymore. Methodologies like Model-Driven Development, Product Line Development, or Domain Specific Languages rely on languages with
far more diverse characteristics. Furthermore, you use a large number of
languages within a single software development project: you use different
languages to describe the problem domain or software product in different
project phases and on different abstraction levels. As a result, modern computer languages have the following characteristics:
• They are not all textual languages. You have languages that are notated in text, tables, or diagrams. Thereby, a single language instance
is often represented by a number of texts, tables, and diagrams.
5

OOMM is often used to define languages that are used in an intermediate step of a
model-driven development transformation chain. In such a case the used language is not
used by any human, but only by the computer system executing automated steps in such
a development process.
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• Languages might use several notations. This can mean that a whole
language instance can be represented in different notations, or that
different parts of a language instance are represented in different notations.
• Several instances of different languages describe the same thing on different abstraction levels or from different views. As a result, the constructs of different languages are logically related to each other.
• More general languages are used in more specific contexts and have
to be specialised for this purpose. This requires means to specialise
language constructs or create language profiles to alter language representation and semantics.
• There are very specialised languages with a narrow set of constructs
that are only used within one domain (Domain Specific Languages) or
even for just a single project.
Not only the character of computer languages has changed, but also the
habits of using them and how these languages are realised in language tools.
Where in the past a plain text editor and compiler was satisfactory, you now
demand integrated development environments (IDE) that combine the tools
of all used languages. You switch between different views on your software,
between different abstraction levels. Changes made to one part of a software
system description automatically changes others. Characteristics of modern
computer language tools are:
• The efficiency and quality of software development depends on the quality of language tools as much as it depends on the quality of the used
languages.
• Highly specialised languages, such as DSLs, require efficient development of language tools to be economical.
• Specialised languages also require to change a language often. When
the domain changes, the DSLs have to be changed as well.
• Tools should be integrated; language instances are exchanged between
tools of different vendors; changes made in one tool inflict automatic
changes in others.
From those characteristics of computer languages and their use, I can
derive a set of requirements for language descriptions.
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• Language instance and representation have to be two separate things.
Language descriptions must allow the definition of several notations for
a language. Different forms of notations have to be combined.
• Language description techniques, including techniques for the description of language, notations, and semantics, must provide the means
to express abstractions within language constructs. Language construct definitions should form specialisation hierarchies, including the
reuse/inheritance of construct characteristics and related descriptions
for representation and semantics.
• Language descriptions must allow the efficient development of language
tools and prototypes. It should be possible create language tools based
on language descriptions as automated as possible.
• Language descriptions should be well aligned with predominant programming paradigms to support tool development. Although, the aim
is fully automated tool development, today’s tools are partially created automatically based on language descriptions and partially programmed. Therefore, language descriptions techniques should be well
aligned with predominant programming paradigms, especially objectorientation.
• It must be possible to combine different language descriptions. The
description techniques must allow to relate language constructs of different languages. Language descriptions must facilitate the description
of mappings between different languages.

1.3

Domain Specific Modelling of Language
Tools

Computer languages are used to convey information to a computer. This
inevitably means that a computer has to be able to process language instances. The existence and quality of the computer tools that can process
the instances of a language heavily influence the usability of a computer
language.
Definition 9 (language tool) I call all tools that create, maintain, or process language instances language tools, and the set of all tools for a language
the tooling of this language.
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This section is about the relationships between language descriptions and
language tools. In this thesis, I want to use a Domain Specific Modelling
(DSM) approach to develop language tools based on language descriptions.
The use of DSM will be motivated later; for now, DSM promises the automated development of language tools from language descriptions. Language
tools thereby can become a effortless by-product of describing a language.
Firstly, I introduce DSM in general and secondly apply it to the development
of language tools.

1.3.1

Domain Specific Modelling

Instead of manually programming similar programs again and again, Domain Specific Modelling (DSM)6 uses specialised description languages to
automatically develop the programs of a class of similar computer programs.
These specialised description languages allow to raise the level of abstraction and thereby reduce development efforts. You only describe the things
that are specific for a concrete computer program and neglect the things
that are common for the whole class of similar programs. In this context,
the specialised description languages are referred to as domain specific languages, where the term domain characterises the specialisation for a specific
domain, manifested in a specific class of computer programs. The description themselves are called models in this context, emphasising the fact that
these descriptions model a computer program on a higher-level of abstraction. To apply DSM for a specific description language, you need tooling for
this description language that allows to automatically create the described
artefacts. I refer to this tooling simply as tooling or DSM tooling/DSM tools.
Description languages are intended to describe a specific class of things.
A description language for textual notations, for example, is used to describe
the concrete syntax of textual computer languages, or a description language
for operational semantics is used to describe the execution of instances of a
programming language. Descriptions in general can be used to automatically
develop computer programs. This requires tooling for the specific description
language. This tooling can create a specific class of computer programs based
on the specific class of things that the description language can describe.
Diagram editors for graphical computer languages, for example, are very
similar. They provide a drawing canvas and a tool box. Users can select
tools and create graphical items. They can select objects and move or delete
them. All these features are included in all graphical editors. The only
6

The term was coined by Juha-Pekka Tolvanen[51], more specific approaches limited to generating computer programs from descriptions are Model-Driven Software
Engineering[63], or generative engineering[20].
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thing that is language specific is the used notation: the used symbols and
possible connections. With DSM a language developer only describes the
notation and generates the editor with all its common characteristics from
that description.
A description can be unambiguous or ambiguous: it can either describe
exactly one thing or it describes, deliberately or not, two similar but different
things. A description language can have unambiguous or ambiguous semantics: all instances of a unambiguous description language are unambiguous;
some instances of an ambiguous description language are ambiguous. Only
unambiguous description languages are reasonable for DSM, because only
those guarantee that the automatically created computer program reflects
the intended meaning.
A description language can use constructs that are either similar or completely different to the computational concepts of a target platform. This
influences whether or not DSM for this description language and this target
platform is feasible or not. For example, a description language that relies
on abstract mathematical constructs that are hard to realise on a computer
platform makes it hard to create a DSM tooling for that language. This
usually corresponds to the level of abstraction that a description language
uses. The more abstract a description is, the more details the corresponding
tooling has to create by itself. Since a DSM tooling is written for a description language and not specific for each description, the abstract to concrete
mapping solutions that the tooling provides are generic for all descriptions.
This either makes it impossible to develop tooling, because creating such
details requires more intelligence than one can put into such tools, or the
tooling creates computer programs that do not perform well enough. As a
general rule of thumb, the more abstract a description language is relative to
the target platform, the more intelligence has to be put into the tooling and
the more generic and therefore less performing are the automatically created
computer programs.
As a conclusion, description languages for DSM can not be arbitrarily
abstract. This presents a trade-off: on one hand a description should be as
abstract and as small as possible, on the other hand a description has to
allow efficient (automatic at best) development of performing computer programs. Therefore, the description languages in today’s application of DSM
present a compromise. They provide constructs on a fairly high abstraction
level. This allows to realise a small amount of the most frequently appearing
use cases, but does not cover the very special and therefore seldom details.
The argument behind this strategy is that one can describe the bigger part
of what one needs to describe and for all the specialities one has to leave the
realm of the description language and use a different technique. Most DSM
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Figure 1.3: Schematic overview of the domain specific modelling of computer
languages. Language tools are generated from language description via the
use of meta-languages and corresponding meta-tools.
tools therefore allow to augment the instances of specific description languages with pieces of code written in multi-purpose programming languages.
This renders the development of corresponding computer programs at least
partially automatic. As a result, DSM is very popular for the development
of prototypes that do not necessarily need to contain all the specific details
that are required for the final software product.

1.3.2

DSM of Language Tools

Along the different language aspects, a language tooling comprises editors
that allow language users to create language instances, analysers, codegenerators, or interpreters that allow to process and execute language instances. DSM can allow to automatically create language tools from language
descriptions.
Language tools fall into several categories in the same way languages comprise several aspects. For each different language aspect you use a different
description. With the corresponding DSM tools for each of these description languages, you can create the different language tools for the described
language. Fig. 1.3 gives an overview about language tools, language descriptions, and DSM tooling to create the language tools.
A description, no matter if it is a description for a language, represen-
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tation, or semantics, is just a piece of information. A way to represent this
information is in a language specialised for this kind of information. This
becomes confusing, if I neglect to strictly distinguish between different levels
of description and described object:
Definition 10 (meta-language) A meta-language is a computer language
used to describe other computer languages.
It is not necessary to write a description in a computer language, but
describing a language in a computer language allows you to apply DSM and
create language tools automatically. You need to make the same distinction
between language tools, and programs that create language tools (DSM tools,
meta-language tools):
Definition 11 (meta-tool) A meta-tool is a computer software that generates language tools based on a description written in a corresponding metalanguage.
The relationship between meta-language and meta-tool is the same as
between language and language tool. While language tools that realise semantics might simulate, analyse, or compile language instances, meta-tools
generate language tools from meta-language instances. The only difference
between a common computer language and meta-language (the same holds
for tools and meta-tools) is its purpose. A meta-language is just a computer
language with the specific purpose to describe other computer languages.
Meta-language and corresponding meta-tools form applications of DSM.

1.4

Thesis Motivation, Aim, Hypothesis, and
Contribution

There are four reasons that motivate the work in this thesis:
First reason: the nature of computer languages changed dramatically in the last decades. There are two particular popular trends in computer languages. Firstly, graphical modelling languages are not plain pen and
paper languages anymore. Graphical modelling has become a major use case
for computer languages. Instances of graphical languages are edited, analysed, simulated, or translated. Secondly, opposite to compiling programming
languages, MDA and similar modern software engineering approaches require
language instances to be simulated, translated into other non-programming
languages, or need to generate code from language instances. Therefore, you
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need to describe different kinds of language semantics. Such new language
characteristics and diversity thereof often requires language engineers to combine existing techniques in unusual ways or to abuse existing technology for
new ends (I presented a list of requirements for describing modern computer
languages in 1.2.4).
Second reason: there are more and more complex languages and
an ever increasing number of languages. In all times in the history of
computer science there were reasons for a vast amount of languages, and a
need to describe these languages rigorously, not only for the purpose of human understanding, but also the wish to automatically create language tools.
Fig. 1.4 illustrates that modern computer languages operate on a higher level
of abstraction. Therefore, they are either utterly complex (featuring a large
number of language constructs) or they are very specific. Being specific allows them to be small but requires a large number of new languages. In both
cases, you have to develop languages and language tools for a vast number of
language constructs. DSM could be used to handle this amount of work economically. DSM of language tools promises to create DSL tooling efficiently
enough for an economic application of DSLs, and the object-orientated nature of OOMM might allow to govern the complexity of languages (more
details about DSM and its potential are discussed in 1.3).
Third reason: manual implementations of languages often cause a
gab between language description and language implementation.
This is most often evident for bigger languages, e.g. UML or SDL, which
are extensively specified before tools are implemented by several vendors.
As a result of manual implementation of language tools, the tools do not
always precisely reflect the language as described. Instead, language tools
implement the specification (description) incompletely, incorrectly, or not
precisely. Language users cannot rely on the language specification (description), but have to refer to what the used tooling does instead. Examples for
this phenomenon are the significant differences between existing UML tools,
or the non-existence of actual SDL-2000 tools (even though the SDL-2000
standard is almost 8 years old). With DSM of language tools and its ability
to at least partially generate language tools from language specifications, it
is thinkable to significantly lessen this problem.
Forth reason: object-oriented meta-modelling presents a new technological space. I already introduced object-oriented meta-modelling and
its possible advantages in 1.2.3. Object-oriented meta-modelling (OOMM)
is intrinsically different from existing language description technology based
on grammars. While grammar-based language description techniques were
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languages, which have to be developed more and more efficiently.
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thoroughly researched over nearly 50 years, OOMM is only a decade old.
Although the idea to use OOMM for describing a computer language, including aspects like representation and semantics, certainly exist, it is not
yet researched. It seems possible and, judged by OOMM’s supposed strength,
plausible that describing computer languages with OOMM is indeed a reasonable idea. Furthermore, MDA and MDSD are founded based on OOMM
and need language descriptions based on OOMM to work.
Lets summarise the four motivational points. Firstly, today’s languages have
very diverse characteristics, which requires a cohesive frameworks of language
description languages based on a single methodology like OOMM. Secondly,
there is a growing number of DSLs and languages with increasing complexity.
DSM could be a solution to decrease the resulting manual labour, and objectoriented meta-modelling could be a solution to govern complexity. Thirdly,
there can be gabs between language descriptions and tool implementations,
which again could be closed by DSM of language tools. Finally, OOMM is a
fairly new technology and its potential is not yet fully researched.
These are all good reasons to research whether OOMM can be used to
describe languages in all important aspects, and whether DSM can be used
to create language tools automatically from OOMM based language descriptions. Thereby, the reason to show that OOMM can be used to describe
languages fully is not to show that OOMM might provide better means to
describe languages than grammars. Nevertheless, grammar-based techniques
play an important role even for the description of language with OOMM. Describing textual notations for example obviously suggest the use of grammars.
Furthermore, you can use graph transition systems (e.g. graph grammars)
to manipulate language instances described with OOMM, for example to
describe semantics. For all these reasons:
It is the aim of this thesis to apply OOMM-based techniques to
all important aspects of language descriptions and thereby reason
about how well suited OOMM-based techniques are to describe
modern computer languages.
Because computer languages can take a huge variety of different shapes, I
have to narrow them down to a manageable subset of languages considered
in this thesis. I take a specific language as archetype. I choose SDL as this
concrete language example. SDL is a complex, textually and graphically notated language with a clearly defined operational semantics. Other language
examples that fall under this archetype are all imperative programming languages or modelling languages based on Petri-nets or state-charts. In parts,
the used techniques are also applicable to other languages: for example, ar-
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bitrary notated languages with operational semantics (you can still use the
techniques to describe the semantics) or textual notated languages with a
different kind of semantics (you can still use the techniques to describe textual notations). To see in the end, if I could reach the aim, I try to prove
the following hypothesis:
The hypothesis of this thesis is that all aspects of the SDL language can be described with specialised meta-languages and the
resulting descriptions of SDL allow to generate a prototypical toolchain for SDL.
To prove this hypothesis, I examine existing OOMM-based meta-languages
and corresponding meta-tools. If necessary, I improve them or create new
ones. I want to show how far OOMM can be used for a complete description and automatic language tool generation. The contribution of this thesis
therefore is not only to show that SDL can be described thoroughly and that
DSM can be applied to these descriptions, but also the design and implementation of new meta-languages and meta-tools. For each language aspect,
I present existing and ongoing research and present own approaches, metalanguages, and meta-tools, which contribute to the OOMM community and
enhance OOMM-based language descriptions and DSM of language tools in
general. This includes the following three new original scientific contributions7 :
First contribution: the means for a better utilisation of objectorientation in OOMM than existing technology allows. I developed a OOMM-platform that, for the first time, implements the new objectorientation features of the latest OMG MOF 2.x recommendations. As you
will learn later, these features allow to significantly increase the expressiveness of language descriptions when it comes to language construct specialisation and therefore help to deal with the complexity of language descriptions.
Second contribution: New meta-languages and meta-tools for textual representation and operational semantics with unique characteristics. The meta-language and meta-tool that I developed to describe
concrete textual representations allow to automatically create feature-rich
textual editors that support, for the first time, content assist for named
references and embedding textual editors into graphical editors. The metalanguages and meta-tool for operational semantics, in contrast to existing
7

A more detailed list of contributions, including references to publications, can be found
in the conclusions (6.1).
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technology, combine existing system modelling languages that engineers are
already familiar with.
Third contribution: A case-study for OOMM-based language descriptions and DSM based a real language. Most case-studies for
OOMM-based DSM of language tools are limited to a certain language aspect
or are made for small DSLs. I describe and create the tools for the important
parts and all important aspects of a complex industry scale system design
language (SDL). I thereby show the principle applicability of OOMM-based
DSM for languages of this size and complexity.

1.5

Thesis Outline

Including this introduction, this thesis has six chapters. Chapters two to
four discuss OOMM-based language descriptions, aspect by aspect: language, representation, and semantics. Chapter five applies the presented
techniques to the SDL language, and the sixth chapter draws conclusions on
how well suited meta-modelling techniques are to describe SDL in particular
and modern computer languages in general.
The three chapters about the different language aspects each introduce
the necessary concepts, meta-languages, and meta-tools to realise the discussed language aspect. Each of these chapters features an introduction,
related work, and conclusion in its own right. The chapter on language and
syntax provides a formal model for MOF-like meta-modelling, and a programming framework that allows to maintain meta-model-based language
instances in computer memory. This framework provides the basic means
to program with language instances and to develop language tools. The
following chapter on textual representations gives a formal comparison of
grammar-based and meta-model-based language descriptions with the goal
to use grammars as a technique to describe textual notation for meta-modelbased languages. The chapter features a notation description language based
on the context-free grammar formalism and presents a meta-tool that allows
the DSM of textual model editors. The chapter on semantics shows a way to
describe operational semantics in a human comprehensible yet machine processable way. The presented meta-language for operational semantics and
corresponding meta-tool allows to describe the semantics of a language and
allows to execute language instances right away.
The chapter on the SDL case-study presents experiences in applying the
presented meta-model-based techniques to SDL. It shows the capabilities,
advantages, and problems with meta-model-based language descriptions.
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Conventions
In the mathematical parts of this thesis, I use the following conventions.
For a relation rel ⊆ A × B, I often write rel(a) to denote all elements related
to a a ∈ A:
rel(a) = {b|(a, b) ∈ rel}
For a more complex relation T uples ⊆ A1 × A2 × · · · × An each element
tuple ∈ Tuples has the form
tuple = (label 1 , label 2 , . . . , label n )
and I write label ituple to denote the i-th position of tuple. To define a lefttotal and right-unique relation func ⊆ A × B, I use the common notation
for functions: func : A → B. I use func(a) for each a ∈ A to denote the one
unique b ∈ B that a is related to.
The set S is the set of all possible strings that make suitable names for
classes and properties, B is a set of boolean values B =def {true, false}, N
is the set of natural numbers, N? is the set of natural numbers including a
element for infinity: N? =def N ∪ {?} with a ≤ ? for all a ∈ N? .
Definitions in grey boxes that have the annex math. in their titles (they
look like Definition 5 (Title, math.)) give a mathematical definition for
terms that are already introduced, defined, or used otherwise.
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Chapter 2
Languages – Describing
Languages with Meta-Models
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, I provide the foundations for the description of languages.
The means necessary to describe what the instances of a language are and
how these instances can be created and maintained within a computer are
provided. These are the foundations for describing computer languages and
for developing language tools.
I start this chapter introducing the notion of a meta-modelling platform:
the conceptual and technological basis for language descriptions. I will introduce MOF-like modelling platforms—object-oriented meta-modelling platforms that I will use as a specific language description technology used
throughout this monograph. After a brief presentation of concrete existing
MOF-like platforms, I discuss problems in these platforms. This is followed
by the presentation of related work suggesting solutions to these problems.
The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to problem solutions and my
modelling platform A MOF 2 for Java that realises this solutions.

2.2

Meta-Modelling Platform

Definition 12 (meta-modelling platform) A meta-modelling platform
provides all languages, frameworks, and tools necessary to describe language
constructs and develop language tools. A meta-modelling platform uses a
meta-modelling formalism and consists of a meta-modelling framework based
on this formalism.
29
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language

semantic mapping

semantic domain

Figure 2.1: An example formalism, consisting of language, semantics, and
semantic domain.
To realise such meta-modelling platforms, I have to introduce some underlying concepts first. Firstly, there are meta-modelling formalisms that I
use to define languages and their constructs (section 2.2.1). Based on that,
I introduce meta-modelling frameworks, which are programming frameworks
that I use to build language tools based on languages described in a metamodelling formalisms (section 2.2.2). Finally, I put everything together and
discuss how meta-modelling platforms combine meta-modelling formalisms
and frameworks into a conceptual and technological foundation for the description of languages and development of language tools (section 2.2.3).

2.2.1

Meta-Modelling Formalisms

Languages and Formalisms
A language is a possibly unlimited set of language instances that fit a language description. A language can be associated with a semantic mapping
and semantic domain. A semantic domain is a possibly unlimited set of elements. Each of this elements is a possible meaning of a language instance.
A semantic mapping is a total mapping between a language and a semantic
domain that assigns a meaning from the semantic domain to each language
instance.
Definition 13 (formalism) A structure F = (L, SM, SD) consisting of a
language L, a semantic domain SD, and a semantic mapping between the
language and the semantic domain SM is called a formalism.
Fig. 2.1 shows the three elements of a formalism. Examples for concrete
formalisms can be taken from Petri-nets [88]. The set of all place-transition
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Petri-nets without markings is a language. A possible semantic domain could
be the set of mappings between markings and sets of sequences of firing transitions. Another semantic domain is the set of mappings between markings
and reachability graphs. Another example is the Java programming language
in conjunction with a Java compiler. The language here is the set of all
statically correct Java programs. The semantic domain is the Java byte-code
language (a set of all statically correct byte-code sequences), and the semantic mapping is defined by the inner workings of the Java compiler [38, 62].
A formalism can be used to describe the semantics of a language. But, a
notation is just a language with another language as semantic domain. Hence,
formalisms can also be used to describe the representation of a language. The
notion of a formalism and its constituents is an abstract conceptualisation: it
abstracts from concrete language instances and concrete semantic domains.
At this point, you are neither limited to a certain kind or complexity of
languages nor a certain kind of semantic domain. It is also not fixed how
any of the formalism components can be described.
Meta-Modelling Formalism
A language, as a set, can be defined in two ways. You can either define a
language extensional by enumerating the language instances, or intensional
by specifying the necessary and sufficient conditions for language instances
to be instances of the language. While the first opportunity can be used to
reason about language definitions it is certainly not practical, since most languages have an unlimited amount of instances. The introduced definition of
the term language description defines a language description as an intentional
language definition: a language description defines a language intensional.
I defined that a language description consists of language constructs definitions, which describe the syntax of a language. But what are possible
language descriptions, language construct definitions and how do these entities look like? I use specific formalisms that I call meta-modelling formalism
to define what syntaxes are and what they mean. Fig. 2.2 shows the constituents of a meta-modelling formalism.
Definition 14 (meta-modelling formalism) A meta-modelling formalism is a formalism that has a set of languages as semantic domain. The
language of a meta-modelling formalism defines a set of possible language
descriptions. The language of a meta-modelling formalism is called syntax
description language. The semantic mapping of a meta-modelling formalism
defines which language is defined by a syntax of this formalism. The domain of the semantic mapping is called the set of generated languages of the
meta-modelling formalism.
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a language instance

Figure 2.2: A meta-modelling formalism.
A concrete example for meta-modelling formalisms are BNF-grammars [1,
44]. The language of the BNF-grammar formalism is the set of all BNFgrammars over a given set of terminal and non-terminal symbols. The semantic domain is the set of all context-free languages that can be formed
over the given set of terminal symbols.
The notion of a meta-modelling is an abstract conceptualisation: it abstracts from concrete formalisms. At this point you are not limited to concrete types of syntaxes or concrete types or complexities of generated languages. However, once you choose a concrete syntax formalism, it only allows
you to define the generated languages. As you see from the examples, these
are usually limited classes of languages, like context-free languages in the
BNF syntax formalism.
Describing a Meta-Modelling Formalism and Self-Contained MetaModelling Formalisms
You now know what a meta-modelling formalism is, but how can you describe
a concrete meta-modelling formalism? I will use simple set-theory and logical
formulas to describe the language, semantic mapping, and semantic domain
of concrete meta-modelling formalisms. This will be done for MOF-like metamodelling and context-free grammars. However, there is another way to
describe the syntax description language of a meta-modelling formalism.
You can use another meta-modelling formalism to define the syntax description language. Or, you simply use the meta-modelling formalism itself to
define its own syntax description language. The meta-modelling formalism’s
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Figure 2.3: A self-contained meta-modelling formalism with modelling terminology.
language can be part of its own semantic domain. Furthermore, there can be
one or many syntaxes in the syntax description language that are mapped to
the syntax description language itself. In the BNF-grammar formalism example, there is at least one BNF-grammar that defines a language that contains
all BNF-grammars. I say a meta-modelling formalism is self-contained, if the
syntax description language is an element of the semantic domain and there
is at least on syntax that is mapped to the syntax description language.
Formalisms are often wrongly labled self-contained. But in these cases,
the meta-modelling formalism is at least generating a superset of the used
syntax description language. MOF-like formalisms, for examples, are called
self-contained, even though the proclaimed syntax of the syntax description
language generates more than the actual syntax description language. The
problem is that the definition of the MOF syntax description language relies
on constraints. Those constraints have more expressiveness than the MOF
syntax description language itself. As a result, the set of generated languages
contains also instances that violate these constraints. I call this form of selfcontainment weakly self contained, and I call self-contained formalisms also
strongly self-contained. In order to create a strongly self-contained MOF
formalism, you have to combine a MOF formalism with a formalism for
expressing constraints, e.g. the Object Constraint Language (OCL). Here you
would leave the realm of language descriptions that only contain language
syntax: you need to combine syntax and constraints to fully describe the
syntax description language of a MOF formalism.
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Terminology in the Context of Modelling – Meta-Modelling Formalisms
In this thesis, I will mainly deal with meta-modelling formalisms that are
based on concepts recommended by the OMG within the different versions
of the Meta Object Facility (MOF). Since the MOF technology, originally designed to maintain meta-data in CORBA, was soon tailored to define the Unified Modelling Language (UML), most of the used terminology is derived from
modelling, especially model-driven software development (MDSD)1 . MOF
provides specific means to describe languages and uses specialised concepts
for some of the general terms introduced so far. I will use the MOF-specific
terms to avoid confusion when I talk about different technologies for language
descriptions.
Definition 15 (modelling terms) In the context of MOF meta-modelling
formalisms, the instances of a language are models, the languages are modelling languages, and the syntax description language is a meta-modelling
language.
A syntax, based on the semantics of the defining formalism, depicts a
set of models. Therefore, a syntax is a meta-model. The one syntax that
describes the syntax description language is a meta-meta-model, because it
depicts the meta-modelling language itself.
A meta-model defines the constructs of a language. The construct instances in a model are model elements.
Models, meta-models, and meta-meta-models form model layers, where
each model on one layer is an element of the language described by the
model on the layer above: the top layer is the layer containing the metameta-model (M3-layer), the layer below contains meta-models (M2-layer),
the lowest layer contains models (M1-layer).2 Fig. 2.3 shows an example for
such a meta-modelling formalism.
When I talk about formalisms, languages, and language instances, I
am not necessarily interested in the specific application of these concepts.
But, the modelling terminology is application-driven: language instances are
1

The most notable representative of a concrete model-driven software development
methodology is the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA), which is directly based on OMG
recommendations like MOF and UML. The term MDA must not be confused with MDSD.
A common synonym for MDSD is Model-Driven Development (MDD), which also must
not be confused with MDA.
2
This layered structure is often called 4-layer architecture: the 3-layers are extended
on the lower end with an additional M0-layer. The M0-layer can either be interpreted as
all the objects that are described or modelled in the M1-layer, or more specifically as all
the instances of the modelled (software) system.
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Figure 2.4: Three different meta-modelling formalisms.
called models, because languages are used to model software in MDSD. But
as it turned out, MOF and similar technology can and is also used for languages with other purposes. This leads to a misleading vocabulary within
the community. The term model, originally meaning an abstract description of something (in MDSD usually a software system or part of a software
system), is often used to refer to all kinds of language instances.
Examples for Meta-Modelling Formalisms
There are several well known meta-modelling formalisms; Fig. 2.4 shows
three of them and names their meta-meta-model (M3), their meta-models
(M2), and their models (M1).

2.2.2

Meta-Modelling Frameworks

In the last section, I provided the basic concepts for the description of languages. I defined what a meta-modelling formalism is and how it can be used
to describe new languages. In this section I discuss how you can facilitate
meta-modelling formalisms with meta-modelling frameworks.
Definition 16 (meta-modelling framework) A meta-modelling framework (or short modelling framework) is a programming framework3 that realises a meta-modelling formalism. As such, a modelling framework provides
a meta-meta-model, can process meta-models (it provides a syntax description
language), and realises the semantics of the meta-modelling formalism. This
functionality is provided as program libraries and auxiliary tools. This means
a modelling framework provides the tooling for its meta-modelling language.
Modelling frameworks can be used to develop language tools based on a
language description given in the realised meta-modelling formalism.
3

In [36] a programming framework is defined as: "A framework is a set of classes that
make up a reusable design for a specific class of software." I use this definition of the term,
but exchange classes with software libraries for generality.
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Basic Functionality: Programming with Language Instances
Language tools read, manipulate, and create language instances. Therefore, a good modelling framework provides everything necessary to allow
efficient programming with language instances. There are three components
that modelling frameworks have in common: they hold language instances in
computer memory, provide a language-dependent and language-independent
interface to access and manipulate a language instance in memory.
In order to represent arbitrary language instances in computer memory,
the modelling framework has to provide a data structure that realises the
semantic domain of the meta-modelling formalism. This data structure can
be used to store any language instance and its relation to its defining metamodel, independent of the actual meta-model.
Definition 17 (repository) The framework component that consists of this
data-structure and functionality to modify data in this structure is called
a repository component. An instantiation of this software component in
computer memory is called repository4 .
A repository can be used to store one or more language instances in
computer memory. Each language instance separate. To keep each language
instance separate in memory, frameworks use extents.
Definition 18 (extent) Within a modelling framework the boundaries between distinct language instances are formed by extents5 . Each extent consists of one instance of the underlying data structure and therefore holds one
language instance. One repository can contain multiple extents.
Repositories can be accessed with APIs. These interfaces can be used
to program tools based on a repository. I distinguish two different kinds
of interfaces: meta-model-independent interface 6 and meta-model-dependent
interface 7 . Meta-model-independent interfaces are used for tools that are
4

The term repository was formed by early MOF frameworks, like [70], which considered
persistent model storage as the main application. From there on the term repository was
also used to refer to transient model storage.
5
The term extent is used in MOF [77, 79]. In EMF [117] the concept is called editing
domain. This term refers to the fact that an editing domain is associated with additional
functionality needed to edit a language instance.
6
This kind of interface is often referred to as reflection interface. When using a reflection
interface, a program has to introspect (i.e. reflect on) the meta-model at runtime in order
to analyse a model, because the meta-model is unknown at programming time.
7
This kind of interface is often referred to as generated interface, because it has to be
generated from a meta-model.
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independent from a concrete meta-model. These are often tools that can
be parametrized with a meta-model at runtime. I call such tools generic
tools. Meta-model-dependent interfaces are generated from a specific metamodel and only allow to access instances of this meta-model. Meta-modeldependent interfaces allow more efficient and statically safe development of
tools, since they use vocabulary defined in the meta-model and allow static
checking based on information in the meta-model. Both kinds of interfaces
are based on the concepts used in the underlying meta-modelling formalism.
The set of rules that relates the formalism concepts to corresponding interface
constructs of a programming language is called language mapping.
Definition 19 (model interface) A meta-model-independent interface allows to read and manipulate a language instance represented in a repository without knowledge of the corresponding meta-model. A meta-modeldependent interface allows to read and manipulate a language instance represented in a repository based on vocabulary defined in the corresponding
meta-model. A language mapping determines how the constructs of a metamodelling language are mapped to a programming language and thereby determines the design of both interface kinds.
Auxilary Functionality
Besides the main three components, modelling frameworks provide other
functionality based on the specifics of the underlying formalism and the targeted applications. One example is the serialisation and de-serialisation of
language instances (i.e. repository or extent contents). This allows to store
and load language instances to and from files in formalism or framework
specific exchange data formats.

2.2.3

Meta-Modelling Platforms

The term meta-modelling platform is just a word to refer to both a metamodelling formalism and an implementing meta-modelling framework. Thus,
a meta-modelling platform is characterised by a specific meta-modelling formalism, it uses on meta-modelling framework, and is based on a concrete
programming platform.
There is a multitude of existing and thinkable meta-modelling platforms
with certain advantages and disadvantages. Platforms differ in the used
meta-modelling formalism. The choice of a concrete formalism determines
the paradigm and concepts that can be used to define a language (e.g. the
syntax description language) and also influences the specific class of languages
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that can be developed (i.e. generated languages of the formalism). The
chosen framework usually determines a concrete programming platform. This
can be the programming language, or can also involve a specific platform for
distributed applications (e.g. CORBA), or specific rich client platform (e.g.
eclipse). The framework therefore depicts the used programming paradigm
and also influences the choice for a software development methodology.
There are several roles involved in the process of developing and using
languages and language tools based on modelling frameworks.
Definition 20 (roles) The meta-modelling platform developer creates the
meta-modelling platform. He or she defines the meta-modelling formalism
and develops the corresponding meta-modelling framework. The language
developer creates languages. He or she defines languages based on a given
meta-modelling platform and develops tools for this language. The language
user or software developer uses language and language tools to develop a
software application. The application user uses a software application.

2.3

MOF-like Meta-Modelling Platforms

So far I discussed meta-modelling platforms in general, independent of the
nature and specific characteristics of the used meta-modelling formalism and
the provided programming frameworks. But, most existing platforms are tailored for a specific domain of application: grammars are used for languages
with textual syntax, XML is used for information exchange and interoperability, or data-bases are used for mass information storage and efficient data
access.
MOF-like platforms originate in MDSD. The original intent was to store,
analyse, and present the meta-data of building blocks of software system, for
example, additional information and associations between package, classes,
fields, and description of object-oriented or component-based software. With
UML’s demand to define the syntax of a graphical language, MOF-like platforms found their most prominent application, the description of abstract
modelling language syntax.
The characteristics of MOF-like platforms are an object-oriented syntax
description language and a semantic domain that is comparable to directed
labled graphs. This comprehends two advantages for the description of tool
construction for modelling languages. Firstly, it allows flexible language descriptions. Object-orientation allows highly modularised and reusable metamodels, it allows for easier language integrations based on their meta-model,
and aligns well with the underlying object-oriented programming platforms.
Secondly, its semantic domain allows to cover graphical languages (graphs),
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as well as textual languages (trees). The generality of graphs as data structures also suggests that MOF is applicable to other, possible undiscovered,
language forms. The success of MOF is evident in the definition of the UMLlanguage, its role for the development of integrated programming environments, and several programming frameworks for the development of domain
specific languages. In the remainder of this monograph, I use the terms
object-oriented meta-modelling, meta-modelling platform, meta-modelling
formalism, or meta-modelling framework to refer to MOF-like platforms,
formalisms, and frameworks.

2.3.1

Existing MOF-like Meta-Modelling Platforms

There are a variety of MOF-like platforms. I give a brief introduction into
MOF1.x, EMF, and MOF2.x to characterise the state of the art in this field.
I also use these to discuss the problems with existing modelling platforms.
MOF 1.x is a modelling platform recommended by the OMG [77]. It is
the first commonly accepted modelling platform based on an object-oriented
meta-language. Its history provides the bigger part of the motivation for
meta-modelling. It was originally created as a platform to describe the modelling language UML in a more profound way. MOF also provides a basic description of a meta-modelling programming framework: it describes
programming interfaces in the programming language-independent language
IDL [72].
The Java Metadata Interface (JMI) [75] presents a Java language mapping
for the MOF 1.x recommendation, and thus specifies meta-modelling frameworks for the Java programming language. JMI simply maps the given IDL
interfaces to Java. JMI is implemented, among others, by SUN’s Metadata
Repository [70] and the ModFact project [82]. The JMI sets many standard
rules, which are also used in other MOF-to-Java language mappings.
The Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) [117] is a modelling platform
tailored for the use based on the eclipse platform and Java. It tightly connects
modelling formalism and model programming framework; it does not feature
the necessary abstraction to map EMF as modelling formalism onto another
programming platform. EMF has evolved into a quasi standard; it is widely
used and accepted. The success of EMF is founded on its Eclipse integration
and a multitude of frameworks and tools that have evolved around EMF. This
renders EMF, despite or maybe because of its very simple meta-language
Ecore, a very powerful basis for modelling tools.
With the next major release of UML, there also is a new major release
of MOF. The corresponding MOF 2.x recommendations define two metamodelling languages: CMOF and EMOF. CMOF is used by the UML 2.x
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Figure 2.5: A MOF-like meta-meta-model and an instance model.
recommendations to define the new UML. In contrast to older MOF versions, EMOF, and comparable frameworks like EMF, CMOF introduces new
features, which raise its expressiveness drastically (refer to section 2.5).

2.3.2

A Formal Definition of a Simplified MOF-Formalism

In this section, I provide a formal definition of a meta-modelling formalism
that reflects the essence of a MOF-like formalism. It is not reasonable to try
to cover a whole MOF standard formally, but this small definition gives as a
valuable tool to analyse and discuss the further problems in this monograph.
Fig. 2.5 shows the core concepts of a simplified MOF-like meta-modelling
language (grey, at the top), i.e. MOF-like meta-meta-model. This classdiagram presents the constructs that can be used to define a language in
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MOF; each instance of the model represented by this class-diagram is a MOF
meta-model. This meta-meta-model is a sub-set of the meta-meta-models in
the actual MOF standards and can also be interpreted (by changing names)
as a sub-set of the Ecore model. The lower part of the same figure (white)
shows concepts that describe an instance description for language instances
in MOF-like formalisms. These classes describe the structures used to store
instances of a MOF meta-model. In other words this class-diagram describes
both, classes that can be used to define language constructs (grey), and
classes that are used to instantiate the defined constructs (white).
Meta-models
The class-diagram in Fig. 2.5 provides a conceptual blueprint for the following set-theoretic definition of meta-models.
Definition 21 (meta-model, math.) A meta-model M is a tuple:
M = (Types, Classes, Props, superTypes)
with
Classes
Classes
Props
superTypes

⊆
⊆
⊆
⊆

Types
S×B
S × Classes × Types × B × B × N × N?
Classes × Classes

Tuples class ∈ Classes and property ∈ Props have the form:
class = (name, isAbstract)
property = (name, owner, type, isComposite, isOrdered, lower, upper)
All the set names and names within the tuples correspond to the classes and
properties in the simplified MOF meta-meta-model given in the grey part of
Fig. 2.5. It is obvious how a MOF meta-model (an instance of the given
simplified MOF meta-meta-model) can be put into a meta-model M, or vice
versa: how M denotes an instance of the grey part of Fig. 2.5.
The following left-total helper relations will help to shorten further definitions and formulas:
allSuperTypes ⊆ Classes × Classes

(2.1)
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allSuperTypes(c) =def {st|st ∈ superTypes(c) ∨
∃c0 ∈ superTypes(c) : st ∈ allSuperTypes(c0 )}
allProps ⊆ Classes × Props
allProps(c) =def {p|owner p = c ∨
∃c0 ∈ allSuperTypes(c) : ownerp = c0 }
assignables ⊆ Classes × Classes
assignables(c) =def {c0 |c = c0 ∨ c0 ∈ allSuperTypes(c)}

(2.2)

(2.3)

The relation allSuperTypes (2.1) simply extends superTypes and also relates
indirect super types (the super types of super types and so on) with each
other. This is important, for example, to calculate all owned and inherited
properties of a class: allProps (2.2) gives you all these owned and inherited
properties of a class. A property of a certain type can hold values of exactly
this type, but also of all sub-types of this type. With assignables (2.3) I can
denote all types of values that a property of a certain type can hold.
For meta-model M = (Types, Classes, Props) to be a valid MOF metamodel certain constraints must be hold. For all c, c1 , c2 ∈ Classes, p ∈ P rops
the following formulas must evaluate to true:
∀p1 , p2 ∈ allProps(c) : name p1 = name p2 ⇒ p1 = p2
name c1 = name c2 ⇒ c1 = c2
c 6∈ allSuperTypes(c)
lower p ≤ upper p

(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)

The first formula (2.4) ensures that properties of one class must have unique
names, this includes all inherited properties. Please note that there is no
property redefinition in this simplified MOF. The next formula (2.5) allows
only unique class names within a meta-model. Furthermore, super types
must not have cycles (2.6), and lower and upper bounds must be reasonable
(2.7).
Models
Based on a meta-model M, I can define what a model is. The white classes
in Fig. 2.5 show a class diagram for a model and how the model constructs
relate to meta-model constructs. Again, I simply transcribe the names of
classes and properties into the following definitions.
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Definition 22 (model, math.) A model is a tuple
M = (MetaModel, Values, Links, metaType, metaProp)
with:
MetaModel
is a meta-model
Links ⊆ Values × Values × N
metaType : Values → Types MetaModel
metaProp : Links → Props MetaModel
A tuple link ∈ Links has the form
link = (src, trg, index)

Each model M can denote an actual instance of the corresponding metamodel. A model M is an instance of meta-model M if MetaModel M = M.
Each value instantiates a type (a class or a primitive type), and each link
instantiates a property. Of course the meta-model constrains the ways in
which links can connect values. Before I come to the constraints, I define the
following left-total helper relations:

components ⊆ Values × Values
(2.8)
0
0
components(v) =def {v |∃l ∈ Links : l = (v, v ) ∧ isComposite metaProp(l) }
allComponents ⊆ Values × Values
(2.9)
0 0
allComponents =def {v |v ∈ components(v) ∨
∃v 00 ∈ components(v) : v 0 ∈ allComponents(v 00 )}

With components (2.8) you can access all values that are linked to a value
based on a composite property. This is important to define the semantics of
composition later. You will later see that composition is transitive, therefore
I also defined a function for indirect components allComponents (2.9), which
also includes the components of components and so on.
For each model M to be a valid model of meta-model M = MetaModel M ,
certain constraints must hold. For all l, l1 , l2 ∈ Links, v ∈ Values, c ∈
Classes MetaModel , and p ∈ Props MetaModel the following formulas must evaluate
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to true:
metaType(src l ) ∈ Classes MetaModel
metaType(v) ∈ Classes MetaModel ⇒ ¬isAbstract metaType(v)

(2.10)
(2.11)

c = metaType(src l ) ⇒ (metaProp(l) ∈ allProps(c)) ∧

(2.12)





metaType(trg l ) ∈ assignables(type metaProp(l) )

l1 6= l2 ∧ metaProp(l1 ) = metaProp(l2 ) = p ∧ src l1 = src l2 ⇒
(¬isOrdered p ∧ index l1 = index l2 = 0) ∨
(isOrdered p ∧ index l1 6= index l2 )

(2.13)

lower p ≤ |{l|src l = v ∧ metaProp(l) = p}| ≤ upper p
v 6∈ allComponents(v)

(2.14)
(2.15)

l1 6= l2 ∧ isComposite metaProp(l1 ) ∧ isComposite metaProp(l2 )
∧ trg l1 = trg l2 ⇒ src l1 = src l2

(2.16)

Only object values (instances of classes not primitive types) can be sources of
links (2.10). This is because only classes can have properties, and primitive
types do not relate values to each other. Only non abstract classes can be
instantiated (2.11). This means there can be no object value that is the
instance of an abstract class. The instantiated property of each link must be
a property of the source value’s class and the target value must be assignable
(i.e. the type of the target value must fit the property’s type) (2.12). Link
indices are used to denote the ordering of property values (2.13). For non
ordered properties all indices must be 0; for ordered ones, two values of the
same property linked to the same source value must not have the same index.
Multiplicity of properties must not be exceeded (2.14). Composition has the
following semantics: composition defines a whole-part relationship. It must
be acyclic: a container must not contain itself, neither directly, nor as part of
a contained component (2.15), and a component can not be the component
of two container (2.16).
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Formal MOF-like formalism
Definition 23 (MOF-like meta-modelling formalism, math.)
A MOF-like meta-modelling formalism MOF = (L, SM, SD) is define by the
three components language L, semantic mapping SM , and semantic domain
SD. The language is the set of all meta-models:
LMOF =def {M|M is a meta-model}
The semantic domain is the set of all sets of models for all meta-models:
SDMOF =def

[

{M |MetaModel M = M}

M∈L

Given a meta-model M I define the set of all instances of this meta-model
models(M), i.e. the set of all models for this meta-model as
models(M) =def {M |M is a model ∧ MetaModel M = M}
This function models defines a mapping between L and SD:
SMMOF =def models

2.3.3

Problems of Existing MOF-based Meta-Modelling Platforms

Meta-modelling platforms are about meta-modelling languages and frameworks. As with all languages and frameworks, there are typical questions
are. Does the used syntax description language use the right level of abstraction? How convenient and save can the framework be used? Are there more
effective languages and frameworks? In this section, I discuss problems of
existing MOF-based meta-modelling platforms.
Missing Feature Refinement Semantics
I start my analysis with the meta-modelling languages. The newest MOF
recommendations define two different meta-meta-models. The EMOF model
provides a very minimalistic feature set, the CMOF a very extensive one.
The EMOF concepts form a sub-set of the CMOF features, because the
CMOF model is an extension, by means of object-oriented generalisation, of
the EMOF model. This means, that the CMOF model provides additional
means for the expression of meta-models. All CMOF constructs could also
me described in EMOF (at least in conjunction with a language for well-
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formedness rules), but of course this always requires manual implementations
in a meta-model, where CMOF provides this functionality as part of the
meta-modelling language.
There are two features in CMOF that may significantly enhance the convenience and safety in meta-modelling, when complex inheritance structures
are important to the meta-model. These are called feature redefinition and
property sub-setting. Both are refinement relations between the features of
meta-model classes that restrict the semantics of a feature, e.g. limit the
possible values for an attribute, or restrict the return type of an operation.
General classifier-based refinement, known as specialisation or generalisation,
becomes more powerful with the possibility to refine the classifier features in
the context of a specialisation. Meta-modelling without feature refinement
could be compared to object-oriented programming without the possibility
to override methods in the context of class specialisation.
The UML 2.x meta-model [74, 73] extensively uses these new CMOF features. The UML meta-model uses this features to define the relationships
between construct definitions. The UML defines general constructs in an
abstraction library. The constructs in this library are specialised in different infrastructure modules, which are general enough to be used in multiple
languages, for example for MOF itself and for UML. Within the UML superstructure, these infrastructure constructs are again specialised. And even
within the UML superstructure constructs can be associated with different
abstraction levels, know as the UML compliance levels 0 to 3, which provide
different versions of UML based on level of language detail.
The static semantics of feature refinement is defined in the UML infrastructure recommendation. But these definitions only state what statically
correct models are. Sub-setting for example requires that all the values in a
sub-set property are also contained in the superset. With this definition it
is possible to check an existing model. But this definition is not necessarily sufficient to describe what happens when a property is changed. Metamodelling frameworks are dynamic modelling environments; they are about
model changes. For example, when a new value is added to a property, what
happens to the value sets of related, e.g. sub-setted, properties? UML is
currently missing dynamic semantics for feature refinement that deals with
modifying actions like setting, adding, or deleting values.
Weak Language Mappings
Meta-modelling frameworks require to map meta-modelling concepts to a
programming language. The existing language mappings, especially for Java,
like the mapping of EMF or JMI and JMI-like mappings don’t exploit all
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offered programming language features. This leads to programming that is
not as type-safe as possible. This regards the change of property types in
the context of inheritance (property redefinitions) and value collections with
specific elements types.
Meta-model properties are mapped to pairs of get and set-methods in
corresponding programming language interfaces. Existing platforms either
do not allow any form of property type refinement in their meta-modelling
language or they do not reflect type changes in the language mapping. Many
programming languages, including Java, allow the change of method return
types or method parameter types in the context of inheritance. Property
type refinement, therefore could be mapped to such type changes in the
programming language.
Properties with multiplicities higher than one are usually mapped to collections of values, using corresponding collection types in the programming
language. Many programming languages allow collection types with type
parameters, e.g. generics in Java. Such parameters allow type-safe access to
such collections based on the type of the contained elements. Unfortunately,
existing language mappings do not utilize this.
The missing use of these helpful programming language features leads
into unnecessary cumbersome and not statically type-safe programming patterns. It requires heavy use of type-casts and manual type-checking, e.g. use
of the instanceof operator in Java. For example: each collection access is
accompanied with a type cast; when a collection contains several types of
elements (lack of sub-setting use), collection access requires a switch based
on the concrete element type and applications of the instanceof operator.8
Combination and Integration of Related Models
Especially in the modelling of languages, different models, covering different
aspects of the same thing, have to be used with each other. This requires
either the actual or at least logical combination of different models into a
bigger model. This is an aspect that is often completely neglected by metamodelling platforms and corresponding programming environments.
8

One might object that with DSM of language tools, no code has to be written by hand
and programming safety issues are irrelevant. But, as you will learn in the chapters on
aspects representation and semantics, DSM of language tools gains much of its flexibility
from the possibility to fall back to general purpose programming languages for language
details that exceed the expressiveness of used meta-languages. It is unlikely that DSM
of language tools is ever possible completely without programming; it is possible that
there will always be programming parts of language tools manually, or manually changing
generated language tool code.
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Possible solutions include model transformations, described with model
combination languages, or the use of specific model merge languages. The
UML 2.x standard defines a generic model merge, that combines meta-model
packages and their contents based on names. For example, two packages
modelling different aspects of the same concepts can be merged into a package
that includes these concepts with both aspects. In this process the concepts
are identified with each other using their names as reference. Such methods
are today only ideas with lack of proper formalisation and tool support.
Integration of Platform Objects
A meta-modelling platform usually defines a sealed model space; no support
is given to combine a model of one platform with models or other entities in
other platforms. Meta-modelling frameworks sometimes soften confinement,
because they allow interactions between models and programming platform
based on APIs and programs. When models are used to define tools, they
have to be related to tool components written in the underlying programming
language. It is therefore necessary to relate models with existing software
components within the confined model space.
Even though meta-modelling platforms usually don’t provide means for
direct integration of other platforms, many meta-modelling frameworks introduce integration of programming language entities within models and metamodels. EMF for example allows to determine the concrete programming
language class that realises a given meta-type. Such concepts are used in
practice but are usually born out of pragmatism. Influences and effects of
existing integration concepts aren’t studied or formalized.
Other problems are behavioural and derived features. Meta-modelling
platforms allow to define behaviour and derived features by interface declaration. They do not provide concepts for implementing those features. This
problem is relayed to meta-modelling frameworks, which have to provide the
means to provide feature implementations. Eventually, such behavioural and
derived features are realised with program blocks written in the underlying
programming language. The concepts that are used to connect feature declarations and their implementation are often crude and do not use the full
potential of meta-modelling platform and underlying programming platform.

2.4

Related Work

The Java Metadata Interface (JMI) [75] presents a Java language mapping for
the MOF 1.x recommendation, and thus gives Java users a meta-modelling
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framework based on the MOF, which does include a Java language mapping
itself. JMI is implemented, among others, by SUN’s Metadata Repository
[70] and the ModFact project [82].
The two mentioned MOF/JMI implementations MDR, and the ModFact
repository, as well as the EMF meta-modelling platform, offer a common
feature set and have all similar design. They offer a built-in repository component for meta-models, support code generation for user defined repository
components based on meta-models. Models and meta-models can be loaded
into repositories, using XMI-based [80] import and export facilities. Model
elements can be accessed using either generated meta-model-dependent interfaces or meta-model-independent interfaces. All three implementations allow
access to the model via classes, properties and methods that have names and
types based on a corresponding meta-model.
The basics of these frameworks are well understood and proven. Therefore, I use the same architecture in my framework, as well does the language
mapping follow the general rules for a MOF-based repository that are defined
in JMI. However, the existing frameworks and their corresponding metamodelling languages do not support the new MOF 2.x features: refinement
of classifier features and sub-settings between properties. Basically, existing
platforms cover the smaller brother of CMOF called EMOF (essential MOF),
which is tailored for simpler and easier to realize modelling.
For the CMOF model, the MOF 2.x IDL [78], issued by the OMG,
presents a MOF language mapping to OMG’s platform-independent Interface Definition Language (IDL) [72]. Unfortunately this work is heavily constrained by limitations imposed through the very strict static type system of
IDL. For instance, the type constraints implied by the redefinition of properties cannot be reflected in the target language, because IDL does not support
operation overwriting with changing return types (covariant return types).
This work presents value collections with concrete types. Since IDL does
not have a built-in mechanism for generic types, those collections are generated for each type defined in a meta-model. This idea can be improved to
work with generic collection types in Java, and can be enhanced to exploit
the possibility of covariant return types offered by the Java programming
language.
The implementation of associations is an often discussed aspect in modelling. Associations can be implemented as objects in their own right, which
realize a bi-directional relationship using references from the association object (link) to the linked objects. This approach is chosen in MOF/JMI and
was favoured by Rumbaugh et al. [91, 37]. The approach, championed by
Graham et al. and used in EMF [39, 37], realizes associations ends as references that are constrained to be opposites of each other. I later use the second
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qualifiers

sub-settings, redefines

pure reflection

IDE

A MOF 2 for Java
MOFLON
MDR
EMF
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CMOF
CMOF
MOF1.4
Ecore

yes
no
no
yes

yes
yes
no
no

yes
yes
no
no

no
yes
yes
yes

eclipse
Fujaba
netbeans
eclipse

Table 2.1: A MOF 2 for Java in comparison with other MOF-like modelling
frameworks based on framework features
approach, because it is easier to unify with property sub-setting, which is just
another way of constraining properties. In [24] Diskin and Dingel discuss this
issue from a mathematical perspective.
Ameluxen et al. [5] developed templates of Java code that realize the
semantics of sub-setting in association ends and attributes or more general
in properties. Here the update of a property value also triggers updates to
subset properties in order to keep values of properties subsets of each other.
This can be generalized: sub-setting is only a special kind of constraint for
property values, another constraint kind is imposed by associations.
The feature refinement feature sub-setting and derived unions of the
CMOF model were formalised by Alanen and Porres in[3] based on set-theory
and first-order predicate logic. They give an operational semantics for the
four basic operations: adding a property value, removing it, inserting a value
into an unordered set, and inserting into ordered sets of property values. The
semantics is given as pre- and post-conditions for these operations.
Alanna Zito et al. in [126] formalised the package merges that are performed to build the UML meta-model for different compliance levels based on
merging different packages into different language configurations. They provide a mathematical package merge definition that ensures the compatibility
of merged and original packages. This definition is more rigorous than the
original OMG definition, which is more like an idea given in natural English
than a actual precise definition.
When this thesis was written, several MOF-like meta-modelling frame-
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works existed or were concurrently developed. In Fig. 2.1, I compare the
most important of these frameworks based on shared features. The characteristics that distinguish the different frameworks from each other are: the
used meta-modelling language, language mapping support for Java generics, support for UML qualifiers, sub-settings and redefinitions, whether the
framework allows purely reflective programming without generating metamodel specific interfaces, and the IDE-platform that the framework targets.
The first row shows the framework A MOF 2 for Java [105, 102] that was
developed for this thesis. The goal was to create a meta-modelling framework
that resolves the limitations of MDR, which was at this point in time the only
noteworthy meta-modelling framework. MDR [70] is based on the old MOF
1.4 recommendation and neither supports Java generics nor important MOF
2 features. MOFLON [6, 5] was developed at the same time than A MOF
2 for Java with very similar design goals. The Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF) [117] was created with a completely opposite rational. The EMF
developers wanted a meta-modelling framework with an even simpler metamodelling language than MOF 1.4. While A MOF 2 for Java and MOFLON
were intended for big, highly modularised meta-models with extensive reuse
of language concepts, EMF is ideal for the small simple meta-models of DSL.

2.5
2.5.1

A New Meta-Modelling Platform Based
on the CMOF-Model
Motivation

Some of the earlier described problems with existing meta-modelling platforms manifested during the development of a meta-model for SDL (see chapter 5). Especially problematic are missing feature refinements and weak language mappings in existing meta-modelling frameworks. To deal with SDL’s
complexity adequately, the meta-model has to contain deep inheritance hierarchies of meta-model classes. Modelling the features within these class
hierarchies and programming with instances of these classes without proper
feature refinement and corresponding language mappings was not bearable
knowing that with CMOF at hand, everything could be modelled with more
clarity, safety, and in a more compact meta-model. Similar problems arise
in projects dealing with languages of similar complexity. The UML2 and
UML2 Tools project with in the Model Development Tools (MDT) (developed within the eclipse community) [120], for example, realise a repository
for UML based on EMF. The lack of support for feature refinement and an
corresponding language mapping within EMF lead to a repository that is
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stripped of many advantages of the UML meta-model: the different UML
compliance levels cannot be used, most of the modularity is lost, abstraction
hierarchies are melted down to the bare minimum realisable in EMF.
In this chapter, I describe possible solutions for the existing problems
missing feature refinement semantics and weak language mappings. The solutions are accompanied with a discussion and comparison to corresponding
related work. I realised the concepts presented in this chapter in a new metamodelling framework based on the CMOF model: A MOF 2 for Java. This
framework features a Java language mapping that is losely based on JMI,
extended with concepts to utilise Java generics and type variations (needed
for property redefinition). I present dynamic semantics for sub-setted and
redefined properties, which ensures the statically given semantics explained
in the MOF 2.x recommendations.
Furthermore and not further explained in this thesis: a MOF 2 for Java
includes an implementation of a package merge mechanism to integrate different meta-models. The platform provides an abstract implementation layer
that allows to provide implementations for behavioural and derived features
in different and mixed implementation languages. It also allows to represent
arbitrary Java values as model elements.

2.5.2

Language Mapping

A language mapping is needed to use MOF-based models in a programming language; it defines how model elements are represented by objects in
the programming language, how such elements can be created, modified, or
deleted using a programming language. A language mapping maps CMOF
constructs to the constructs of a programming language. In case of the objectoriented CMOF-model and the object-oriented programming language Java,
this is often straightforward: model elements are mapped to Java objects,
MOF classifiers to Java interfaces and Java classes, CMOF properties to Java
properties9 , and so on.
I choose to realize a CMOF mapping for the Java programming language, because Java offers a flexible type system. Compared with IDL (the
recommended language to describe an interface to MOF), Java provides two
important features that IDL does not: (1) Covariant return types that were
introduced with Java Platform 2 Version 1.4 and (2) generics, introduced
with Java Platform 2 Version 5.0. Those features will prove necessary for
a convenient modelling API. The importance of covariant return types and
generics will be discussed later in this section. For more information on
9

Java properties are member variables, accessible through a pair of get- and set-methods
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static type-checking and static semantics in object-oriented languages refer
to [10, 38].
The previous MOF recommendation MOF 1.x [77] and its Java mapping defined in the Java Metadata Interface(JMI) [75], already constituted
the common practices for a MOF to Java mapping. I propose a language
mapping that follows these practices: Every model element is represented
through a proxy object that implements the interface that corresponds to
the corresponding meta-class. To call operations on a model element, or
to access its attributes, or linked objects, corresponding Java methods have
to be invoked. For more information about MOF semantics and language
mappings refer to the old MOF 1.4 [77] and JMI [75] or the new MOF2.x
Facility and Object Lifecycle [81] and MOF 2.x to OMG IDL mapping [78]
recommendations.
I extend this mapping to solve two problems: (1) JMI does not have
support for CMOF’s feature redefinitions, (2) JMI does not incorporate the
possibility of generic types, hence programming with JMI often requires typecasts and reflection on runtime types. Common functionality, like model
navigation, property updates, object creation, etc. has to be programmable
in short and safe idioms. Following this rationale means that long chains of
calls and numerous casts should not be necessary in the usual case.
The rest of this section will handle the detailed mapping of features;
features are attributes, association ends, and operations. The next three
subsections will cover (1) redefinitions of features, (2) merging of classes (a
special application of feature redefinition), and (3) features with arbitrary
multiplicity.
Mapping Redefinitions
The UML 2 infrastructure library (which includes abstract, basic definitions
for the MOF model) allows an element to redefine other elements in the
context of a generalisation relation. The abstract concept redefinition has
different semantics and syntactic implications on its concrete realisations.
For properties it must hold that a redefining property is as least as restrictive as the redefined, or, in other words, the redefining property has
to be consistent with the redefined property. In detail, the multiplicity of
the redefining property must be included in the multiplicity of the redefined
property, the redefining property must be derived when the redefined is, etc.
The constraint that the type of a redefining property must be covariant (it
must conform) to the type of the redefined property, is important for the
language mapping. A property p0:B of type B can redefine p:A of type A, if
B is a direct or indirect subtype of A, denoted as A /−B. This is a covariant
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{redefines p in C}
Figure 2.6: Redefinition example.
type change.
But for most implementation languages more restrictive rules apply. Because many of those languages try to assure static type safety, the type
system has to be more restrictive. Some of these languages are Java, C++,
and IDL. Most of those languages have the following, or even more restrictive redefinition semantics: In the context of an output-access, like getting
a property value, or receiving the return of an operation call, the type can
change covariant when the accessed feature is redefined. Since the redefinition can masquerade as the redefined, the redefining element can be accessed
in any context the redefined can be accessed in. In the context of an inputaccess, like setting a property’s value, or providing the arguments for an
operation call, the type can change only contra variant; because only this
way the redefinition can still masquerade as the redefined. In the example,
p0 can be access in any context that p is accessible. For properties that allow
output- and input-access, like member variables, only invariant type changes
are allowed.
I want to investigate what this diversity means for mapping the example
given in Fig. 2.6. When a class C with property p : A is specialized by class
D with property p0 : B, where p0 redefines p and A /−B, then according to the
basic JMI mapping rules two interfaces are created. Interface C with methods
C::getP():A and C::setP(value:A):void, as well as interface D extends
C with methods D::getP():B and D::setP(value:B):void will be created
on the Java side.
In Java terms: D::getP():B redefines C::getP():A, since it has the same
signature. Fortunately Java supports covariant return types, and this piece
of language mapping preserves the intended semantics. The set-methods, on
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the other hand, are problematic. In order for a method to redefine another
method (or override; to overwrite is what it means to redefine in Java), the arguments of the redefining method must only change contra variantly. But the
argument of the update method changes covariantly. Therefore, D::setP(B
value):void does only overload C::setP(value:A):void. Unfortunately
overloading does not have the semantics wanted.
Take the call c.setP(aValue), where c is a reference of type C and
aValue is of type B 0 with A /−B 0 but not necessarily B /−B 0 . Since references are polymorph in Java, it is possible that c references a value of type
D. What are the semantics of this call in this particular context?
The proxy object that implements the interface D has to implement both
methods C::setP(value:A):void and D::setP(value:B):void. Since the
two methods simply overload each other (despite their shared name), the
mentioned call c.setP(aValue) will invoke C::setP(value:A):void. This
is because aValue has type B 0 , which is incompatible with B.
But this is not what MOF intends; instead I want p0 : B in type D to be
updated, since it redefines p : A in C. There is only one slot (value container)
defined by the redefining property p0 . This slot is used for both properties p
and p0 because both describe actually the same property just with different
types. The reason for the mappings failure is that you try to do a covariant
type change on both, a output-access (getP) and a input-access (setP), on
the same property. But static type safety can only be assured for a writing
access with contra variant type change. In other words static type safety for
redefining a property with both output- and input-access can only be assured
for invariant type changes.
The solution to this problem is to postpone some type-checking from
compile time to run time. The proxy object’s implementation of method
C::setP(value:A):void must realize that it is redefined; it has to check
whether value is of type B or not. If value is of type B, it delegates and
calls D::setP(value:B):void; if it is not of type B, it raises a type-check
exception. That way, retrieving a value can be type-checked statically. The
type-checking of setting a value is only possible against the most general type
of a redefinition; complete type-checking, however, is possible at runtime.
Redefinitions, where the redefining element has a different name, are another troubling point. The mapping leads to Java methods with different
names and hence different signatures, and therefore there is no redefinition
at Java level. You can apply the same solution to solve this problem: The
corresponding method implementation realizes that the represented property
has been redefined, it does the needed type-checks, and delegates the call to
the method that represents the redefining property.
For operations, MOF allows operation arguments to change covariant
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Figure 2.7: Merge example.
when redefined. This is a bit peculiar and the semantics are not further
described. When operations with covariant arguments are mapped to Java,
overloading semantics apply. Since overloaded methods are selected at compile time it cannot be assured that the wanted operation is called. As before,
the implementations of the corresponding Java methods have to decide at
runtime with operation is to be invoked. 10 11
Multiple Inheritance and Merging
Even more challenging for the Java type system is the redefinition of multiple properties as they commonly occur when packages are merged. In the
example, shown in Fig. 2.7, two classes with a property of same name, but
different types, are merged. For instance, MOF used this several times for
the definition of the CMOF model. For example, the CMOF package is a
merge of EMOF and UML infrastructure’s Constructs.
In the example, PackageA::AClassifier and PackageB::AClassifier
are merged into the class Merged::AClassifier. Based on the presented
Java mapping, classes are mapped to Java interfaces and generalisation between meta-model classes to inheritance between Java interfaces. The merge
10

This thesis does not explain the runtime semantics of operations in detail. But, CMOF
operations can basically be mapped on Java methods with implementations that the user
has to provide, since the operation behaviour cannot be expressed with CMOF.
11
Possible other semantics for operation parameter that could be worked into a language
mapping, are multi-methods [33]. The implementation of such operations is resolved based
on the runtime types of the arguments of an operation call.
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leads to multiple interface inheritance. The interface for Merge::AClassifier inherits from the corresponding interfaces of both super classes. The
interface for Merge::AClassifier further more overrides two methods with
the same name. These are the getter-methods for the property property,
which is defined for both specialised classes PackageA::AClassifier and
PackageB::AClassifier. The Java language does not forbid such a multiple
override per se, but it does so, when the two overwritten methods have incompatible return types. And since PackageA::AType and PackageB::AType
are unrelated and therefore incompatible with each other, this mapping
leads to faulty Java code. Java even forbids this when the overwriting
method has a return type, which is constructed to be compatible with both
PackageA::AType and PackageB::AType. Although, Merged::AType specialised both PackageA::AType and PackageB::AType, the result is still invalid Java code.
The fact that such a mapping does not work in Java, because Java applies
an unnecessary strict type system, does not necessarily mean that it cannot
work for other static typed languages. From a type-checking perspective
the overwriting method has a type that is covariant to the type of both
overwritten methods.
For the Java mapping the only satisfying solution that I could find is to
use the combine semantics described in MOF 2.x Core. Combine is a special
kind of merge, where the merging package contains all classes and features
as it would with the regular merge, but all redefinitions and generalisation
relations to the merged packages are omitted. This leads to a package with
types that have all desired features, but that do not conform with the types
of the merged packages.
Higher Multiplicity
Properties can have arbitrary multiplicity; it means that they can represent
a collection of values. Elements with such a multiplicity have to be mapped
differently. For properties with higher multiplicity only one access method
is generated with a Java type that allows to contain a collection of values.
To update the values of the property, the collection retrieved through access
method invocation has to be changed. In order to allow type safety and
convenient programming, this collection has to preserve the type of its elements. Java supports generics to parameterise collection types with concrete
element types.
Those collections preserve type safety for both, output- and input-access
to its elements. But this causes another problem: Two collection types Set<
A> and Set<B > are not compatible to each other, even if A /−B. That
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means, if property p0 : B in D redefines p : A in C and both property’s
have multiplicity that implies a collection of values then the mapping to
C::getP():Set<A> and D::getP():Set<B> does not work, because the two
return types are incompatible and would cause a compile time error. Generics
are only compatible for invariant context type parameter due to the fact that
a generic may use a context type parameter for an output- and an inputaccess.
For such cases Java allows to weaken the generics’ context parameter: The
reference type Set<? extends B> is covariant to Set<? extends A>, if B
is covariant to A. The context parameter is now unbound to covariant types.
The negative side of an unbounded context parameter is that every method
that uses this context parameter as a type for one of its arguments (inputaccess), can not be called anymore. The reason is that the object beyond the
reference of type Set<? extends A> could have a more restrictive context
and therefore static type safety can not be assured anymore.
The solution to modify collections with unbound element type is the
same as the solution for modifying redefined properties: The type-checking
is postponed until runtime. I implemented generic collection classes that
use the most general Java type Object as element type for any method
that modifies the collection, but a concrete type for all methods that return
elements of a collection. That way, static type safety is assured for outputaccess on the collection’ members, but modifying access can only be typechecked dynamically.

2.5.3

Semantics for Associations and Property Subsetting

The semantics for associations and property sub-setting in the CMOF model
are explained in the MOF 2.x Core [79] and the related recommendation
UML 2.x infrastructure [73]. However, the models in those recommendations are only described as static constructs, and therefore their semantics is
defined only for static models; the recommendations express semantics only
in static conditions. But model repositories—basically dynamic programs—
define operations to create model elements, operations to add values to the
properties of an object, or remove values from the properties of an object.
When implementing such operations, non-trivial questions arise that can
not be answered by static constraints. In a repository, the values of sub-setted
properties have to form sub-sets at all times. The basic problem is: when the
user makes a local change to a model, the user would cause property values
to not form sub-sets anymore. Therefore, the values of other properties have
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to be changed automatically to satisfy all sub-settings.
I refine the semantics for associations and property sub-setting in this
section. I propose a mechanism that uniformly includes semantics for associations and property sub-setting. This is reasonable, because associations and
property sub-settings are two special cases for constraints between properties. Associations impose a bi-directional relationship between properties—
namingly association ends; and property subsets imply that the values of one
property always form a subset for the values of another property. Before I
proceed to explain the semantics in a formal manner, I want to discuss my and
other approaches to both subjects: associations and property sub-setting.
Associations have been used since the early works on object-oriented design; semantics and implementation strategies have been discussed widely.
There are two general possibilities: (1) associations are classifiers in their
own right with possible properties and specializations between associations;
realized with association instances that link associated objects (Rumbaugh
[91], MOF/JMI [79, 77, 75]); (2) associations are simply realized by unidirectional references with values that are constrained by the association
(Graham, Bischof, Henderson-Sellars [39], EMF [117]). I used opportunity
(2), because it defines an association as a constraint on the values of two
corresponding properties. In MOF those properties are called association
ends, which are basically properties of the association12 ). This allows me to
handle associations in a similar way as I handle property subsets. However,
realizing associations using constrained properties internally, does not mean
that it is impossible to maintain the appearance of associations as classifiers
and links as their instances.
Property sub-setting is a new feature in MOF and available in the CMOFmodel. Amelunxen et al. [5] use the following approach: When adding a
value to a property, it is also added to all subset properties and their subset
properties and so on. This is straight forward; the values of properties remain
subsets. When removing a value from a subset, remove it also from properties that are subsets to that property, concluding subsets remain subsets. I
agree with the adding process, but the removing seems troubling. Imagine,
adding a value to property p with subset property p0 and deleting the same
value from p again. It will be added to p0 , but not removed from p0 . The
remove operation does not completely reverse the add operation. This does
contradict typical add/remove semantics.
12

The CMOF itself (the same for the UML or older MOF version) use the Rumbaugh
way of modelling associations. In CMOF an association is a classifier. As each classifier,
an association has member properties, but in addition an association has member ends,
sub-setting member properties. These special properties associate classifiers (the property’
types) with each other
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I propose a different approach: every time a value is added, you keep
the information on which places the value is added (this information is later
on called update graph). Whenever this value is removed, no matter on
which of the properties it was once added to, it is also removed from all
other properties. That way, you completely reverse the original intention of
adding the value.
In the remainder of this section, I define the semantics for adding and
removing property values on a set theoretic basis. After I give some basic
definitions, that relate relevant CMOF constructs to sets and relations, I
introduce the notion of slots, and sets of depending slots. Finally, I use those
definitions to define semantics for adding values and removing values from
object properties.
Properties, Slots, and Depending Slots
May P denote the set of all properties in a meta-model. I define for pk , pl ∈ P
the relation pk <r pl ⇔ pk redefines pl . It reflects redefinitions given in the
meta-model. I define pk <<r pl ⇔ ∃p1 , . . . , pn : pk <r p1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn <r pl and
the reflexive, transitive closure pk =r pl ⇔ pk <<r pl ∨ pl <<r pk ∨ pl = pk .
The equivalence classes of =r form slots. I define slot(p) = {pi |pi =r p} as a
function that gives the corresponding slot to a property.
Later on I will use slots as container for property values. Because there
is only one slot for all properties that redefine each other, the notion of slots
has also redefinition semantics attached to it.
There are two relationships between slots, imposed by relationships between corresponding properties. Firstly, I define a relation for associations;
for two slots s1 , s2 , →a is defined as:
s1 →a s2 ⇔ ∃p1 ∈ s1 , p2 ∈ s2 :
p1 , p2 are the ends of an association
Secondly, the definition of a relation for sub-setting →s is defined for two
slots s1 , s2 as:
s1 →s s2 ⇔ ∃p1 ∈ s1 , p2 ∈ s2 : p1 subsets p2
Based on those relations, I construct a set of depending slots. Therefore,
I define an update as u = (o, v, s), where o denotes an object that contains
slot s and v is the value that the slot s shall be updated (either added to
the slot, or removed from the slot) with. To keep this simple, I only consider
object values here. For that matter v denotes always an object. I define a
set of depending slots regarding an update as a set of updates ds(u). It is
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Figure 2.8: Update-set examples.
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defined recursively; it contains the update u and all updates that are implied
by associations and sub-settings for the properties in updates in ds(u):
start :
association :
subset :

(o, v, s) ∈ ds(u)
(o1 , v1 , s1 ) ∈ ds(u) ∧ s1 →a s2
(v1 , o1 , s2 ) ∈ ds(u)
(o1 , v1 , s1 ) ∈ ds(u) ∧ s1 →s s2
(o1 , v1 , s2 ) ∈ ds(u)

Given the constrains in the UML infrastructure (that CMOF is based
on), which regard validity of redefinition and subset contexts, ds(u) can only
contain (oi , vi , si ), (oj , vj , sj ) ∈ ds(u) with (oi = oj ∧ vi = vj ) ∨ (oi = vj ∧ vi =
oj ). In other words an update will only concern two objects, the object that
is updated and the value that the object is updated with.
The example in Fig. 2.8 shows a model with five properties with different
association and subset constraints between them. Below the model you see
different examples of update sets. Dependencies between all slots are drawn
as arrows; every dependent slots is marked as ; the originating slot that
the update is initiated on, is marked as big bullet. The first example (1)
shows the update set for value v (an object that has at least type B3) on
object o (at least of type A2) for property a3. Sometimes there are several
reasons why a slot depends on the originating slot; they have different arrows
pointing at them. Because of the symmetry of →a the update set for adding
a value v (at least type A2 on object o (at least of type B) to property b20
in example (2) contains the same slots as in example (1). Examples (3) and
(4) show smaller updates where the properties a2 and a1 are updated.
Add and Remove Values to Properties
Meta-modelling frameworks use operations on models to modify them. These
can be object creation, deletion, or the adding and removing of values to
and from properties. May Op be a set of such operations. I only want
to give semantics for add(o, v, p) ∈ Op and remove(o, v, p) ∈ Op. These
are parameterised operations that add or remove a value v in property p of
object o. May E denote the state of an model. E = op1 ◦ . . . ◦ opn results
from successively calling operations opi ∈ Op. For each E and object o,
fo,E (p) denotes the set of values that the property p of object o has in state
E. I use these function in predicates P (fo1 ,E , . . . , fon ,E ). Alternatively, I
write E |= P (foi , . . . , fon ) to denote that a state E yields predicate P for the
objects, properties, and their values in E.
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The predicates AllSeto,v,p and N onSeto,v,p describe a model state, where
all depending slots of update (o, u, p) contain the corresponding value (there
are all set), and a model state where all those slots do not contain those
values (there is non of these values set).
AllSeto,v,p := ∀(oi , vi , si ) ∈ ds ((o, v, slot (p))) :
∀pi ∈ si : vi ∈ foi (pi )
N onSeto,v,p := ∀(oi , vi , si ) ∈ ds ((o, v, slot (p))) :
∀pi ∈ si : vi 6∈ foi (pi )
Using those predicates, the following rules describe add and remove:
E |= N onSeto,v,p
E ◦add(o, v, p) |= AllSeto,v,p
E |= N onSeto,v,p ∧ E ◦op1 . . . opn |= N onSeto,v,p
E ◦add(o, v, p)◦op1 . . . opn ◦remove(o, v, p) |=
N onSeto,v,p
When adding values to a property, all depending properties are updated
too. This is straightforward, opposite association ends are assigned accordingly and subset properties are updated to remain supersets. The remove,
however, might be more peculiar. When removing a value, it is also deleted
from the set of depending slots that was originally used to add the value.
This especially means that for all p1 , . . . , pn and (oi , vi , si ), (oj , vj , sj ) with
pi ∈ si , pj ∈ sj and si , sj ∈ ds((o, v, slot(p))) and for all arbitrary predicates
A:
E ◦add(o, v, p)◦remove(oi , vi , pi ) |= A
E ◦add(o, v, p)◦remove(oj , vj , pj ) |= A
In other words, no matter on what slot of depending slots of (o, v, p) I
remove a previously added value from, all slots that were originally updated
when adding the value, are considered. That way, all values are removed
that are assigned to the original intention of adding a value. Example 1 in
Fig. 2.8 for example: No matter whether o is removed from b1, b2, or b20 or
v is removed from a1, a2, or a3, they are all removed, because the reason for
each value is in each slot that v has been added to a3. The same holds for
the other examples.
The rules given here are far from complete. Non-trivial cases arise especially in the context of certain property features, like ordered values, uniqueness of values, multiplicities, non object-values, etc.
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2.6

Conclusions

With the A MOF 2 for Java framework, you have a meta-modelling platform at hand which realises CMOF’s feature refinement abilities, namely
property redefinitions and sub-settings. Because complex meta-models, like
UML 2.x’s meta-model and the SDL meta-model presented in chapter 5, use
these features heavily, my meta-modelling framework is a good choice to develop language tools for those meta-models. Beyond feature refinement, you
can also profit from CMOF’s advanced packaging constructs and merging
abilities. This allows, for example, to deal with the UML meta-model as it
is recommended in the UML 2.x recommendations without alteration and
right away. The framework can be used to create UML repositories for the
different compliance levels. There is no need to adopt the UML meta-model
to a weaker meta-modelling language, such as EMOF or EMF’s Ecore, as it
was necessary in the UML2 eclipse project [120]. Of course, the presented
results are also valuable for other meta-models of high complexity and for
the development of future meta-modelling languages that may succeed the
CMOF model.
Another important use-case for a meta-modelling language with feature
refinement is the modelling of libraries for abstract language constructs. Such
libraries define constructs based on abstract classes. The construct classes
are later specialised. To allow the use of such abstract classes in as many
concrete contexts as possible, high flexibility in refining class features is necessary. The idea of language construct libraries is used in the UML 2.x
infrastructure [73], where the abstraction packages present a library of small
cohesive language constructs, which are (re-)used throughout the different
MOF and UML meta-models. I adopted the idea of construct libraries and
re-used the UML infrastructure library for the SDL meta-model. I created
more language construct libraries based on UML’s abstraction libraries and
used all libraries to define SDL’s constructs themselves. Language construct
libraries is an ongoing research matter. Concrete research puts emphasis on
different ways to combine abstract and concrete language constructs. Examples for this research are [67], which uses aspect weaving to combine language
constructs, and [43], which uses composition to inject general constructs into
existing languages.
Despite the presented advantages of meta-modelling platforms with feature refinement, the industry so far mainly adopted meta-modelling technology based on simpler meta-modelling languages. The most commonly used
MOF-like meta-modelling platform is eclipse’s EMF. Even though the realisation of UML for example required an adopted meta-model and further
programming efforts to create a UML repository based on EMF, the UML2
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project is successful and used for many UML-based modelling tools. But
EMF’s major success is probably due to its use for developing DSLs. EMF’s
simplicity is praised by practitioners who state that they can develop DSLs
more efficiently with EMF than with other technologies. On first sight, DSLs
can not profit from more complex meta-modelling languages and things like
feature refinement. Although there are good reasons, especially the use of
abstract construct libraries to create DSLs, CMOF-based frameworks are experienced as overwhelming complex by industry engineers. Another aspect
that circumvent the dissemination of CMOF-based frameworks is the huge
amount of meta-languages and meta-tools that are available for EMF. This
tool support gives EMF a leverage that is hard to overcome by competing
technologies.
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Chapter 3
Representation – Describing
Textual Notations
3.1

Introduction

I showed in the previous chapter that models (language instances) are instances of meta-models (language descriptions) according to a meta-modelling formalism. I showed that models can be maintained in computer memory
based on meta-model specific data-structures. But neither models as abstract
mathematical elements, nor models as a bunch of objects in computer memory are usable for human beings. Humans need tangible objects. Humans
need model representations that use concrete symbols to depict the abstract
elements of a model. Examples for such representations are program-code or
diagrams.
This chapter is about textual model representations. These are representations that use characters and words to represent models. In other words,
representations are instances of textual languages. Similar to meta-models
that I use to define sets of models, you can use notations to define the set
of valid representations for the models of a language. Because textual representations are instances of textual languages, context-free grammars provide
a meta-modelling formalism to define textual notations.
To describe textual notations, you need to map from textual languages
described in a grammar-based meta-modelling formalism to languages described in a MOF-like meta-modelling formalism. The interesting questions
that I want to answer are: what is the relationship between grammars and
meta-models and how can this be used to define notations? How can you use
notations, how can you create a model from its textual representation and
vice versa? How can you facilitate knowledge about notations to enhance
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representation related tools like model editors?
I start this chapter with general definitions for representations, notations,
and some of their properties in section 3.2. The next section 3.3 turns towards
textual representations, where I introduce textual notations on an abstract
level, discuss their applications, and existing problems. Section 3.4 discusses
related work. The following sections address some of the given problems.
I provide a formal analysis of the relationships between context-free grammars and meta-models in section 3.5. In section 3.6, I present a framework
to create meta-models from existing grammar-based notations. Finally, section 3.7 presents meta-language to describe textual notations for MOF-like
meta-model-based languages, and it presents a corresponding meta-tool to
automatically create textual model editors.

3.2

Model Representations and Notations in
General

In this section, I briefly introduce some formal definitions of notations, representations, and their properties based on the formalism notion introduced
in 2.2.1.
Definition 24 (representation) A representation represents a model in a
human comprehensible way. If a representation only represents a part of
a model, it is called ( partial representation). If a representation does not
represent a model in all its detail, it is called an ( abstract representation).
If a representation represents more than one model of the same language, it
is called an ( ambiguous representation).
A representation has to be well defined. That means there has to be a
formalism that defines what a representation is and what not.
Definition 25 (notation) A formalism that defines representations and
their relationships to language instances is called a notation. A notation
N is a formalism N = (R, ψ, ℘(M )). R is a set of possible representations;
ψ a function that assigns each representation a set of represented models; M
is the set of all models in a language, ℘(M ) denotes the set of all sets of
models. I also write nψm iff m ∈ ψ(n). If mψn, I say n represents m.
The notation thereby describes a set of representations. Notation relates
to representation like language relates to language instance. Notation N is
unique when ∀r1 , r2 ∈ R : r1 ψm ∧ r2 ψm ⇒ r1 = r2 , and it is unambiguous
when rψm1 ∧ rψm2 ⇒ m1 = m2 . At first sight, unambiguous notations
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seem to be useless, since its representations fail to denote one model. Lets
look at the following example: you have a MOF meta-model consisting of
two classes. You use UML class diagrams as a MOF notation: you have one
UML class diagram that shows you one of these classes. This class diagram
is a representation for the MOF model with the two classes. It is obviously
a partial representation. This diagram also represents the MOF model that
consists only of the class that you see in the diagram. It also represents
indefinitely many MOF models: all models that contain the class showed in
the diagram. You need to know more about the semantics of a language to
determine whether ambiguous notations are reasonable or not. Therefore, I
extend the normal formalism concept.
Definition 26 (formalism with abstractions) A formalism with abstractions F = (M, ψ, D, ) consists of a language M , which is a set of models;
a semantic mapping ψ : M → D that assigns each model an element of the
semantic domain D, and abstractions .
The relation ⊆ D×D describes a reflexive half-order on D which reflects
the possible abstractions within the formalism’s semantic domain. Furthermore, I use the symbol of the abstraction relation for models: m  m0 =def
ψ(m)  ψ(m0 ). Two element of the semantic domain d ∈ D and d0 ∈ D are
called semantically equivalent if d  d0 and d0  d.
In the example, I used the MOF meta-modelling formalism M OF =
(M M, µ, ℘(M ), ⊇) where M M is the set of all meta-models, µ is a total
function assigning each meta-model the set consisting of its instances, ℘(M )
denotes all possible sets of instances. Abstraction is given by the normal
⊇ relation: the instance set of a more abstract meta-model contains all the
instances of the more specific meta-model.
A notation is consistent when for all r ∈ R the minimum min (ψ(r))
exists. Each unambiguous representation function is also consistent, because
the set of represented models contains only one model for each representation.
Definition 27 (representative formalism) For each consistent notation,
I define ψ ∗ (r) = min (ψ(r)). For each formalism F and notation N , I
can define a representative formalism FN = (R, ψN , D, ) where ψN (r) =
ψ(ψ ∗ (r)).
This representative formalism has the same semantics but uses a different
language. You can use a consistent notation to find the most abstract model
for a model representation.
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Definition 28 (reverse notation) For a formalism F = (M, ψ, D, ), a
consistent notation N = (R, ψ, ℘(M )), and a representative formalism FN =
(R, ψN , D, ), there might exist a notation N −1 = (M, ψ −1 , ℘(R), ) for FN .
∗
If N −1 is consistent and ∀m, m0 ∈ M ; r ∈ R : ψ ∗ (r) = m ∧ ψ −1 (m0 ) = r ⇒
m  m0 ∧ m0  m, N −1 is called a reverse notation for FN .
You can use a reverse notation to create the most abstract representations
for a model. Creating a model from a representation and creating a representation for a model are the two major applications for notations.

3.3

Textual Representations

In the last section, I described the abstract concepts notations and representations. Now, I introduce formalisms to define concrete notations. These are
the formalisms that you use to determine the possible sets of representations
and therefore determine the kind of notation. From here on, I am focusing on
textual notations. I discuss formalisms for textual notations in the next part,
than I present applications for textual notations, and discuss the problems
that arise, when you realise these applications.

3.3.1

Formalisms for Textual Notations

I use context-free grammars as a meta-modelling formalism to define the
possible sets of representations for a notation. There are two formalisms for
context-free grammars. These formalisms use the same language for grammars, but use different semantics. The first formalism describes languages
as sets of sentences. The semantics assigns each grammar a set of sentences.
These sentences are the instances of the textual language described by the
grammar. These are the sentences that can be derived from the grammar
rules. The second formalism uses sets of parse trees as semantic domain.
These parse trees are the syntaxes of the instances of the described textual
language. A parse tree (as a syntax) describes how a sentence can be derived from the grammar rules. Grammars therefore describe both a set of
sentences and a set of parse trees, and there is a surjective mapping from the
set of parse trees to the set of sentences.
Since the expressive power of grammars is limited, you might want to
narrow the resulting sets of representations. Therefore, I extend grammar
formalisms with an additional formalism for constraints. I need to define
special formalisms that allows to restrain the languages defined in a given
meta-modelling formalism. Let F = (L, ψ, D = {L1 , . . . , Ln }) be a metamodelling formalism with L as the set of possible meta-models and possible
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languages Li . You can apply a constraining meta-modelling formalism to
further constrain a language Li defined with F .
Definition 29 (constraining formalism) A constraining meta-modelling
formalism is a formalism F (M ) = (LF (M ) , ψF (M ) , DF (M ) ) where the parameter M ∈ L is a meta-model in F and ∀M 0 ∈ LF (M ) : ψF (M ) (M 0 ) ⊆ ψ(M ).
The language of the constraining formalism depends on the meta-model
that it constrains, because the constraints that you want to formulate use,
for example, names and symbols from the constrained meta-model. The
semantic domain of the constraining language are languages that are sub-sets
of the language originally defined by the constrained meta-model, because
constraints only constrain the original language. You can combine formalisms
F and F (M ) to F ◦ F (M ) = (L◦ , ψ◦ , D◦ ), where
L◦ = {(M, M 0 )|M ∈ L ∧ M 0 ∈ LF (M ) }
D◦ = {L|∃M ∈ L ∧ L ⊆ ψ(M )}
ψ◦ ((M, M 0 )) = ψF (M ) (M 0 )
The language of the constrained formalism consists of tuples: the first
part constitutes the meta-model, the other part comprises constraints for
the meta-model. The domain of the constrained formalism is the domain of
the original formalism plus all subsets of the original domain elements.

3.3.2

Applications for Textual Notations

Models cannot be exchanged. Only their representations can be communicated. Since you are interested in computer languages, the main concern
is to transport models from the human mind into computer memory and
back again. Notations allow humans to express language instances in a way
that allows computer programs to create a copy of that language instance in
memory. On the other hand notations allow computers programs to create
a human comprehensible representations for stored instances. This communication is realised with specific tools: parsers, pretty printers, and editors.1
Using Representations to Create Models: Parsing
I will briefly introduce the parsing process, its distinct elements, the involved
formalisms and the tools that have to be created to realise parsing.
1

Of course notations can also be used to communicate language instances between
humans or to exchange language instances between computers programs. Communication
media are: humans use pen and paper, computer programs using technical protocols,
networks, and files.

model
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transforming
parsing

checking

Figure 3.1: The different steps involved in creating a model from text.
Parsing provides a transition form a textual representation as sentence
(notation instance) to representation as parse tree (notation instance syntax).
Within a grammar-based meta-modelling framework, you can create a parser,
which is a computer program, written or generated for a specific grammar,
that takes text as input and produces either a parse tree or an error from that
input. Using existing frameworks like [90], allows to automatically generate
such parsers based on a given context-free grammar.
A parse tree can be checked for a set of semantic constraints. Within
a grammar-based meta-modelling framework that supports a constraining
formalism, you can create a checker, which is a computer program, written
or generated for specific semantic constraints. A checker thereby uses the
semantics of the constraining formalism. A checker either accepts a parse
tree or produces an error.
You can create a language instance from a parse tree. Combining grammar-based meta-modelling framework and MOF-like meta-modelling framework, you can write a transformation, which, in this context, is a computer
program that creates a language instance (model) from a parse tree. Such
a program traverses the parse tree and creates corresponding construct instances (model elements) for the visited parse tree nodes. This computer
program reflects the semantics of the notation.
Fig.3.1 pictures the following process. Lets assume that you have a notation with a set of representations defined in an constrained grammar-based
meta-modelling formalism. This notation uses a grammar and a set of semantic constraints to define the set of valid representations. You have some
text provided by the user and now want to create a corresponding language
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Figure 3.2: The different steps involved in creating a model from text with
delayed semantic checks.
instance. Firstly, you use a parser generated from the notations grammar. It
provides you with a parse tree for the user text or produces an error. Then
you can use a checker to check the parse tree. This either accepts the user input or produces an error. After that, you use a computer program to create a
language instance from the parse tree according to the notation’s semantics.
Another possible process is shown in 3.2. Since you often also use constraining formalisms on MOF-based meta-models to achieve the same semantic constraints on models that are already covered by the notation, you can
delay checking and do it only on the model. The only semantic constraints
that you have to check on the parse tree, are those semantic constraints
that are due to differences in the expressive power of grammar and MOFlike formalisms. These constraints are implicitly existing within the notations semantics. The notation semantic mapping is a total mapping for the
constraint set of representations and conclusively a partial mapping for the
unconstrained set of representations. The resulting transformation based on
the notation semantic mapping causes an error for all representations (parse
trees) that it does not map.
Using Representations to Present a Model: Pretty Printing and
Annotations
Based on a reverse notation, pretty printing describes a reverse parsing process. Combining MOF-like and grammar-based meta-modelling frameworks,
you can write a computer program that creates a parse tree from a model
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according to the semantics of a reverse notation. Within a grammar-based
framework, you can write or generate a pretty printer, which is a computer
program that prints a text from a parse tree. This printer simply traverses
the parse tree and prints text for each visited node according to the grammar
rules.
When a model is processed by a modelling tool, e.g. an analyser or simulator, it might be desirable that the output of these tools is presented as
annotations to a representation of the model. Annotations, for example, can
be displayed as red under-lines, symbols attached to a line of text, highlighting of text, etc. Annotations have to be anchored in a representation. For
textual representations, such an anchor can be realised as a position or range
in the text. Based on a textual notation, you need to create an annotator
within a grammar-based framework and a MOF-like modelling framework.
An annotator is a computer program that finds positions and ranges in a textual representation based on an input model element. An annotator uses a
reverse notation to determine elements within a parse tree from a model element, and uses the grammar formalisms semantics to determine text position
and range for elements in a parse tree.
Using Representations to Edit a Model: Editors
Editors combine parsing and pretty printing: the user types text, the text
is converted into a model. This is repeated, should the user change the
text. When the model changes, or there is no text available for the model,
the model is pretty printed. Editors allow continuous user changes, model
changes, and transformations between representation and model. In contrast
to parsing, text that is not a valid model representation is annotated with
an error message to give the user the chance to correct his error. Fig. 3.3
shows the editing process.
Modern text editors further enhance the user experience with not necessarily essential but yet important functionality. Some of this functionality
is independent from the concrete notation, like copy-paste, redo-undo, etc.
Other is notation dependant, like highlighting specific syntactical elements,
like keywords, literals, or corresponding parenthesis. Also highlighting of semantic relations falls into this category: showing connections between identifier definitions and use, distinguishing identifier of different kind, etc. Beside
enhancing the textual representations, editors might provide specific assistance in changing the representation. This is commonly known as content
assist or code completion.
This is all editor functionality applied to editing model representation
(thereby editing the model indirectly) and must not be confused with model
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Figure 3.3: Editors combine parsing and pretty printing in a continuous
process.
manipulation. Refactoring for example allows to change models in a controlled way, using predefined actions called adaptations. This and other
operations performed on a model directly are different from representation
changes. In this case the representation is only changed indirectly. Model
editing based on a textual representation is often mixed with direct model
editing capabilities.

3.3.3

Problems with Textual Notations

Textual Model Editors are Expensive
Describing a notation language and a corresponding mapping to a language
description are the prerequisites to use a notation. But this is only a first
step in realising effective programming or modelling based on such notations.
Language developers have to create editing tools that bring as much assistance as possible to the language users. This assistance comprises syntax
highlighting, outline views, annotation of syntactical and semantic errors,
occurrence annotations, content assist, code formatting, and so on. Today,
this level of assistance is only reached by modern programming environments
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with highly capable language-dependent text editors. These modern program
editors are complex and have to be built for each language independently.
This renders the manual development of such editors too expensive for the
textual parts of graphical languages, especially those of DSLs.

Meta-Models are More Powerful than Grammars
In this monograph, I study textual notations for languages and formalisms
based on a MOF-like meta-modelling formalisms. As you will see in section 3.5, the context-free grammar meta-modelling formalism and MOF-like
meta-modelling formalisms describe languages of different complexity. Without giving to much results in advance, I say that the elements of languages
defined with a MOF-like formalism describe directed labeled graphs, and the
elements of languages defined with grammars only describe labeled trees.
A semantic mapping of a textual notation has to close this gap in expressiveness. The diversity of possible differences between parse trees and
model makes it hard to find general concepts. Such concepts could provide
the necessary abstractions for a description language for notation semantics. Without such a language, notation semantics is hard to describe and
its generic realisation is even harder. As a result, development of editors and
parsers means extensive efforts to manually program language and notation
dependant transformations between parse trees and models.

Textual Representations Are Often Partial Representations Embedded into a Graphical Representation
Graphical notations rarely consist entirely of symbols and connections, but
usually contain pieces of structured text. These pieces can be described by
a textual notation based on a context-free grammar formalism. A graphical notation therefore contains several textual sub-notations. This needs a
formalism that allows to combine graphical and textual notations and frameworks that allow to create editors based on notations in this formalism.

High Quality Content Assist Depends on Language and Notation
Content assist provides the user of textual editors with snippets of possible
follow up texts usually based on the context given by the cursor position.
This text snippets are called proposals. These proposals can be put into
two quality categories. Firstly, the proposal does not necessary lead to a
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valid model representation.2 Secondly, it is guaranteed that the proposal is
allowed in the given context. The second, higher quality, category is obviously
notation-dependent. This means an editor realising such functionality has to
be written for a specific notation.
This causes a problem originated in the fact that meta-models are more
powerful than context-free grammars. It is hard to find abstractions for content assist concepts and therefore it is hard to describe content assistance.
As a result, currently existing frameworks for textual editors do only contain rudimentary support for content assist (usually from the first quality
category) and editors featuring high quality content assist require extensive
manual implementation of content assistance.
Problems with Non-Unique Notations
Many notations allow to have multiple representations for the same model.
If you can find a second different representation for one representation that
represents the same model, I call this representation non-unique; I call a
notation with non-unique representations a non-unique notation. There are
two major reasons for non-unique textual notations: (1) additional information like comments or white spaces and (2) different concrete presentation
options3 for the same constructs.
Non-unique notations cause problems, when a model is to be pretty
printed, because possible reverse notations are ambiguous. When you pretty
print a model with multiple possible representations, you have to choose one
presentation. Assuming that the used reverse notation is consistent, you
can always choose the minimal representation. But a minimal representation
can not contain any reasonable comments, or white-spaces that go beyond a
default text-layout derived from some sort of coding conventions. This also
means, that you always select one default presentation option (the option
used in the minimal representation) for all constructs with different possible
presentations.
Another problem is caused by annotations. Given an arbitrary representation and the represented model and annotator has to find positions and
ranges for model elements within the representation. The problem thereby
is, that the used annotator uses a reverse notation to map model elements to
2

The most common content assist of this category is the so called hippo-completion.
Independent from the cursor position, hippo-completion simply offers all the words existing
in the current representation.
3
The different representation options in a non-unique notation are often called syntactic
sugar. The different representations allow the language user to choose a representation
that depending on the context might be more favourable for human comprehension.
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parts of the representation. When the original notation is non-unique, the
reverse notation is ambiguous: the annotator cannot find the original representation parts based on the model. A possible solution are additional information that determines which representation parts represent which model
elements. Pieces of such information are called traces. Attached questions
are: how to define and store traces in models, how to extend formalisms and
frameworks with a trace mechanism?
Non-unique representations can cause rather technical than fundamental
problems, because describing and realising their semantic mapping means
describing and realising an additional mechanism to choose the right representation (non-uniqueness) and handle traces.
Problems with Ambiguous Notations
A single representation might denote several models. Ambiguous notations
cause a problem: when you parse an ambiguous representation, you have to
choose one model. As a solution, you have to insist on consistent notations.
This way, you always choose the most abstract model as the represented
model. When you examine concrete techniques to build parsers, you will see
that this is not a practical problem, because the used techniques automatically chose the most trivial model, which is in most cases the most abstract
model.

3.4

Related Work

Since each instance of a computer language needs representation in any case,
research about notations for computer languages is as old as these languages.
Actually, in the beginning, computer languages were even defined by their
notations. The first high-level programming languages were defined using
syntax theory, introduced by Chomsky [15], especially context-free grammars.
Grammars as descriptions for textual notations are used in different ways.
Firstly, they are used to build parsers for syntactical analysis of textual representations as part of background parsing editors and compilers. To build
compilers [1] for programming languages, context-free grammars were extended to deal with their limited complexity, which did not allow to deal
with static semantics concerns, like name resolution, type-checking, etc. Important for the work in this thesis are attributed grammars by Knuth [55],
which inspired the grammar to meta-model mappings in section 3.7.2. Today,
syntax theory, context-free grammars, compiler construction techniques, and
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attributed grammars4 are facilitated for DSM of textually notated languages
and their tools. Lämmel and Klint describe the development of languages
based on grammar-ware in [54]. Example frameworks for DSM of grammarware-based languages are safari [13] and ASF+SDL [123].
Secondly, grammars can be used to describe syntax directed programming. In syntax directed programming environments and corresponding editors, language instances are created through distinct commands to create,
delete, and manipulate single language construct instances. Textual representations only show the current language instance, but editing commands
do not change the representation, but the language instance directly. An
corresponding representation just reacts to changes in the language instance
and shows these changes respectively. This editing strategy, opposed to background parsing, is also known as model view controller (MVC). MVC means
that the representation (view) is just a view on the language instance (model),
and commands (controller) are used to control model changes directly.
Early frameworks that use MVC are either based on meta-languages that
use annotated context-free grammars or templates to describe language constructs and their representation simultaneously. The MVC-based writing
of programs with textual programming languages was called syntax directed
programming. The Cornell Program Synthesizer [116] is an example with a
meta-language based on templates, the Program System Generator (PSG) [7]
and the IPSEN project [52] use grammars with annotations. An environment
that combines syntax directed programming with editors or viewers for other
views on the programmed problem, like expression trees, data type diagrams,
flow graphs, and the symbol table, is PECAN [89]. PSD and IPSEN also support editing with background parsing due to problems with specific language
constructs. Mathematical terms for example, when created via commands,
have to be syntezised from the root to the leafs, which is often counter intuitive compared with the left to right understanding of mathematical expressions. This problem and the lack of performance of 80’s computer systems probably caused the end of the syntax directed programming idea and
only parsers and compilers were generated from grammars. Today, Simonyi
in [110] and Dimitriev in [25] use the MVC strategy to realise syntax directed
programming on modern computer systems. Simonyi’s intentional software
is based on grammars and syntax trees, and Dimitriev’s Meta Programming
System (MPS) realises MVC for MOF-like meta-modelling. The MVC methods are intrinsically different to the background parsing techniques presented
here.
In this chapter, I mostly look at textual notations and their relations
4

The whole field is also known as grammar-ware [125].

editor kinds

pretty-printing

references

code-completion

separate meta-model

TEF
xText
TCS
MC
safari

meta-modelling framework
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emf
emf
km3
emf
-

text, model
text
text
text
text

yes
no
yes
yes
-

simple, custom
custom
symbol table
no
custom

simple, custom
custom
no
no
custom

yes
no
yes
no
-

Table 3.1: TEF in comparison with other textual editing frameworks based
on framework features.
to meta-models. Since the early MOF recommendations, research about
the relationship between grammar-ware and meta-model-based language descriptions5 was conducted. The result were elaborations on the relationships
between meta-models and grammars, and mappings between such language
descriptions. This includes Alanen et al. [2], Scheidgen et al. [31], Wimmer et
al. [125]. Due to a lack of formalisations for MOF-like meta-modelling, this
work only comprises informal mappings between grammars and meta-models.
This basic research was later utilised in frameworks for textual notations
and corresponding tools: TCS [48, 49], TCSSL [69], MontiCore [59, 58, 60],
xText [83], and Kleppe [53]. More details about this work and its relations
to the material in this thesis can be found in 3.7.6.
Especially frameworks that allow DSM of feature rich, syntax and static
semantics aware, editors for the eclipse platform are very popular. Fig.
3.1 compares the frameworks TEF [104], xText [83], TCS [49], MontiCore
(MC) [60], and safari [45]. My framework is TEF (highlighted) and is based
of research presented in this chapter (see 3.7). The table shows the used
MOF-like meta-modelling framework (safari is only based on grammars and
abstract syntax trees); whether the framework only allows to create text
editors; supports pretty-printing of created models; whether it supports ref5

Conclusively also known as model-ware [125].
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erences, code-completion, and allows to create an editor for an existing metamodel. Frameworks typically either offer simple model wide references and
code-completion (simple) or allow to manually program (custom) reference
resolution and code-completion. TCS, however, uses a built-in symbol-table
to resolve references. Frameworks that not allow to create editors for existing
meta-models usually generate their own meta-models: The language developer has to describe notation and language with the same meta-language.
These frameworks do not distinguish between notation and language description. The meta-model and corresponding models, created through background parsing, are only used to check and code-complete references, populate an outline-view, or format a textual representation with pretty-printing.
Besides offering or not offering such features, none of the existing frameworks
besides TEF allow to create model editors. Model editors are a prerequisite
for embedding textual model editors into other editors, like graphical editors
(see 3.7.5).
The second kind of representations, besides programming languages and
their textual representations, are graphical representations, mainly used in
process modelling and computer system modelling. Analogous to syntax
theory, graph grammars were used to formalise graphical notations. Graph
grammars with similar characteristics but different mathematical background
exist: Ehrig gives an introduction to graph grammars based on algebraic
specification in [27]. Besides using formal theory, graphical notations are often described informally. This is evident in the description of many popular
languages, like UML [73, 74] and SDL [46]. Whereas, grammar-ware uses
textual notations as language descriptions, graph grammars or even informal
graphical notations could not prevail as language descriptions. This is one of
the main motivation for the development of the OMG MOF standard (MOFlike meta-modelling), and the overall separation between notation and language description. Graph-based notation, languages, and corresponding tools
can be developed with frameworks that are either based on graph grammars
(Atom [22], Ehrig [29], Fujaba [71]) or annotated MOF-like meta-models
(GME [21], GMF [119], GEF [118], XMF [12], metaEdit [121], KOGGE [26],
and Microsoft Domain-Specific Language (DSL) Tools [64]).

3.5

The General Relationships Between Context-Free Grammars and Meta-Models

When you describe notations with grammars, and use these notations to
represent language instances described with meta-models, you need to un-
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Grammars

Meta-Modelling

M3

meta-concepts,
e.g. rule, symbol,
terminal

possible relations, e.g.
specialisation, generalisation, equivalence

meta-concepts,
e.g. class, property, type

M2

grammar rules,
e.g. A -> aBb

actual links, e.g. is specialisation of, is generalisation of, is equivalent to

meta classes, e.g.
A
1
0:a
B
2:b

M1

elements of a
semantic domain
for grammars,
e.g. words, trees,
productions

consequences, e.g. every
reduction in a word x,
represents a element in a
model y

elements of a
semantic domain
for meta-models,
e.g. instance
models, graphs

Figure 3.4: Informal display of the relations between the two modelling platforms and their meaning on the different modelling layers.
derstand how construct definitions in grammars and construct definitions in
meta-models can be related to each other. This understanding will help to
create meta-languages that allow to create meta-models from grammars, or
to describe a mapping between a given grammar and a given meta-model. It
is also a prerequisite to build meta-tools that will automatically transform
textual language instances based on a grammar into instances of a metamodel and vice versa.
You can understand grammars as notation descriptions for models described with meta-models (refer to 3.2). On the other hand, you can see
grammars and meta-models as language descriptions from two different metamodelling formalisms (refer to 2.3.2). From this meta-modelling formalism
perspective, you are looking at two formalisms that use two different metameta-models with different semantics. Hence, both formalisms use a different set of meta-modelling constructs to define means for describing language
instances, and conclusively, both formalisms also use different semantic domains that form the set of describable languages (see Fig. 3.4).
Having two meta-modelling formalisms means you have two meta-modelling languages that follow a similar purpose but use different description
means and semantics. Looking into the relationship between grammars and
meta-models means to relate the description and semantic concepts of both
formalisms. The semantic domains of both formalisms are founded on different mathematical grounds. Grammars use symbols and rules to describe
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M3

grammar formalism
grammar
language

(1) map grammars to
meta-models

MOF-like formalism
meta-modelling
language
«instanceOf»

«instanceOf»

M2

grammar as
meta-model

grammar
«instanceOf»
«instanceOf»

M1

set of parse-trees

«instanceOf»

«instanceOf»

(2) map parse-trees
to models and (3) vice
versa

(4) equivalence between
grammar and the grammar as meta-model

set of models
:

:
:

:

:
:

Figure 3.5: Different steps to show the relationships between grammars and
meta-models.
languages; the semantics of grammars can be defined with rewrite systems,
which lead to words, terms, productions, or parse trees [44]. Meta-models
use classes and properties to describe languages, their semantics is based on
an object-orientated data structure (see section 2.2.1), whose elements form
graphs. Since both formalisms and respective platforms are based on different
mathematical concepts, and result in disjoint meta-modelling technologies:
both formalisms define two different technological spaces.
To bridge both technological spaces, you need to put them on the same
semantic (mathematical) grounds. As a result, you can transcribe an instance
of a grammar into an instance of a meta-model (M1). The possibility to
identify instances of a grammar with instances of a meta-model allows to
define equivalence between grammars and meta-models (M2), which finally
allows to argue about the relations between grammar and meta-modelling
constructs (M3).
I assume the following hypothesis: for each grammar you can find a
meta-model so that for each instance produced by the grammar exists an
corresponding meta-model instance. That means, I assume that meta-models
are at least as expressive as grammars.
In the following sub-sections, I do the following to prove this hypothesis:
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I formally define a formalism for grammars, as I did with MOF-like metamodelling in section 2.3.2. Based on that, I (1) define a mapping from MOFlike meta-models to grammars; (2, 3) define morphisms between grammar
instances and meta-model instances; (4) show that these morphisms form a
homomorphism between the set of all grammar instances and all grammarderived meta-model instances. Fig. 3.5 show these steps and the involved
entities on the different meta-layers.

3.5.1

A Mapping from Grammars to MOF-like MetaModels

In this rather mathematical section, I lay the needed foundation for creating
equivalent meta-models from existing grammars as described earlier.
Formal Model for Grammars
Definition 30 (grammar, math.) A grammar G is a tuple:
G = (Symbols, NonTerminals, Rules, lhs, rhs)
with
NonTerminals ⊆ Symbols
lhs : Rules → NonTerminals
rhs : Rules × N → Symbols ∪ {?}

For grammar G to be a valid context-free grammar certain constraints
must hold. For all r ∈ Rules, i ∈ N the following formulas must evaluate to
true:
rhs(r, i) = ? ⇒ rhs(r, i + 1) = ?
rhs(r, 0) 6= ?

(3.1)
(3.2)

The first formula (3.1) ensures that the right hand side of a rule is a gapless
sequence of symbols. The second formula (3.2) states that each right hand
side of a rule must at least comprise one symbol.
Parse Trees
Based on a context-free grammar G, I can define what a parse tree is.
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Definition 31 (parse tree, math.) A parse tree is a tuple
T = (Grammar, Nodes, Edges, symbol, rule)
with:
Grammar
is a grammar
Edges ⊆ Nodes × Nodes × N
symbol : Nodes → Symbols Grammar
rule : Nodes → Rules Grammar ∪ {?}

A tuple edge ∈ Edges has the form
edge = (parent, child, index)
Each parse tree T can denote an actual instance of the corresponding grammar. A parse tree T is an instance of grammar G if Grammar T = G. Each
inner node (a node with children) instantiates a rule. Each leave node (a node
without children) represents a terminal. A node that instantiates a rule also
represents the non-terminal symbol on the left side of the instantiated rule.
A parse tree does not have to start with a designated start symbol and can
contain multiple trees, i.e. multiple root nodes. Intuitively, this means that
the parse trees do not only contain a tree with a designated start symbol for
its root node, but also all sub-trees of that tree. This is different from the
usual understanding of the semantics of context-free grammars and is done to
make context-free grammars and meta-models more comparable. You could
also alter the normal semantics of meta-models: you have to constrain models (instances of meta-models) in such a way, that they always must contain
a value based on a designated start class, and that values and links must
form a connected graph. In the later, I assume that neither, the modified
context-free grammar semantics, nor a possible change in the meta-modelling
semantics, change the expressiveness of both formalisms significantly.
Of course, the grammars constrains the ways in which edges can connect
nodes. Before I come to these constraints, I define the following left-total
helper relations:
children ⊆ Nodes × Nodes
children(n) =def {n0 |∃e ∈ Edges, i ∈ N : e = (n, n0 , i)}

(3.3)
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allChildren ⊆ Nodes × Nodes
(3.4)
0 0
allChildren =def {n |n ∈ children(n) ∨
∃n00 ∈ children(n) : n0 ∈ allChildren(n00 )}
root
:
Nodes → Nodes
(3.5)
root(n) =def


n

if @n0 , e, i : (n0 , n, i) = e
root(n0 ) else with ∃e, i : (n0 , n, i) = e

With children (3.3), you can access all nodes that are children of one node.
With allChildren (3.4), you can access all child nodes of a node, including
children’s children, and so on. The function root (3.5) gives you the root
node of a tree.
For each parse tree T to be a valid parse tree of grammar G = Grammar T ,
certain constraints must hold. For all e, e1 , e2 ∈ Edges, n, n1 , n2 ∈ Nodes,
r ∈ Rules Grammar , and i, j ∈ N the following formulas must evaluate to true:
n 6∈ allChildren(n)
e1 = (n1 , n, i) ∧ e2 = (n2 , n, j) ⇒ e1 = e2
e1 = (n, n1 , i) ∧ e2 = (n, n2 , j) ∧ e1 6= e2 ⇒ i 6= j
rule(n) = ? ⇒ symbol(n) ∈ Symbols \ NonTerminals
rule(n) 6= ? ⇒ symbol(n) = lhs Grammar (rule(n))

(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)

rule(n) = r 6= ? ⇒ rhs Grammar (r, i) 6= ? ⇒
∃e, n0 : (n, n0 , i) = e ∧ symbol(n0 ) = rhs(r, i)

(3.11)

The first two constraints 3.6 and 3.7 guarantee that a parse tree does not
contain circles and each node has only one parent, i.e. the parse tree is indeed
a tree. The third constraint 3.8 makes sure that among a nodes outgoing
edges an index is only used once. Constraints 3.9 and 3.10 say that an inner
node represents the left-hand symbol of its rule and an outer node represents a
terminal symbol. The last constraint 3.11 is to verify that each node actually
instantiates a rule and child nodes instantiate rules with corresponding left
hand symbols. Since lhsG (r, 0) 6= ? for all grammars G and rules r, a node
with rule is always an inner node based on the last constraint.
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A Formalism for Context-Free Grammars
Definition 32 (context-free grammar formalism, math.)
A formalism for context-free grammars CFG = (L, SM, SD), is define by the
three components language L, semantic mapping SM , and semantic domain
SD. The language is the set of all grammars:
LCFG =def {G|G is a context-free grammar}
The semantic domain is the set of all sets of parse trees for all context-free
grammars:
[
SDCFG =def
{T |Grammar T = G}
G∈L

Given a grammar G, I define the set of all instances of this grammar trees(G),
i.e. the set of all parse trees for this grammar as
trees(G) =def {T |T is a parse tree ∧ Grammar T = G}
This function trees defines a mapping between L and SD:
SMCFG =def trees
A Mapping from Context-Free Grammars to Meta-Models
In the last sections, I completed the first step (see figure 3.5): I defined a
formal model for grammars. As the next step, I map grammars on metamodels, i.e. define a meta-model mapping(G) for each context-free grammar
G. A few remarks on this mapping:
• Symbols denote types: using parse trees as semantic domain for grammars, non-terminals define types for the inner nodes of such a tree,
terminals define the types of leafs. Non-terminals are abstract types;
the concrete forms of non-terminals are rules (an inner parse tree node
and its children define instances of rules). Terminals define concrete
primitive types.
• A rule is a concrete class with no further sub-types and it is always a
sub-class of the non-terminal on its left-hand side. The instances of a
rule describe inner nodes in a parse tree.
• The different items on a rule’s right-hand side are properties of the
rule class. The rule’s class’ attribute values denote the children of the
corresponding node. For each symbol on the rule’s right-hand side the
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node has to have exactly one child. You can also say that each child
is owned by the node, because parse trees are acyclic. Therefore each
right-hand side property has a multiplicity of exactly one and always
has composite semantics.
Before I actually define the mapping, I need further helpers. Firstly, I
assume that for each G, you can find a total reversible function uniqueG :
Rules G ∪Symbols G → S. Secondly, I define str : N → S to be a total reversible
function. Thirdly, I define the following short-hand notations
symbolClass G (s) = (unique G (s), true)
ruleClass G (r) = (unique G (r), false)



ruleClass G (a)

if a ∈ Rules G
type G (a) =
symbolClass G (a) if a ∈ NonTerminals G



a
if a ∈ Symbols G \ NonTerminals G
I define for each grammar G a MOF-like meta-model. Given a grammar G,
I define mapping(G) = M as follows:
Classes M =def {symbolClass G (s)|s ∈ NonTerminals G } ∪
{ruleClass G (r)|r ∈ Rules G }
Types M =def Classes M ∪ Symbols G \ NonTerminals G
Props M =def {(str(i), ruleClass G (r), t, true, false, 1, 1)|
r ∈ Rules G ∧ t = type G (rhs G (r, i))}
superTypes M =def {(symbolClass G (s), ruleClass G (r))|lhs G = s}
Formally, I still need to show that the mapping result really is a valid metamodel.
Theorem 3.1 If G is a valid context-free grammar M = mapping(G) is a
valid meta-model.
Proof 1 I have to show that all meta-model constraints 2.4 to 2.7 evaluate
to true for M if G is valid. s
property names, 2.4:
pi ∈ allProps M (c) ⇒ owner pi ∈ allSuperTypes(c) ∪ {c}
⇒ ∃r : owner pi = ruleClass G (r) ∨ owner pi
= symbolClass G (lhs G (r))
⇒ ∃r : owner pi = ruleClass G (r)
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⇒ name p1 = name p2 ⇒ ∃i : str(i) = name p1 = name p2
⇒ p1 = p2
= (str(i), r, rhs G (r, i), true, false, 1, 1)
class names, 2.5:
name c1 = name c2 ⇒ ∃a : unique G (a) = name c1 = name c2 ∧
a ∈ Symbols G
⇒ c1 = c2 = (unique G (a), true) ∧ a ∈ Rules G
⇒ c1 = c2 = (unique G (a), false)
acyclic super types, 2.6:
isAbstract c ⇒ ∃s : c = symbolClass G (s)
⇒ c 6∈ allSuperTypes(c) = ∅
¬isAbstract c ⇒ ∃r : c = ruleClass G (r) ∧
(allSuperTypes(c) = {symbolClass G (lhs G (r))}
⇒ c 6∈ allSuperTypes(c))
reasonable bounds, 2.7:
lower p = upper p = 1 ⇒ lower p ≤ upper p

3.5.2

Semantic Equivalence of Grammar and MetaModel

To show that a Grammar G and corresponding meta-model mapping(G) are
equivalent, I show that trees(G) and models(mapping(G)) are equivalent, i.e.
homomorph. I define a morphism h : trees(G) → models(mapping(G)) and
h−1 : models(mapping(G)) → trees(G) and show that for all T ∈ trees(G)
h−1 (h(T )) = T , and for all M ∈ models(mapping(G)) h(h−1 (M )) = M .
With morphism in each directions grammar and meta-model are homomorph,
hence equivalent.
Mapping Parse Trees on Models
I define h : trees(G) → models(mapping(G)) as follows:
MetaModel h(T ) =def mapping(G)
Values h(T ) =def Nodes T
Links h(T ) =def {(n, n0 , 0)|(n, n0 , i) ∈ Edges T }
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metaType h(T ) (n) =def


ruleClass
symbol

G (rule T (n))

T (n)

if rule T (n) 6= ?
else

metaProph(T ) =def {((n, n0 , 0), (str(i), r, t, true, false, 1, 1))|
e = (n, n0 , i) ∈ Edges T ∧
r = ruleClass G (rule T (n)) ∧
t = type G (symbol T (n0 ))}
I need to show that the produced models are actually models.
Theorem 3.2 Given grammar G and meta-model M = mapping(G), for all
T ∈ trees(G) h(T ) is a valid model.
Proof 2 I have to show that all model constraints 2.10 to 2.16 evaluate to
true for h(T ). s
only object nodes have links, 2.10:
∃e ∈ Edges T ⇒ rule T (srcl ) 6= ?
⇒ metaType h(T ) (srcl ) = ruleClass G (rule T (src l ))
{ruleClass G (r)|r ∈ Rules G } ⊆ Classes M
⇒ metaType h(T ) (srcl ) ∈ Classes M
no abstract instantiation, 2.11:
metaType h(T ) ∈ Classes M ∧ Classes M ∩ Symbols G = ∅
⇒ metaType h(T ) (v) = ruleClass G (rule T (v))
⇒ isAbstract metaType(v) = false
property types, 2.12:

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
if

c = metaType h(T ) (src l )
c = ruleClass G (rule T (src l )) ∧ l = (src l , trg l , 0)
metaProph(T ) (l) = (str(i), c, typeG (symbol T (src l )),
true, false, 1, 1)
metaProph(T ) (l) ∈ allProps M (c)
type metaProph(T ) (l) = type G (symbol T (srcl ))
metaType h(T ) (trg l ) = ruleClass G (rule T (trg l ))
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⇒ type G (symbol T (trg l )) ∈
superTypes M (ruleClass G (rule T (trg l )))
⇒ metaType h(T ) (trg l ) ∈ assignables(type metaProph(T ) (l) )
else if

metaType h(T ) (trg l ) = symbol T (trg l )
⇒ metaType h(T ) (trg l ) ∈ assignables(type metaProph(T ) (l) )

ordering, 2.13:
∀p ∈ Props M : isOrdered p = false ∧ ∀l ∈ Links h(T ) : index l = 0
⇒ ∀l1 , l2 : ¬isOrdered p ∧ index l1 = index l2 = 0
multiplicity, 2.14:
e1 = (src l , n1 , i) ∧ e2 = (src l , n2 , i) ∧ i 6= j
⇒ metaProph(T ) ((src l , n1 , 0)) 6= metaProph(T ) ((src l , n2 , 0))
⇒ ∀v, p : |{l|src l = v ∧ metaProph(T ) (l) = p}| = 1
∀p ∈ Props M : lower p = upper p = 1
⇒ 1 = lower p ≤ |{l|src l = v ∧ metaProph(T ) (l) = p}| ≤ upper p = 1
composition, 2.15:
n 6∈ allChildren(n) ∧ ∀p ∈ Props M : isComposite p
⇒ n 6∈ allComponents(n)
only one container, 2.16:
e1 = (n1 , n, i) ∧ e2 = (n2 , n, i) ⇒ e1 = e2
⇒ l1 = (n1 , n, 0) ∧ l2 = (n2 , n, 0) ⇒ l1 = l2 ⇒ n1 = n2
Mapping Models to Parse Trees
I define h−1 : models(mapping(G)) → trees(G) as follows:
Grammar h−1 (M ) =def G
Nodes h−1 (M ) =def Values M
Edges h−1 (M ) =def {(n, n0 , i)|(n, n0 , 0) ∈ Links M ∧
name metaPropM (n,n0 ,0) = str(i)}
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r

if metaType M (n) = (unique G (r), false)
rule h−1 (M ) (n) =def 
? else
symbol h−1 (M ) (n) =def




lhs(r)

if metaType M (n) =
(unique G (r), false)



metaType M (n) else

I need to show that the produced parse trees are actually parse trees.
Theorem 3.3 For all M ∈ models(mapping(G)) and T = h−1 (M ) T is a
valid parse tree.
Proof 3 I have to show that all parse tree constraints 3.6 to 3.11 evaluate
to true for h−1 (M ). s
circle free, 3.6:
n 6∈ allComponents(n) ∧ ∀p ∈ Props M : isComposite p
⇒ n 6∈ allChildren(n)
one parent, 3.7:

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

∀p ∈ Props M : isComposite p
l1 = (n1 , n, 0) ∧ l2 = (n2 , n, 0) ⇒ n1 = n2
e1 = (n1 , n, i) ∧ e2 = (n1 , n, j) ⇒ n1 = n2
metaPropM ((n1 , n, 0)) = (str(i), . . . ) =
metaPropM ((n2 , n, 0)) = (str(j), . . . )
i = j ⇒ e1 = e2

single index, 3.8:

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

e1 = (n, n1 , i) ∧ e2 = (n, n2 , j) ∧ e1 6= e2 ∧ i = j
n1 6= n2
∀p ∈ Props M : upper p = 1
metaPropM ((n, n1 , 0)) 6= metaPropM ((n, n2 , 0))
name metaPropM ((n,n1 ,0)) = str(i) 6= str(j)
6= name metaPropM ((n,n2 ,0))
i 6= j
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leafs are terminals, 3.9:

⇒

⇒
⇒
⇒

rule h−1 (M ) (n) = ?
symbol h−1 (M ) (n) = metaType M (n)
∧ @r : metaType M (n) = ruleClass G (r)
∀s : isAbstract symbolClassG (s)
metaType M (n) 6∈ Classes M
metaType M (n) ∈ Symbols G \ NonTerminals G
symbol h−1 (M ) (n) ∈ Symbols G \ NonTerminals G

inner nodes are non-terminals, 3.10:
rule h−1 (M ) (n) 6= ?
⇒ symbol h−1 (n) = lhs G (r) ∧
metaType M (n) = ruleClass G (r)
⇒ rule h−1 (M ) (n) = r ∧ metaType M (n) = ruleClass G (r)
⇒ symbol h−1 (M ) (n) = lhs G (rule h−1 (M ) (n))
rule instantiation, 3.11:

⇒
⇒
⇒
if
⇒
else
⇒

rule h−1 (M ) (n) = r 6= ?
metaType M (n) = ruleClass G (r)
rhs G (r, i) 6= ?
∃p, n0 : p = (str(i), ruleClass G (r), type G (rhs G (r, i)),
true, false, 1, 1)
0
0
∃l : l = (n, n , 0) ∧ metaType M (n ) = type G (rhs G (r, i))
metaType M (n0 ) 6∈ Classes M
∃e, i : e = (n, n0 , i) ∧ symbol h−1 (n0 ) = rhs G (r, i)
∃r0 : metaType M (n0 ) = ruleClass G (r0 )
∃e, i : e = (n, n0 , i) ∧ symbol h−1 (M ) = lhs G (r0 ) = rhs G (r, i)

Equivalence
I finally show that h−1 is the inverse of h and that, therefore, trees(G) and
model(mapping(G)) are homomorph.
Theorem 3.4 h−1 (h(T )) = T and h(h−1 (M )) = (M ) for all T ∈ trees(G)
and M ∈ models(mapping(G)).
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Proof 4 Based on the definition of h and h−1 I need to show that:
Edges h−1 (h(T )) = Edges T
rule h−1 (h(T )) (n) = rulet (n)
symbol h−1 (h(T )) (n) = symbolt (n)

and
Links h( h−1 (M )) = Links M
metaType h(h−1 (M )) (n) = metaType M (n)
metaProph(h−1 (M )) (l) = metaPropM (l)
s
Edges h−1 (h(T )) = Edges T :
Edges h−1 (h(T ))
= {(n, n0 , i)|(n, n0 , 0) ∈ Links h(T ) ∧
name metaProph(T ) ((n,n0 ,0)) = str(i)}
⇒
⇔
⇒
⇒

Links h(T ) = {(n, n0 , 0)|(n, n0 , i) ∈ Edges T }
Edges h−1 (h(T )) = Edges T
∀(n, n0 , i) ∈ Edges T : name metaProph(T ) ((n,n0 ,0)) = str(i)
definition of metaProph(T )
(n, n0 , i) ∈ Edges T ⇒ name metaProph(T ) ((n,n0 ,0)) = str(i)
Edges h−1 (h(T )) = Edges T

rule h−1 (h(T )) (n) = ruleT (n):
definition of rule h−1 (h(T )) and metaType h(T ) ⇒
if
rule T (n) = ?
⇒ metaType h(T ) (n) = symbol T (n)
⇒ metaType h(T ) (n) 6= (unique G (r), false)
⇒ rule h−1 (h(T )) = ? ⇔ rule T (n) = ?
else
⇒ metaType h(T ) (n) = ruleClass G (rule T (n))
⇒ rule h−1 (h(T )) (n) = rule T (n)
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symbol h−1 (h(T )) (n) = symbolT (n):

if
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

definition of symbol h−1 (h(T )) and metaType h(T ) ⇒
rule T (n) 6= ?
metaType h(T ) (n) = ruleClass G (rule T (n))
metaType h(T ) (n) = (unique G (rule T (n)), false)
symbol h−1 (h(T )) (n) = lhs G (rule T (n))
symbol h−1 (h(T )) (n) = symbol T (n)

else
⇒ metaType h(T ) (n) = symbol T (n)
⇒ symbol h−1 (h(T )) (n) = symbol T (n)
Links h( h−1 (M )) = Links M :

=

⇒
⇔
⇒

Links h(h−1 (M ))
{(n, n0 , 0)|(n, n0 , i) ∈ Edges h−1 (M ) }
Edges h−1 (M ) = {(n, n0 , i)|(n, n0 , i) ∈ Links M ∧
name metaPropM ((n,n0 ,0)) = str(i)}
Links h(h−1 (M )) = Links M
∀(n, n0 , 0) ∈ Links M : ∃i : name metaPropM ((n,n0 ,0)) = str(i)
metaProp is total and name metaProp(...) ∈ {str(i)|i ∈ N}
Links h(h−1 (M )) = Links M

metaType h(h−1 (M )) (n) = metaType M (n):
definition of metaType h(h−1 (M )) and rule h−1 (M )
if
metaType M (n) = (unique G (r), false)
⇒ metaType h(h−1 (M )) (n) = ruleClass G (r)
= (unique G (r), false) = metaType M (n)
else
metaType h(h−1 (M )) (n) = symbol h−1 (M ) (n)
⇒ metaType h(h−1 )(M )) (n) = metaType M (n)
metaProph(h−1 (M )) (l) = metaPropM (l):
Property names are unique within a class:
∀l1 , l2 ∈ dom(metaProp) :
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(1)

name metaProp(l2 ) = name metaProp(l2 ) ∧
owner metaProp(l1 ) = owner metaProp(l2 )
⇒ metaProp(l1 ) = metaProp(l2 )
This means I only need to show that
name metaProph(−1 (M )) ((n,n0 ,0)) = name metaPropM ((n,n0 ,0)) and

(2)

owner metaProph(−1 (M )) ((n,n0 ,0)) = owner metaPropM ((n,n0 ,0))

(1)

name metaProph(h−1 (M )) ((n,n0 ,0)) = str(i)

⇒ ∃(n, n0 , i) ∈ Edges h−1 (M )
⇒ name metaPropM ((n,n0 ,0)) = str(i)
(2)
name metaProph(h−1 (M )) ((n,n0 ,0)) = ruleClass G (rule h−1 (M ) (n))
Link can only start in object values
⇒ metaType M (n) = (unique G (r), false)
⇒ owner metaProph(h−1 (M )) ((n,n0 ,0)) = ruleClass G (r)
= (unique G (r), false)
Proper meta-model instantiation and
metaType M (n) = (unique G (r), false)
⇒ owner metaProph(h−1 (M )) ((n,n0 ,0)) = (unique G (r), false)

3.5.3

Conclusions

I showed that meta-modelling is as expressive as grammar-based language
descriptions. The formal analysis theoretically allows to create meta-models
from grammars, and map textual representations to corresponding models.
But, this is limited to language descriptions that actually can be described
by context-free grammars. Since notations defined by context-free grammars
have limited complexity, there is still a gap between notations and languages.
Therefore, the given grammar to meta-model mapping and respective parse
tree to model mappings are a necessary fundament for notations and their descriptions, but a complete notation description requires additional constructs
that describe notation features that exceed the complexity of context-free
grammars. In the following sections, I use the mappings presented in this sections for notation descriptions and editors based on this descriptions. When
necessary, I augment these notation descriptions with additional information
about context-sensitive notation constructs.
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3.6

Developing Meta-Models from ContextFree Grammars

Many existing computer languages are only defined by means of a notation.
Such notations are usually described in context-free grammars. But, there
is also often a demand to create meta-model-based descriptions for the languages, and separate notations from meta-models. There are two reasons:
firstly, language developers want to relate two different languages with each
other, which is hard to do based on concrete notations; secondly, language
developers want to profit from existing meta-model-based technology, such
as frameworks for model transformation or code-generation.
MOF-like meta-modelling provides four major advantages over contextfree grammar-based notations, when it comes to language integration, building language tools, and defining additional language aspects. Firstly, metamodelling allows to modularise larger language descriptions and allows to
relate different language descriptions from different meta-models. Secondly,
object-oriented meta-modelling allows to define abstraction hierarchies: language constructs can inherit from more abstract constructs, language constructs can be reused within the same language or among different languages.
Thirdly, due to their object-oriented nature, meta-models align well with the
object-oriented programming techniques used to build language tools. Finally, modularisation and object-orientation also affect the descriptions of
other language aspects, which refer to meta-model elements.
In this section, I present a process to create meta-models from existing BNF grammars based on the general relations between grammars and
meta-models presented in the previous section. I also present a programming framework called More Meta-Models (MMM) that allows to facilitate
this process effectively and conveniently. Both, process and framework are
evaluated through creating a meta-model for SDL based on its standardised
grammar. I use SDL to exemplify the process and framework use in this
section.
SDL, known as a graphical language, is only formally defined in its concrete textual syntax. SDL’s lesser known textual syntax, never the less,
is a fully capable replacement of its graphical syntax. SDL also defines
an abstract syntax. This abstract syntax description is also provided as
a context-free grammar. The abstract SDL syntax not only abandons notational artefacts like keywords, commentaries, or other special characters,
it also reduces SDL to a set of core constructs. For the objectives in this
section, it is assumed that stripping a concrete syntax from all notational
ballast is a trivial task. Therefore, I use SDL’s abstract syntax grammar to
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exemplify meta-model creation from a context-free grammar.
In the previous section, I already presented a formal mapping between
grammars and meta-models, allowing to create an equivalent meta-model
from a grammar. In this section, I present a concrete process of creating
a meta-model from an existing BNF grammar. Section 3.6.1 describes this
process in general. Section 3.6.2 briefly shows how the formal grammar to
meta-model mapping is utilised to generate meta-models from grammars.
I am not interested in just an arbitrary grammar equivalent meta-model,
but a meta-model that uses the full potential of meta-modelling. Therefore,
the main concern is to enhance the automatically created meta-model. In
section 3.6.3, I present techniques to manually enhance a meta-model that
was automatically generated from a grammar.

3.6.1

A Process to Create Meta-Models from Given
Notations Based on BNF Grammars

method.pdf 06.03.2009 17:25:05
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Figure 3.6: The steps involved in the presented metamodel development.
The process is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The process starts with a notation
description that contains a context-free grammar in a BNF or even EBNF
format. The notation description might also contain static conditions that
further limit the strings generated by the grammar. As a result of this process, you want a meta-model-based language description. This description
comprises a MOF-like meta-model and OCL constraints that reference this
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meta-model. The notation to meta-model development process includes two
steps. First, a preliminary meta-model is automatically generated from the
existing notation’s BNF grammar. I require to do this step automatically,
because a manual transformation from a grammar to a meta-model would
cause to many errors due to human failure. The second step addresses the
fact that meta-models are more expressive than grammars. In the second step
the preliminary meta-model-based language description is manually revised
by adding modularisation, reuse abstract language constructs, distinguish
between composite and non-composite relationships, and added OCL constraints to the meta-model. In this thesis, I only addresses issues involving
grammar and meta-model; I do not cover aspects of static conditions; but,
a complete presentation of the method, including static conditions, can be
found in [101].

3.6.2

Generating Meta-Models from a BNF Grammar

The developed MMM framework contains a tool that can generate metamodels from EBNF grammars based on the grammar to meta-model mapping
given in section 3.5.1. This tools reads a EBNF grammar using a parser for
EBNF grammars. During parsing, the tool creates an internal representation
for the grammar. After parsing, the tool uses a transformation that realises
the grammar to meta-model mapping to create the meta-model as an instance
of the MOF model. This meta-model is then exported as an XMI file. This
XMI file can then be used by other framework tools used to enhance the
automatically generated meta-model.

3.6.3

Manually Enhancing the Automatically Generated Meta-Model

The meta-models one get by applying the described mapping from a BNF
grammar can be called primitive at best. The reason is that those primitive
meta-models can only be as expressive as the original grammar is. Several
problems exist in the preliminary meta-models.
Those preliminary meta-models suffer from the same drawbacks as the
original grammars: they do not include any abstraction relationships between
language constructs; they do not distinguish between compositional and noncompositional associations (grammars define trees, meta-models graphs)6 ;
6

The terms compositional and non compositional, hereby, refer to structural features
that imply and not imply exclusive ownership. The corresponding structural features can
carry other model elements as values. One model element used as a value in a composi-
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they are not modularised. I want to have a detailed look on these problems
and get into a few examples, before I elaborate on solutions to these problems.
Typically used context-free grammars formalisms do not allow grammars
that define language constructs on different abstraction levels. One example are the structural type constructs in SDL, namely Agent type definitions
and Composite-state type definitions. These two constructs are generalizable,
they can be instantiated, they are namespaces for a number of other SDL constructs, and so forth. But these abstract constructs are specified separately
for both elements, instead of being defined once and then reused. Especially
being a namespace is a property that even more SDL constructs like procedures and packages share. Furthermore, namespace is an abstract concept
used by many other languages; UML or most programming languages are
examples.
Procedure_definition :: Procedure_name
Procedure_formal_parameter*
[ Result ]
Procedure_graph;
Procedure_name = Name;
Procedure_formal_parameter = In_parameter
| Inout_parameter
| Out_parameter;
Figure 3.7: An excerpt from the SDL grammar.
In grammars there is no difference between attributes or interclass relationships. Furthermore, grammars do not distinguish between classes and
data types. In the grammar example in Fig. 3.7, both Procedure_definition
and Procedure_name are described by a symbol. Therefore both constructs
are modelled by a class in the generated meta-model. Of course, that is bad
meta-modelling technique. The name of a procedure should rather be modelled through a string attribute. The same problem lays in the modelling
tional feature of another element becomes part of the other element. The part is called
a component of the owning element; the owning element is called container respectively.
Each model element can be the component of one container only, i.e. it can be a value
in the structural features of one single model element at best. The component-container
relationship is called composition. Cycles in composition are not allowed; composition
forms trees within models. The roots of these trees are model elements without container;
the leafs are elements without components. [117]
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of associations. Meta-modelling concepts like navigability, aggregation, etc.
cannot be stated in grammars, and so they are not used in the generated
meta-model, even if their use would be appropriate.
In grammars each relationship between language elements is of compositional nature. SDL constructs like identifier and qualifier realise non compositional references between language elements in an indirect way. In a
text-based language they are needed to identify objects. To do so, they represent a logical relation between the object definition and its use, like the
definition of a variable and its use in an expression. In a meta-model and
its model instances these constructs are not necessary. These relations can
be modelled by associations and their instances, called links. In other words
these are constructs that already exist as meta-meta-constructs and have
not to be redefined. Of course, identifier and qualifier are needed in concrete
model notations to represent those relations, but they serve no purpose in a
meta-model-based language description.
In the following, I further describe the idea of abstract language constructs
and which constructs are interesting for SDL. After that, I look at ways to
integrate these abstract constructs with the generated meta-model, and how
to address the other issues by transforming the generated meta-model.
Abstract Construct Definitions
Firstly, I present the abstract construct definitions that were used for the
SDL meta-model. There are different levels of abstractions. Some constructs
are so general that they are used in virtually every object-oriented language,
others are more specific and may only be reused among related languages or
only within one language.
Fig. 3.8 shows the abstract structure constructs used by most objectoriented languages. A detailed explanation and documented development of
that model can be found in [101]. These constructs are not only relevant
to SDL, they are also used in the meta-models of UML and the meta-metamodel of MOF.
But even more abstract constructs could be obtained from SDL’s notation
itself. Even if they may turn out to be more specific, perhaps distinctive to
SDL, they still allow a more compact and therefore easier to understand and
easier to use meta-model. Fig. 3.9 presents the additional abstract constructs
that could be identified in the SDL notation. A few concrete meta-model
classes, those that are marked grey, are shown too. A few remarks:
• Many SDL constructs reference a body of some sort. Procedures for
example must contain a state automaton defining their behaviour. This
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ModelElement
name : String
0..n «reference» container : Namespace

+containedElement

+type
1

IsTypeOf

Contains
+typedElement
0..n
+container
1

Namespace
«reference» contents : ModelElement

TypedElement
«reference» type : ModelElement

lookupElement()
Generalizes
+subtype
0..n
GeneralizableElement
isAbstract : Boolean
0..n «reference» supertypes : GeneralizableElement
+supertype allSupertypes()
lookupElementExtended()

Figure 3.8: Abstract constructs.
state automaton is referred to as a body. The same is true for process
typed Agents or the bodies in Composite-state types. To respect the
varying nature of bodies, they are modelled to be the most abstract
construct: ModelElement.
• Parameters are used by a variety of SDL constructs. Agent types, Procedures, Composite-state types have parameters. Even if Procedure uses
a special form of parameter, the parameter itself is a typed element in
any case.
• In SDL two type constructs coexist. A type is something that describes
a set of instances or values. In SDL a type can on the one hand be a
data type, like a Signal definition or a primitive data type and on the
other hand a type can be a structure type like Agent type or Compositestate type.
• Structure types can be instantiated and are generalizable, parametrized
types. Therefore structure types are a combination of the generalizable
construct, parametrized construct and the body possession construct.
As a reminder: one may criticize that the displayed model allows unwanted instances, that procedure for example may contain a non-procedure
parameter, or a structure-typed element may reference a data type. Obviously some restrictions have to be added to the model. Actually these
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Figure 3.9: Abstract SDL constructs.
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constraints are considered static conditions and are not covered by this thesis, but [101] addresses that matter by using OCL to further limit the set of
possible meta-model instances.
Transforming the Preliminary Meta-Model
Now, you have sets of abstract meta-model elements and a generated preliminary meta-model. But how to combine these model elements to form a
single meta-model? How to further manually enhance the meta-model? To
merge the generated meta-model with the abstract meta-model parts, two
things must be realized: firstly, the concrete constructs must be marked as
specializations of the introduced abstract constructs. Secondly, features and
rudiments of concrete elements that are already defined or realized by the
corresponding abstract model element must be removed. To accomplish this
task, I use model transformation. I further use model transformation to resolve any other grammar related issue in the meta-model, such as replacing
composite relations with attributes, replace identifier-based references with
real non-compositional relations, introduce package structures, and so on.
Fig. 3.10 shows the basic idea of this transformation. All the transformations needed, require information from a language expert. I call this
information transformation rules. A language developer can express the relation between concrete constructs and abstract constructs and how they
refines the abstract constructs in this transformation rules. Transformation
rules, can furthermore describe how the other described problems are to be
solved.
With this transformation rules the transformation itself can be done au-
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agentTypeDefinition = new SdlStructureTypeAdaptor(
"Agent_type_definition");
agentTypeDefinition.addSupertypeType("Agent_type_defintion");
agentTypeDefinition.addBodyType("State_machine_definition");
agentTypeDefinition.addParameterType("Agent_formalparameter");
agentTypeDefinition.addContainedType("Agent_type_definition");
agentTypeDefinition.addContainedType("Procedure_definition");
agentTypeDefinition.addContainedType("Agent_definition");
...
Figure 3.11: An example taken from the semantic mapping used for the SDL
metamodel.
tomatically. The MMM framework therefore provides a programming library
that allows language developers to define the necessary transformation rules
as a simple program. This library works as a small transformation language.7
As an example, Fig. 3.11 presents a part of the transformation rules used
for the SDL meta-model. The first line assigns Agent_type_definition to
be a specialization of the abstract class StructureType. The third line maps
agent type definition’s association with itself to be a specialization of the
generalization association introduced by one of agent type definition’s new
super meta-classes: GeneralizableElement. Line four maps agent type definition’s association with state machine definition to be a specialization of the
body association introduced by another new super type of agent type definition: BodiedElement. Line five refines the inherited features of the abstract
class ParameterizedElement, the other lines refine the inherited features of
the abstract construct Namespace. For every abstract construct an adaptor
class was written. SdlStructureTypeAdaptor is such an adaptor. The inheritance hierarchy of the adaptors are aligned to the hierarchy formed by the
corresponding abstract constructs. Thus the super types of SdlStructureTypeAdaptor are GeneralizableElementAdaptor, ParameterizedElementAdaptor,
BodiedElementAdaptor, NamespaceAdator and ModelElementAdator.
For every abstract construct class, an adaptor class was written, for every
concrete class an adaptor instance is created during transformation. The
constructor is used to map the concrete class to the abstract construct class.
This means: the constructor introduces a new generalization relation between
the abstract construct class and the concrete construct class that is provided
7

The use of libraries as languages is known as internal domain specific language [34]; internal because the language’s concrete syntax is expressed in an existing host programming
language.
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through the constructor’s parameter.
For every abstract association or attribute a method was written. The
method is owned by the adaptor class for the abstract construct class, that
the association or attribute is originated in. For every concrete association a
method call is used. This Java method call maps the concrete association to
the corresponding abstract association. Therefore the Java method deletes
the old concrete association, originally generated through the grammar to
meta-model generator, and replaces it with a refinement of the abstract association. This refinement is done through the addition of a constraint. The
concrete association is identified by taking the concrete class for one end and
taking the class provided through the Java method’s parameter for the other
end.
For example, look at line three of the transformation rules example in
Fig. 3.11. Originated in SDL’s abstract grammar, a concrete association between Agent_type_definition and Agent_type_definition exists in the primitive meta-model. This association refers to the inheritance relationship between two agent types. Line three maps the abstract association Generalizes
of StructureType’s and therefore Agent_type_definition’s meta- superclass
GeneralizableElement. The invoked Java method removes the original concrete association and replaces it by a constraint that restricts the abstract
inherited Generalizes association to allow only links between two instances
of Agent_type_definition. The mapping of StructureType associations then
continues for the abstract associations Contains and ElementBody.
This way the transformation works as a chain of commands that transforms the meta-model according to the semantics given by the transformation
rules. After transformation, all concrete constructs are specializations of abstract ones, all concrete associations and rudiments have been removed and
replaced by constraints that restrict abstract associations or attributes. The
only things left are a few concrete constructs for which no appropriate abstract constructs could yet be identified. For these constructs some additional
transformation rules are necessary that create attributes from associations
and that replace identifier-based relationships with non-compositional associations.

3.7

Creating Text Editors and Textual Model
Editors

Modern integrated development environments for programming languages
have accustomed software developers to language specific text editors with
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capabilities that increase the programmers productivity. Extensive knowledge about language syntax and semantics programmed into these editors,
allows editors to offer assistance to the editor user. Such editors add additional visual information such as highlighting keywords and literals, marking
occurrences of the same identifier, and visualising distinct properties with
different colours. Editors show an outline of the edited content to allow
easier navigation and furthermore allow to navigate between identifier and
identified element with a single click. Assistance is also provided in the form
of error and warning markers that give feedback about the statical correctness of the written program. Furthermore, modern editors can present the
user with a list of meaningful continuations at the current cursor position.
This is known as content assist or code completion. In general, those language specific text editors allow the user to concentrate on the programming
task, while concerns of syntactical and statical correctness, recalling identifier names, and navigating through complex program structures are handled
by the editor.
Unfortunately, development of such editors is extensive and therefore has
only been done for popular programming languages like Java. In this section, I want to develop such feature rich text editors with Domain Specific
Modeling (DSM) [51]. Language developers do not program editors directly,
but describe them, and automatically create editors from these descriptions.
DSM for language tools relies on meta-languages and meta-tools: language
developers use meta-languages to describe an editor, and meta-tools generate
the editor from the description.
This section is about a framework for the DSM of language specific text
editors. This framework is called Textual Editing Framework (TEF) [104],
and serves as a prototypical implementation and experimental platform to
prove the applicability of DSM to textual model editors. I use TEF to experiment with and analyse the techniques that are presented in this section.
TEF features a meta-language based on the relationship between context-free
grammars and meta-models. This meta-language allows to define notations
based on context-free grammars, and allows to relate this notation description to a meta-model. The editor, generated from such a description, uses a
method called background parsing, which allows the editor to create a model
from the textual representation that the user edits. This automatically created model is not only the current model edited in this editor, it is also used
by the editor to realise all language specific editor features. The presented
framework is based on the eclipse platform, and use the Eclipse Modeling
Framework as a MOF-like meta-modelling framework.
I distinguish two different kinds of textual editors depending on what
kind of files they can edit. The first kind are simple text editors. They allow
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Figure 3.12: The background parsing strategy and involved artefacts.
the editing of text files, files that contain a textual representation of a model.
The second kind are textual model editors. These edit model files. In the case
of MOF-like modelling, these are usually files containing models represented
in XMI. These editors allow to edit a textual model representation, but store
the model itself. Both editor kinds appear similar to the user, they both offer
the same features, and both create models from the edited representation to
realise these features. The only difference between these two kinds of editors
is the way they store models or model representations.
With the development efficiency of DSM, the presented framework makes
the development of language specific textual editors for smaller languages
practical. This includes text editors and textual model editors for domain
specific languages. This also includes textual model editors for small textual
parts of otherwise graphically represented models that I call embedded editors
(refer to Fig. 3.20).
This section is structured as follows. In the beginning, I elaborate on
background parsing in 3.7.1, before I look at the meta-language used to describe background parsing editors in subsection 3.7.2. In subsection 3.7.3, I
look at the technical details of realising the presented meta-language and the
corresponding meta-tools, which constitute the TEF framework. The following subsection 3.7.4 discusses content assist: the description and realisation
of it. In subsection 3.7.5, you see how text editors can be integrated into
graphical editors to combine graphical and textual model editing. The next
subsection discusses alternative textual editing techniques and frameworks
3.7.6.

3.7.1

Textual Model Editing with Background Parsing

Background parsing is a strategy to realise textual editors. Each textual
model editor has to create a model from the textual representation that
the user edits. Background parsing allows the user to edit the textual
representation as in any other text editor. The editor creates a model
from the edited text in cyclic intervals. This relies on parsing based on a
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context-free grammar. Background parsing happens without user awareness.
Background parsing has been used in many text editors and frameworks
[125, 69, 48, 59, 13].
Background parsing is controlled by a language and notation descriptions, including a context-free grammar, a meta-model, and a mappings
from grammar elements to elements of the meta-model. Furthermore, the
description contains information about notation features that go beyond the
expressiveness of context-free grammars. The last part includes information
about identifier resolution and information needed to control editor features
like syntax highlighting or content assist. These descriptions are basically
used as follows: The notation’s grammar defines a set of syntactical correct textual representations: it defines the notation language. The grammar
to meta-model mappings and identifier resolution information identify the
model corresponding to a given representation: these items define a mapping
between the notation language and the notated language.
Background parsing is a circular process of four steps. First, the user edits
text as in a regular text editor. Second, the inserted text is parsed according
to the notation’s grammar. Third, a model is created from the resulting parse
tree. Finally, language constraints are used to check the model. Errors in
representation or resulting model can arise in all steps and are reported back
to the user as annotations in the edited text. Otherwise, the user is unaware
of the parsing process, and continuous repetition gives the impression that
the user edits the model directly. As opposed to other editing strategies,
background parsing does not change the currently edited model. Instead, it
creates a completely new model in each repetition. The background parsing
process and involved descriptions are illustrated in Fig. 3.12.
I want to further illustrate background parsing and the involved descriptions with the following example. Fig. 3.13 shows a meta-model for a simple
expression language in the top-right corner. Below this meta-model, you
see a model, an instance of the meta-model, that represents the expression
f oo(n) = (n + 2) ∗ n + 1. On the left side of this figure, you see a grammar
that could be used to define a notation for that expression language. The
rules in this context-free grammar can be used to create the parse tree below,
which is a parse tree for the string f oo(n) = (n + 2) ∗ n + 1.
The example parse tree and the example model are very similar. Basically,
you can map symbols and terminals to objects and their attributes, and you
can map child-of relations between nodes to corresponding links. However,
there are important differences. There are some links in the model that are
not represented in the parse tree directly. These are links between instances
of VariableExpression and Variable. The fundamental difference between
meta-models and context-free grammars is that meta-models describe graphs,
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Figure 3.13: The differences between meta-models and grammars exemplified
based on a simple expression language.
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Figure 3.14: The Ecore meta-model simplified for the example.
while grammars describe trees. Therefore, this link (which causes a circle in
the model graph) has to be represented indirectly within the parse tree.
This is a typical problem for notations defined with context-free grammars:
they usually use some form of identifier to describe a reference between the
variable definition and a use of that variable. To create a model from a parse
tree, creation has to include some form of identifier resolution.
With the given meta-model, grammar, and additional grammar to metamodel mappings, including information about identifier resolution. An editor
using background parsing can create the parse tree automatically and can
create the model from this parse tree automatically. In the next section, I
take a closer look on the necessary descriptions and how they work together.

3.7.2

Notation Language and Notation Semantics

In this section, the description artefacts for textual notations are described
as they are used as input for the Textual Editing Framework (TEF). These
descriptions are combined in a description language for textual notations.
This meta-language is part of TEF, and a description written in that language
in combination with an corresponding EMF meta-model allows TEF to create
either a textual model editor or a text editor.
The concepts in this section are exemplified with a textual notation for
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Ecore models. Ecore is the meta-modelling language of EMF and provides MOF-like meta-modelling constructs. The notation that I use, uses
a Java/C++ like syntax to represent Ecore models. Fig. 3.14 shows a simplified version of the Ecore meta-model. The simplifications are only needed
to create a clearer example, they do not present technical limitations. The
example notation given in this section, is a notation for this meta-model.
The real notation that was developed, is, of course, a notation for the complete Ecore meta-model. Fig. 3.16 shows an example representation written
in that Ecore notation.
Grammar
To define a set of syntactically valid textual representations, you use contextfree grammars. Fig. 3.15 shows such a context-free grammar for the Ecore
example notation. An example string that can be generated with this grammar is the example representation of an Ecore model in Fig. 3.16. The shown
grammar is a context-free grammar with EBNF elements. All string literals
function as fixed terminals; all capitalized symbols are morphem classes for
integers or identifiers; everything else are non-terminals.
The specific grammar format, used in this example, is the specific grammar format that is used in TEF’s notation description meta-language. The
grammar is used as input for a parser-generator8 . TEF facilitates the parsergenerator to create parsers. These parsers allow to syntactically analyse
textual representations and create parse trees from successful parsings of
textual representations.
Grammar to Meta-Model Mapping
To control the creation of models from parse trees within an editor, the
notation description has to provide mappings between grammar elements
and meta-model elements. These mappings allow the editor to instantiate
meta-model classes from parse tree nodes.
In Fig. 3.17 the grammar from the previous subsection (Fig. 3.15) is
extended. The bold printed elements relate grammar elements to metamodel classes and features. If such a meta-model relation is attached to
the left-hand-side of a rule, the rule is related to a meta-model class; if
attached to a right-hand-side symbol, the right-hand-side rule part is related
8

For TEF the parser-generator (or compiler compiler) Runtime Compiler Compiler
(RCC)[90] was used. This programming library allows to generate parsers from contextfree grammars at runtime, and was chosen because it can create parsers within a running
eclipse instance, without the need to restart the whole platform.
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Package ->
"package" IDENTIFIER "{"
(PackageContents)*
"}";
PackageContents -> Package;
PackageContents -> Class;
PackageContents -> DataType;
Class -> (AbstractSwitch)? (InterfaceSwitch)?
"class" IDENTIFIER (SuperClasses)? "{"
(ClassContents)*
"}";
AbstractSwitch -> "abstract";
InterfaceSwitch -> "interface";
SuperClasses -> "extends" ClassRef ("," ClassRef)*;
ClassRef -> IDENTIFIER;
DataType ->
"datatype" IDENTIFIER ("["INSTANCE_CLASS_NAME"]")? ";";
ClassContents -> "attribute" Attribute;
ClassContents -> "reference" Reference;
ClassContents -> Operation;
Attribute -> IDENTIFIER ":" TypeExpr Multiplicity;
TypeExpr -> TypeRef;
Reference -> IDENTIFIER ":" ClassRef Multiplicity;
Operation -> IDENTIFIER "(" (Parameter ("," Parameter)*)? ")"
":" OperationReturn;
OperationReturn -> TypeRef;
OperationReturn -> "void";
Figure 3.15: A context-free grammar in EBNF for the Ecore notation.
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representation

package namespaces {
class NamedElement {
attribute name:EString[0,1]
}
class Namespace extends NamedElement {
reference contents:NamedElement[0,*]
getQualifiedName(separator:EString[0,1]):
EString[1,1]
}
}

model
package

namespaces
Nam edElem ent
+name : EString
+contents
0..*
Nam espace

+getQualifiedName( separator : EString ) : EString

Figure 3.16: An example representation in the Ecore notation and the model
it represents.
to a feature. I distinguish between different kinds of meta-model relations:
element relations relate to classes, composite relations relate to attributes or
other compositional structural features, and reference relations relate to non
compositional structural features.
Creating Models from Parse Trees
The result of parsing a textual representation is a syntax-tree or parse tree.
Fig. 3.18 shows such a parse tree. This parse tree is the result of parsing
the shown example representation with the grammar previously introduced
in Fig. 3.15. Each node in a parse tree is an instance of the grammar rule
that was used to produce the node. To create a model from a parse tree,
editors perform two depth-first traversals on the tree.
In the first run, editors use the element relations attached to a node’s rule
to create an instance of the corresponding meta-model class. This instance
becomes the value represented by this node. It also serves as the context
for traversing the children of this node. Morphems create corresponding
primitive values, e.g. integers or strings. During the same traversal, I use the
composite relations to add the values created by the respective child nodes
to the referenced features in the actual context object. With this technique,
the parse tree implies composition between model elements. Furthermore,
the compositional design of the meta-model must match the alignment of
corresponding constructs in the textual notation.
In the second traversal (also called identifier resolution), the editor goes
through parse tree and model simultaneously. Now, it uses all reference
relations to add corresponding values to all non compositional structural
features. This time, it does not use the child nodes’ values directly, but uses
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syntax(Package) "models/Ecore.ecore" {
Package:element(EPackage) ->
"package" IDENTIFIER:composite(name="unnamed") "{"
(PackageContents)*
"}";
PackageContents -> Package:composite(eSubpackages);
PackageContents -> Class:composite(eClassifiers);
PackageContents -> DataType:composite(eClassifiers);
Class:element(EClass) ->
(AbstractSwitch:composite(abstract))?
(InterfaceSwitch:composite(interface))?
"class" IDENTIFIER:composite(name="unnamed")
(SuperClasses)? "{"
(ClassContents)*
"}";
AbstractSwitch:constant("true":Boolean) -> "abstract";
InterfaceSwitch:constant("true":Boolean) -> "interface";
SuperClasses -> "extends" ClassRef:reference(eSuperTypes)
("," ClassRef:reference(eSuperTypes))*;
ClassRef:element(EClass) ->
IDENTIFIER:composite(name="unnamed");
DataType:element(EDataType) ->
"datatype" IDENTIFIER:composite(name="unnamed")
("["INSTANCE_CLASS_NAME
:composite(instanceTypeName)"]")? ";";
...
Attribute:element(EAttribute) ->
IDENTIFIER:composite(name="unnamed")
":" TypeExpr Multiplicity;
Reference:element(EReference) ->
IDENTIFIER:composite(name="unnamed") ":"
ClassRef:reference(eType) Multiplicity;
...
}
Figure 3.17: The Ecore notation description with meta-model mappings.
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representation
1

package namespaces {
2class NamedElement { 3
attribute name:EString[0,1]
4
}
5class Namespace extends NamedElement8{
reference
contents:NamedElement[0,*]
6
7
getQualifiedName(separator:EString[0,1]):EString[1,1]
}
}
package 1

„namespaces“ PackageContents
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Figure 3.18: A representation, parse tree, and model based on the example
Ecore notation.
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the child nodes’ values as identifiers to resolve the corresponding referenced
elements. Since all model elements were created in the first traversal, the
referenced model elements must already exist in the model. What identifiers
are and how editors resolve them is explained in the next subsection.
Identity and Reference Resolution
To understand how editors add feature values for references in the second
traversal, you have to understand identification of model elements.
Definition 33 (identity) The identity of a model element is a value that
uniquely identifies this element within a model.
The notation of a language defines a function that assigns each element of a
language instance an identity. Example identities can be the model element
itself, the name of the model element, or more complex constructs like fully
qualified names.
Definition 34 (identifier) An identifier is a value used to identify a model
element based on the element’s identity.
In simple languages, identifiers can often be used directly to identify
model elements: if an identifier and the identity of a model element are the
same, this identifier identifies this model element. The notations of many languages, however, require more complex identification, including name spaces,
name hiding, imports, etc. In those cases, an identifier depends on the context it is used in. The language’s notation must define a function that assigns a set of possible global identifiers to an identifier and its context. These
global identifiers are then used to find a model element with an identity that
matches on of those global identifiers.
Identities and identifiers are notation-specific and might vary for model elements of different meta classes. Textual model editing frameworks can only
provide a simple default identification mechanism, i.e. based on a simple
identity derived from a model element’s meta-class and possible name attribute (or other so-called key attributes). TEF and other frameworks allow
to customize this simple behaviour. Technically, this customization is also
part of the notation description. Since no specific description mechanisms
for identification could be found for existing textual editing frameworks yet,
this part of a notation description has usually to be programmed within the
used textual editing framework. TEF provides a programming interface that
allow language developers to provide a notation specific identification as a
set of Java classes. 9
9

This is a typical practice of DSM [51]: for very specific purposes, description languages
allow to leave the realm of their abstract description constructs, and allow language users
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Checking the Model
The created model can be analysed. This can be done for two different purposes: firstly, finding errors and potentially dangerous conditions; secondly,
derive additional properties or documentation for model elements. For both
purposes, queries over the model can be used: either to check a condition
(boolean query) or to derive information from the model (arbitrary typed
query or string query). Based on given queries as part of a notation, you can
automatically derive annotations and text markers in an editor that show
this information. Queries can either be programmed, or described in specific
query languages. TEF allows to either program constraints or to write OCL
constraints as part of the used meta-model.
Model Changes and Pretty Printing
In the case of textual model editors, the stored artefact contains the model
and not the representation. This allows that tools other than the textual
model editors create or change this edited model. There are, among others,
three scenarios: firstly, the user saves the edited text as a model, changes
the model with another tool and then continues editing the model in its
textual representation; secondly, the user changes the model during editing,
e.g. using refactorings on the model; thirdly, the model is changed from
outside the editor by other tools and users.
In each scenario, you need to create a textual representation from an
existing model. The creation of a textual representation for a model is also
called pretty printing. To create a textual representation, an editor has to
reverse the model creating and parsing process: it creates a parse tree from
the edited model element and pretty prints this tree.
Creating a parse tree To create a parse tree, the editor traverses the
model along its composition. For each model element, the editor can determine a set of suitable grammar rules based on the element’s meta-class, the
values of its features, and the grammar to meta-model mapping. By using a
back-tracking strategy, the editor can determine one or more possible parse
trees for a model. Notations that provide different possibilities to represent
a single language construct in different ways, will lead to multiple possible
parse trees for the same model. Frameworks can give language developers
the possibility to prioritise grammar rules accordingly. If the editor cannot
determine a parse tree for a model, meta-model, grammar, and grammar to
meta-model mapping, these descriptions contain flaws or inconsistencies. For
to add description written in general purpose programming languages.
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example, a model element name might be optional as defined by the metamodel, but required by the notation: at some point in the model traversal,
all possible grammar rules for the element would require the name of the element, but the name cannot be obtained. As future work, one could examine
whether each model is pretty-printable in a given notation or not.
Pretty printing the parse tree Pretty printing a parse tree is basically
straight-forward. The only problem are the white-spaces between tokens.
A human readable textual representation needs reasonable white-spaces, i.e.
layout information, between these tokens. This is a problem with two possible solutions. Firstly, white-spaces originally created by editor users can
be stored within the model. Secondly, editors can create white-spaces automatically. Disadvantages for storing layout information are that the layout
information has to be provided by editor users, and model and meta-model
have to be extended with layout information elements. The advantage is
that user layouts and all information that users express within layouts (also
known as secondary notation [84]) are preserved. The second solution has
complementary advantages and disadvantages.
The automatic generation of white-spaces is the only solution that allows
pretty printing for models that are not created by humans, and it is also the
most generally applicable solution, since it does not require any pre-existing
layout information. Therefore, automatic generation of white-spaces was
integrated into TEF, and I want to take a closer look.
Automatic layout of textual representations requires white-space clues as
part of the textual notation description. For automatic layouts white-space
roles can be used. Language developers add white-space roles as symbols to
grammar rules. A white-space role determines the role that the separation
between two tokens plays. White-space roles are dynamically instantiated
with actual white-spaces, when text is created from a model. A component called layout manager defines possible white-space roles and is used to
instantiate white-space roles. It creates white-spaces for white-space roles
in the order they appear within the created textual model representation.
The layout manager can instantiate the same white-space role differently,
depending on the context the white-space role is used in.
An example: A layout manager for block-layouts as used in programming
languages, supports the roles space, empty, statement, blockstart, blockend,
indent. This manager instantiates each space with a space and each empty
with an empty string. But, if the manager detects that a single line of code
becomes too long to be readable, the layout manager can also instatiate both
roles with a return followed by a proper identation. The manager uses the

notation

representation
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package namespaces
{ 3
2
1
class NamedElement { 4
5
attribute name:EString[0,1] 6
8
9
}
7
class Namespace extends NamedElement {
1
...

...
Class:element(EClass) -> 2
3
1ws(indent) "class" ws(space) IDENTIFIER:composite(name) ws(space)
(SuperClasses ws(space))?
"{" ws(blockstart)
(ClassContents)* ws(blockend)
4
7
8ws(indent) "}" ws(statement);
9
...
ClassContents -> "attribute" ws(space) Attribute:composite(eStructuralFeatures);
...
Attribute:element(EAttribute) ->
5ws(indent) IDENTIFIER:composite(name)
6
ws(empty) ":" ws(empty) TypeExpr ws(empty) Multiplicity ws(statement);

Figure 3.19: An example text with white-spaces for an example notation
with white-space roles.
blockstart and blockend roles to determine how to instantiate an indent. It
increases the indentation size when a blockstart is instantiated, and decreases
it, when a blockend is instatiated. The statement role is instantiated with a
return followed by an identation in the actual indentation depth. Fig. 3.19
shows an example representation and corresponding notation with whitespace roles for the Ecore language based on the block-layout manager.

3.7.3

Building Textual Model Editors – The Textual
Editing Framework

You now have an understanding about background parsing and how background parsing can be described in textual notations. I already explained
the different description aspects and how background parsing editors can facilitate the different descriptions, but never-less, I use this section to take a
deeper look at TEF and how TEF creates editors from notation descriptions.
TEF provides a notation description meta-language. You have seen examples written in that language, defining a notation for the Ecore language.
TEF’s notation description language allows to specify an EBNF grammar,
grammar to meta-model mappings, and white-space roles for automatic layout. The parser generator used by TEF allows only LALR(1) grammars.
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This is not a general limitation; a similar meta-tool could also be implemented based on a more expressive context-free grammar formalism. TEF
also provides an extendible API that allows language developers to program a language-specific (meta-model-dependent) identification mechanism,
to program meta-model constraints, and language specific content assists (see
3.7.4).
TEF follows a DSM paradigm. This means a language developer only provides a notation description written in TEF’s notation description language,
and TEF automatically creates the textual model editor or text editor. Language developers can enhance the generated editor afterwards. Examples
for such enhancements are, for example, a specific identification mechanism,
programmed constraints, or specialised content assist behaviour.
TEF is based on the eclipse platform. This platform itself already provides a framework for text editors. This eclipse text editor framework provides all the user interface (UI) elements that a language-dependent text editor needs. Eclipse allows developers to create there own language-dependent
text editors as eclipse plugins. TEF simply extends this eclipse text editor
framework with a general implementation for background parsing. Each generated TEF editor is an eclipse plugin that instantiates an eclipse languagedependent text editor and realises the editor behaviour with TEF’s background parsing implementation. The background parsing of each generated
editor is parametrised with a notation description that controls the languagedependent behaviour of background parsing.
TEF allows to create different kinds of textual editors from the same
language description (refer to Fig. 3.20): these are language-dependent text
editors, textual model editors, and editors embedded into graphical or treebased editors. All different editor kinds are realised using TEF’s background
parsing implementation and operate on the same notation description. The
only difference between these editors is how they load and store the edited
artefact. Text editors simply load and store the textual representation as
a string of characters. Textual model editors load and store models: they
de-serialise and serialise models from and to XMI strings stored in the corresponding file. A textual representation is created from the loaded model, and
when stored, the latest model created during background parsing is stored.
Textual model editors embedded in graphical editors copy a sub-model from
the graphical host editor, create a textual representation for that sub-model
and allow users to change this representation. When the user saves the model,
the editor copies the latest model back into the host editor’s model.
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textual editors

text editors

textual model editors

embedded
textual model
editors

Figure 3.20: The tree different kinds of editors that can be generated with
TEF.

3.7.4

Content Assist

A convenient feature of modern language-dependent text editors or textual
model editors is the editor capability to provide possible continuations for the
text under the cursor. This ability is called content assist or code completion.
Content assist has a long history, starting from simple language-independent
approaches such as hippo completion. Hippo completion proposes any word in
a text document regardless of the syntactical context the cursor is positioned
in. State of the art content assist is based on language specific notation and
especially identification. This kind of content assist was for the first time
introduced with the intelliJ Java IDE.
Today, editor users expect editors to assist in the completion of identifiers
and keywords. In this section, I introduce techniques to describe content
assist. These techniques are integrated into TEF, and I present a few casestudies based on TEF that were conducted to proof the general applicability
of the presented content assist techniques.
You will see that it is possible to describe content assists for keywords
and references (identifier) and that editors with content assist can be created
from these descriptions automatically. Beyond that, it is possible to even
generate the content assist descriptions, for a lower quality of content assist, solely based on notation descriptions, which have to be written anyway.
Only for higher quality content assist, manual implementation is necessary
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example grammar excerpt from a simplyfied OCL grammar:
collection_op_call = expr "->" IDENTIFIER "(" variables "|" expr ")"
op_call = expr "." IDENTIFIER "(" arguments ")"
variable_access = IDENTIFIER
expr = collection_op_call | op_call | variable_access

syntactical context for a symbol content assist: IDENTIFIER
three syntactical contexts for single reduction assists:
symbol

suffix

1. collection_op_call = expr "->" IDENTIFIER "(" variables "|" expr )"
rule
2. op_call = expr "." IDENTIFIER "(" arguments ")"
3. variable_access = expr "." IDENTIFIER

syntactical context for a multiple reduction assist:
[ collection_op_call = expr "->" IDENTIFIER "(" variables "|" expr ")",
expr = variable_access,
variable_access = IDENTIFIER ]

Figure 3.21: Some examples for syntactical contexts.
to constrain content assist proposals to those allowed by language specific
static semantics.
Content Assist Types
I introduce the notion of a content assist type. The developer, who develops
the textual model editor, can define multiple content assist types. The editor uses these content assist types to offer content assist. A content assist
type defines a syntactical context and instructions to collect content assist
proposals. When the user of the editor requests content assist, the editor determines for each content assist type if the current cursor position is placed
in the syntactical context that is defined in the content assist type. The editor selects a set of active content assist types. Content assist proposals are
collected for all active content assist types based on the instructions given
in these content assist types. The current model, text, and cursor position
is used as input for these instructions. All the collected proposals are finally
presented to the user.
Determining the Syntactical Context
The following is known to the editor developer and is also programmed into
the editor: the language’s meta-model, the notation’s grammar, and the
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relation between grammar and meta-model. Based on this information the
editor developer has to define possible syntactical contexts. The editor also
knows the current text, a model based on a possibly earlier version of the
text, and the cursor position. From these information it has to determine if
a syntactical context is active or not.
What is a syntactical context? A syntactical context describes a specific
point within a language construct. A syntactical context allows to specify
certain positions within a text. These positions describe the wanted points
within instances of the language construct. I say that these positions are
located in this syntactical context.
How can you define a syntactical context? I distinguish between syntactical contexts of three complexity levels. The simplest syntactical context
is defined by a single terminal or non-terminal symbol. An assist using such
a context is called symbol content assist. A more complex syntactical context is defined by a symbol, used within a specific grammar rule. An assist
using such a context is called single reduction content assist. Multiple reduction content assists use a symbol within a specific grammar rule, which
again is used within a specific grammar rule, and so on. Syntactical contexts
can be defined using the data structures in the top of Fig. 3.22; Fig. 3.21
furthermore shows four examples for syntactical contexts.
How can you determine if a syntactical context is active or not? I
use LR-syntax analysis, which has two properties that are important. Firstly,
once a symbol is shifted onto the parse stack there cannot be a syntax error
in front of that symbol. Secondly, reductions only happen on top of the parse
stack. I use the following algorithm: the document is LALR(1)-parsed up
to the cursor position. Now, you emulate continued parsing as if the text
following the cursor position is written according to the syntactical context.
If that is possible, the context is active. For symbol content assists, this
means you try to shift the symbol onto the parse stack. If that is possible,
the context is active. For a single reduction content assist, you shift the
symbol, then shift the symbols in the rule suffix, and then try to reduce
with the context’s grammar rule. If this is all possible, the context is active.
For a multi-reduction content assist, you do as in a single reduction content
assist, but after reduction, you try to shift the suffix of the next rule, reduce
with this rule, then continue with the next rule, etc. If you can do so for
all parts of the multi-reduction content assist, it is active. Fig. 3.22 shows
pseudo-code for this algorithm.
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definitions
datatype Symbol
array Symbol[] Rule
struct SymbolCA { symbol: Symbol }
struct SingleReductionCA { rule: Rule, symbol: Symbol, suffix : array Symbol[] }
array MultipleReductionCA SingleReductionCA[0..n]
// shifts the symbol on the parse stack if possible
// reduces the parse stack using the given rule if there is
// a follow up symbol allowing the reduction
boolean reduce(Rule, Symbol) // reduces the parse stack using the given rule if
// possible using the given follow up symbol
boolean shift(Symbol)
boolean reduce(Rule)

algorithm that takes a content assist ca as input

parse the document using the notation's grammar rules and LR-syntax analysis
stop parsing at the current cursor position
switch type of ca
SymbolCA:
return shift(ca.symbol)
SingleReductionCA:
if not shift(ca.symbol) then return false
for symbol in ca.sufix do
if not shift(symbol) return false
if reduce(ca.rule) return true
MultiReductionCA:
for i = 0; i < ca.length; i++ do
if not shift(ca[i].symbol) return false
for symbol in ca[i].sufix do
if not shift(symbol) return false
if (i+1 < ca.length)
if not reduce(ca[i].rule, ca[i+1].symbol) return false
else
if not reduce(ca[i].rule) return false
return true;

Figure 3.22: An algorithm that determines if an input content assist (ca) is
active in pseudo-code.
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Collecting Content Assist Proposals
Each content assist type includes instructions to collect proposals. The proposals can be collected from the following information: the validity of the syntactical context of the content assist, the parse tree created during analysing
the syntactical context, and the current model. I distinguish between three
different quality levels for proposals.
For the lowest proposal quality, you only use the syntactical context without any additional instructions. From the syntactical context, you know
which type of element can be inserted at the cursor position and you simply offer all instances of the corresponding type. Take the OCL example in
Fig. 3.21 and the single reduction assist number 2: you propose all identifiers
that reference an operation. Therefore, you collect all operations in the given
model. The problem is that all the proposals are valid based on the notation’s grammar, but not necessarily based on its identification mechanism.
In the example, you are not constraining the set of operations based on the
expression type that the operation is called upon.
For a higher quality level, you again use the syntactical context, but now
also allow additional constraints based on the parse tree. Starting at the
node, located in the syntactical context, one can visit all the containers of
the syntactical context by navigating the parse tree towards its root. Here,
container refers to containment as defined by composition in the meta-model.
Take the multi-reduction content assist in Fig. 3.21: navigating from the
variable access to the collection operation call (two containment relations
out and therefore two parse tree nodes up), you can access the variables of
the collection operation call, and these are the variables you want to propose.
For the highest proposal quality, you allow proposal constraints based on
parse tree and model. Previously, using only the syntactical context, you
proposed all operations in the first single reduction content assists of the
OCL example in Fig. 3.21. But based on parse tree and model, you can
determine the expression that the operation is called on. You can determine
the expression’s type and all operations allowed for this type. It is now possible to constrain the set of operations to those allowed by OCL’s operation
call semantics.
Realisation and Case-studies
The Textual Editing Framework (TEF) and content assist TEF
editors provide basic content assist based on a textual notation description
only. The automatically generated content assist comprises keyword assists
and identifier assists. Keyword assists are generated for each keyword or
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special character in the notation. They use a symbol content assist type to
define a syntactical context, and their proposal collection always provides
the terminal itself as the only proposal. Identifier assists are generated for
each reference binding in the textual notation description that refers to a
meta-model reference that defines a non-containment reference. These identifier assists use a single reduction content assist type to define a syntactical
context, and their proposal collection provides a list of names from all those
model elements that have the meta-type of the corresponding reference.
There are two ways to customize the automatically generated content assist types. Firstly, a language developer can implement callbacks that alter
the proposal collection behaviour of the automatically generated identifier
assists. Giving parse tree and model as input, these methods can be used
to realise the more advanced proposal quality levels. Secondly, a language
developer can additionally define own content assist types. Here, the developer has to implement certain interfaces to define a syntactical context using
Java data-structures similar to those in Fig. 3.22 and he needs to program
a proposal collection. Model editors for several example toy languages, like
the expression language in Fig. 3.13, and more significant editors for EMF’s
meta-modelling language Ecore [117] models and OCL [76] constraints were
built. These case-studies showed that high quality content assist for such
languages can be created, while manual syntactical contexts have only to be
provided in some seldom cases, and manual proposal collection instructions
are only necessary to cover aspects of language specific static semantics.
Content assist for OCL The TEF generated OCL editor, for example,
automatically provides a content assist for each operator. Since these keyword assist are defined for a certain syntactical context, operators are only
proposed if this operator is syntactically allowed at the corresponding position. However, these automatically generated assists only reflect OCL’s
syntax, and operators are proposed even if they are not allowed semantically, e.g. not allowed based on operand types.
OCL contains five kinds of references: references to local variables, i.e.
self, operation parameters, and variables defined in let-statements; references
to the properties of model elements; references to the operations of model
elements; references to types; and references to operations of OCL’s collection library. Content assists for all references could be generated. However,
the proposal collection had to be manually altered. Most references do not
reference elements within the OCL model, but within the model that the
OCL is written for. And, you only want to allow proposals that are semantically valid, e.g. only propose properties and operations defined in the
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corresponding type. The first alteration was necessary, because TEF’s automatically generated identifier assists only rely on the edited model, and not
on some external model. The second alteration is always necessary if the
desired content assists have to reflect the language’s static semantics.
Creating the OCL editor leads to the general conclusion that even though
TEF provides reasonable syntactical contexts automatically, and therefore relieves the language developer from navigating through abstract syntax trees,
etc., there is still lots of manual programming necessary if content assist has
to be restricted to semantically reasonable proposals.

3.7.5

Embedding Textual Model Editing into Graphical Model Editing

In the past, the superiority of (purely) graphical representations was widely
assumed at first and often challenged [40, 84] later. Moher et al., for example, concluded in [65]: "Not only is no single representation best for all
kinds of programs, no single representation is [. . . ] even best for all tasks
involving the same program." Today, graphical modelling languages and domain specific languages (DSLs) often use a mixed form of representation:
they use diagrams to represent structures visually, while other elements are
represented textually. Examples for textual elements are signatures in UML
class diagrams, mathematical expressions in many DSLs, OCL expressions
used in other modelling languages, or the many programming constructs of
SDL [46].
Existing graphical editors address textual model parts poorly. The OCL
editors of many UML tools, for example, barely provide syntactical checks
and keyword highlighting. As a result, modellers produce errors in OCL
constraints: errors that stay unnoticed until later processing; errors that
when finally noticed, are hard to relate to the OCL constraint parts that
caused them. For other constructs, like operation signatures in UML class
diagrams, editors often provide no textual editing capabilities at all. So editor
users click signatures together. This process is slower and less intuitive than
writing the signature down. As a general conclusion, editing the textual
parts of models is less efficient than existing text editor technology allows.
In this section, I look at techniques to combine textual modelling with
graphical modelling, to embed textual model editors into graphical editors10 .
10

The applicability of the presented techniques is not limited to graphical editors, but
to editors based on the Model View Controller (MVC) pattern [8]. This also includes
tree-based model editors, which are very popular in EMF-based projects.
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Figure 3.23: The Ecore GMF editor with an embedded textual model editor.
Definition 35 (embedded textual modelling) With Embedded textual
modelling we denote the process of writing and manipulating models with
an editor capable of graphical editing (or a different form of Model View
Controller (MVC)-based editing) and textual editing. Such editors use an
embedded text editor to edit textual parts of a model representation. The
MVC-based editor is called host editor since it is the primary editor and
handles the model represented in both the host and embedded editors.
Editor users open an embedded text editor by clicking on an element within
the graphical host editor. The embedded editor is shown in a small overlay
window, positioned at the selected element (see Fig. 3.23). Embedded editors have all the editing capabilities known from modern programming environments. To implement this approach, TEF was used to create embedded
textual editors for graphical editors developed with the Eclipse Graphical
Modelling Framework (GMF) [119]. TEF allows to create textual notations
for arbitrary EMF meta-models. This includes the meta-models used for
GMF editors.
As potential impact, this work can enhance the effectiveness of graphical modelling with languages that rely in parts on textual representations.
Furthermore, it encourages the use of domain specific modelling, since it allows the efficient development of DSL tools that combine the graphical and
textual modelling paradigm. In general, this work could provide the tooling for a new breed of languages that combine the visualisation and editing
advantages of both graphical notations and programming languages.
You will see how embedded editors work in general and what problems
have to be solved to realise embedded textual modelling. After this general
discussion, I briefly discuss how embedded textual modelling is realised in
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Figure 3.24: Steps involved in the embedded textual editing process.
TEF, and look at a few example applications, which prove that embedded
textual modelling can be generated from notation descriptions in the same
way than other language-dependent text and textual model editors.
An Embedded Textual Modelling Approach
Graphical model editors are based on the Model View Controller MVC pattern [8]. An MVC editor displays representations for model elements (model)
through view objects (view). It offers actions, which allow the user to change
model elements directly. Actions are realised in controller objects (controller). Examples for such actions are creating a new model element, modify
the value set of a model element’s feature, deleting a model element. The
representing view objects react to these model changes and always show a
representation of the current model. In MVC editors the user does not change
the representation, only the model; the representation is just updated to the
changed model. From now on, I assume that the host editor is an MVC
editor.
The embedded editing process is illustrated in Fig. 3.24. The user selects a model element in the host editor and requests the embedded editor.
The embedded editor is opened for the selected model element (1). I call
this model element the edited model element. The edited model element includes the selected model element itself and all its components. The opened
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textual model editor creates an initial textual representation for the edited
model element (2). The user can now change this representation, and background parsing creates new partial models, i.e. creates new edited model
elements (3). The model in the host editor is not changed, until the user
commits changes and closes the embedded textual model editor. At this
point, the embedded editor replaces the original edited model element in the
host editor’s model, with the new edited model element created in the last
background parsing iteration (4).
There are three problems. Firstly, you need textual model editors for
partial models. Obviously, it is necessary to describe partial notations for
corresponding partial representations. Secondly, when the editor is opened,
it needs to create an initial textual representation for the selected model part.
Finally, when the editor is closed, a new partial model was created during
background parsing. This newly created partial model needs to replace the
original edited element. All references and other information associated with
the original edited model element have to be preserved.
Creating Partial Notation Descriptions
Textual model editors rely on textual notations. Whether these notations
cover a language’s complete meta-model or just parts of it, is irrelevant, as
long as the edited models only instantiate those meta-model parts that are
covered by the textual notation.
Two solutions are possible: firstly, language developers only provide a
partial notation for the meta-model elements that they intend to provide
embedded textual modelling for. In this case, the developers have to be
sure that they cover all related meta-model elements. Textual editing frameworks can automatically validate this. Secondly, language developer provide
a complete notation, and the editing framework automatically extracts partial notations for each meta-model element that embedded editing is intended
for.
Initial Textual Representations
To create the initial textual representation, you can use pretty printing as
explained in section 3.7.2. The automatic generation of white-spaces is the
a reasonable choice for embedded textual editing. The edited text usually
only comprises text pieces; white-spaces with hidden information, like empty
lines, are not that important. Furthermore, the embedded text editors rely
on the modelling facilities of the host editor; storing information beyond the
model requires to change the host editor’s implementation. And finally, with
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automatic layout, it is also possible to textually represent models that were
not created via a textual representation. Models created with other means
than a textual model editor (e.g. the host editor) can also be edited within
such an editor. To realise automatic generation of white-spaces, you can use
the already presented techniques.
Committing Model Changes
Problems caused by different editing paradigms The host editor
changes the model with small actions that only effect single or very few
model elements. Opposite to the MVC host editor, the embedded textual
model editor, based on background parsing, creates complete new model elements for each representation change. This causes two problems. Firstly,
other model elements, not part of the edited model element, might reference
the edited model element, or parts of it. These references break, when the
original edited model element is replaced by a new one. Secondly, the edited
model element might contain information that is not represented in its textual representation; this information will be lost, since it is not part of the
model element created through background parsing.
In today’s modelling frameworks, you know all the references into an
edited element and its parts, and you can reassign these references to the replacement model element and its parts. This would solve the first problem.
You could also merge changes manifested in the newly created model element
into the original model element. This would only update the original edited
model element and not replace it. This would solve both problems. Anyway, both solutions require identification: the editor has to access whether a
original model element is meant to be the same as an corresponding model
element of the newly created model element. The editor can achieve this
based on the elements’ identity. This is obviously language specific, and
identification has to be defined for each language.
With identification, the editor can tell whether two model elements have
the same identity, and realising the first problem solution becomes very easy.
The editor takes all references into the original edited model element, determines the identity of the referenced model elements within the original
editor model element, searches for a model element with the same identity
within the newly created model element, and reassigns the reference. The
second problem solution requires some sort of algorithm that navigates both,
the edited model element and the newly created model element, simultaneously along the model elements’ composition. The merge algorithm has to
compare the model elements feature by feature based on their identity, and
transcribes all differences into the original edited model element. Deeper dis-
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cussions about model merging is outside of this thesis’ scope; model merging
algorithms and techniques are described in [126, 57].
One problem remains: When the user changes the text representation in
a way that the identity of an element changes. It is not clear what the users
intentions are. Did the user want to change the name of a model element or
replace a model element with a new element. The editor can only assume
that the user wanted. One way to solve this problems is to give the user
the possibility to express his intention, e.g. provide a refactoring mechanism
that allows to explicitly rename a model element. Another solution used by
the IPSEN project [52] involves marking character-wise changes and reflect
those back on model elements via a reverse notation.
Problems caused by different undo/redo paradigms A convenient
feature of model editors is the possibility to undo and redo model changes.
This needs to be preserved for model changes in embedded text editors. In
MVC editors, model changes are encapsulated in command objects, which
allow to execute single model changes, and to reverse the execution of single model changes. Commands for executed model changes are stored in a
command stack, which the editor uses for undo/redo. This is different in a
textual model editor based on background parsing, where users change strings
of characters. User actions are represented as replacements on that string.
Undo/redo is based on a stack of string replacements. Embedded textual
model editors and their graphical host editors obviously use incompatible
representations for model changes.
I propose the following solution. Embedded text editors offer string replacement based undo/redo during textual editing. When the user closes the
embedded editor and commits the textual changes, the necessary actions to
replace the original edited model element are encapsulated into a single command, which is then stacked into the host editors undo/redo facility. This is
a compromise: it allows to undo whole textual editing scenes, but does not
allow to undo all the intermediate textual editing steps once the embedded
editor is closed.
Realisation and Experiences
A framework for embedded textual model editors TEF was extended for the development of embedded editors. Embedded editors can
be created for EMF generated tree-based editors and editors created with
the Graphical Modelling Framework (GMF) [119]. These embedded editors
do not require to change the host editor. In theory, TEF should work for all
EMF-based MVC host editors. To use TEF for embedded editors, language
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developers provide a notation description for those meta-model elements that
embedded textual editing is desired for. TEF creates the embedded editors
and provides so called object-contributions for corresponding EMF objects.
These object-contributions manifest as context menu items in the host editor. With these menu items, users can open an embedded text editor for the
selected model element. The embedded editor is a full fledged TEF editor
providing all its features, except for the outline view, which is still showing
the host editors outline. The embedded editor will only show the textual representation of the edited model element. The embedded text editor can be
closed in two ways. One way indicates cancellation (by clicking somewhere
into the host editor); the other way commits the changes made (pressing
shift-enter).
TEF uses the following problem solutions. TEF creates partial notation
descriptions by reducing a given notation for the specific edited model element dynamically, when the editor is opened. TEF editors create initial
representations based on pretty printing with automatic white-space generation using layout managers. Embedded editors commit model changes by
creating one single compound command that is added to the host editors
command stack to preserve the host editors undo/redo capability. This command contains sub-commands that replace the original edited element and
reassign all broken references based on either TEF’s default identification or
a language developer given language specific identification mechanism.
Textual editing of Ecore models TEF was used to develop a textual
notation for Ecore and to create embedded textual editing for the graphical
Ecore GMF editor and the standard tree-based Ecore editor. This allows
a more convenient editing of signatures for attributes, references, and operations. With the textual editing capabilities this becomes indeed more
convenient and renders the process of, e.g., creating an operation with many
parameters more efficient.
The work on the Ecore editors affirmed a few of the mentioned problems.
Firstly, many elements in the Ecore language carry information drawn from
many side aspects of meta-modelling, such as parameters for code generation
or XMI generation. Including all this information in the textual notation,
would render it very cumbersome. Omitting this information in the textual
notation, however, causes the loss of this information, when the corresponding model parts are edit textually. The hope is to eliminate this problem
by applying a model merging approach to update the original edited model
element instead of replacing it. Secondly, a textual notation for Ecore needs
complex identification constructs to realise textual references. Identification
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in Ecore has to rely on namespaces, imports, local and fully qualified names.
Non of those constructs were defined in the language itself, and had to be
invented on top of the actual Ecore language. The automatic created editing
facilities had to be extended with manual implementations that describe the
needed identification constructs.

An OCL editor integrated into other model editors The OCL constraint language is often used in conjunction with languages for object oriented structures, or the behaviour of such structures. Hence, OCL expressions are often attached to the graphical notations of languages like UML,
MOF, or Ecore. Therefore, editors for those languages should support OCL
editing, but they usually only do by means of basic string-based text editing.
TEF was used to develop an OCL editor based on the MDT OCL project.
As an example, I integrated this editor with the tree-based Ecore editor: The
EMF validation framework requires OCL constraints stored in Ecore annotations, because Ecore itself does not support the storage of OCL constraints.
Since this only allows to store OCL constraints in their textual representation as strings, the embedded textual OCL editor is actually a normal text
editor, which only uses background parsing to create internal OCL models
to support advanced editor features, i.e. code completion and error annotations. This makes committing the changes to OCL constraints particularly
easy, since the embedded editor only has to replace a string annotation in
the host-editors Ecore model. Another example application that I integrated
the OCL editor into is the graphical editor for the UML activity-based action
language in [108, 111].

Editing for mathematical expressions in DSLs Many of today’s DSLs
are developed based on EMF and instances of these languages are consequently edited using EMFs default generated tree-based model editors. This
is fine for most parts of these languages, but can become tiresome, if models
contain mathematical expressions. Since, mathematics is the most common
mean to express computation, such expressions are part of many languages.
TEF was used to developed a simple straight forward notation for a simple
straight forward expression meta-model. This expression meta-model and
notation is a blueprint for integrating sophisticated editing capabilities for
expressions into DSLs. This can be used to realise expressions in a domain
specific language for the description of cellular automatons, used to predict
the spread of natural disasters like floods or fire.
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3.7.6

Alternative Textual Model Editing Approaches

Work on textual notations based on meta-modelling with MOF includes Alanen et al. [2], Scheidgen et al. [31], Wimmer et al. [125]. This basic research
was later utilised in frameworks for textual model editors. These are either based on existing meta-models (TCS [48], TCSSL [69], MontiCore [59]),
or they generate meta-models or other parse tree representations generated
from the notations (xText [83], Safari [13, 45]). All these frameworks and
projects facilitate background parsing as editing strategy. Background parsing, its notation meta-languages, and used algorithms are inspired by attributed grammars as described in [55].
All these background parsing-based frameworks provide similar notation
descriptions and generated editor features. However, they differ in the way
grammar elements are mapped to meta-model elements. Some frameworks,
like xText, do not map grammars to existing meta-models, but create a
meta-model-based on the notation. XText thereby allows to describe notation and language in once. Other frameworks, like TCS, separate notation
and meta-model, as TEF does, but have two different description languages
for grammar, and grammar to meta-model mapping. Other frameworks, like
safari, don’t use any MOF-like meta-modelling at all, and use parse trees as
models. The frameworks use different approaches to references and identification. All frameworks that support identifier resolution, provide a simple
default mechanism and only allow customised identification based on programming APIs. Depending on the identifier resolution capabilities only
xText and safari support reasonable content assist.
Safari allows manual implementation of content assist. This means that
the language developer has to realises each content assist type as a piece
of Java code, which takes an AST of the document and the current cursor
position as input and produces a collection of proposals as output. It provides no automatic means for determining if a syntactical context is active
or proposal collection.
The xText framework provides automatic reference assists similar to those
of TEF, and allows to manually implement content assist. To manually implement content assists the editor developer has to provide pieces of Java code
that take a grammar-element and the model that the edited text represents
as input and provide a collection of proposals as output. The given grammarelement represents the point in the grammar that reflects the current cursor
position. This information allows to realise symbol and single reduction content assists easily. However, there is no support to realise multiple reduction
content assists.
The background parsing frameworks, only support the editing of text files.
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Models have to be created from those text files separately. Furthermore,
pretty printing capabilities, if supported, are not directly integrated into the
editors (since they are only text editors). This makes it hard to facilitate
those frameworks for embedded textual editing, because these editors can
not create an initial representation.
Besides using context-free grammar and background parsing, textual modelling can also be conducted using the MVC pattern. MVC is used to
realise Intentional Programming [110] and the Meta Programming System
(MPS) [25].
Such MVC editors don’t allow users to type arbitrary text, but to use
predefined commands to insert language construct instances. Content assist
plays an integral role in these editors, since models are edited by selecting
commands from a list determined by the current syntactical context. But
content assist also works intrinsically different, because the text is not edited
by the user, but created by the editor.
Since the editing paradigm is the same than in graphical editors, it is
thinkable that MVC-based editing frameworks can be integrated into graphical editors as well, maybe with more natural solutions to most of the presented problems. However, using MVC, only allows to create models based
on simple actions. This way, you have to create, e.g., an expression as if you
would create its parse tree: from top to bottom. This is the same kind of
limitation that is already imposed upon graphical editors, and this is exactly
why you want to use textual modelling in the first place.
The GMF framework itself, provides some very simple means to describe
structured text. It allows to create simple templates that assign different
portions of a text to different object features. These simple templates allow
less than regular complexity, and are therefore inadequate for many textual
language constructs. First premature steps to describe the relations between
graphical notations and textual notations have been made by Tveit et al. [87].

3.8

Conclusions

In the beginning of this chapter, I listed a series of problems with textual
notations: (1) textual model editors are expensive, (2) meta-models are more
powerful than grammars, (3) textual representations are often partial representations, (4) high quality content assist, (5) non-unique and ambiguous
notations.
To address the first problem (1), I presented techniques and an implementing framework for the efficient DSM of textual model editors. This
makes the development of sophisticated editors economical even for the small-
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est domain specific languages. In bridging the expressiveness gap between
meta-models and grammars, the issue of resolving references within textual
representation still provides a big challenge (2). TEF and all other frameworks for textual model editing only provide primitive mechanisms to address
this issue. The underlying problem are the numerous possible identity concepts. It is hard to find a reasonable amount of abstractions that can be
used to describe all possible identity concepts. As a result, it is hard to find
one notation description language that can be used to describe all the specific identity constructs of all the specific languages. Conclusively, identity
concepts have to be realised with multi-purpose programming languages. I
provided the means to create embedded textual model editors. This allows to
create editors for languages with notations that are only partially textually
represented (3). I elaborated on creating high quality content assist as automatic as possible (4). Yet, good content assist depends on the underlying
identity concepts, and can only be implemented by means of manual implementation in a multi-purpose programming language rather than abstract
description in a notation description language. Non-unique and ambiguous
notations (5) were barely touched in this thesis and even taking the existing
related work into account, these problems remain unaddressed. Non-unique
notations mostly refer to notations containing additional information, not
covered in the represented model. Examples are white-spaces and commentaries. This is rather a small technical issue, and the easiest solution is to
provide a hybrid between text and model editor, which simply stores both
artefacts: the representation and the model. Ambiguous notations, however,
provide the bigger challenge. This problem refers to notations that only partially cover the model. I addressed this from a specific view point when I
introduced a way to embed textual modelling into graphical modelling. Here,
the problem is again caused by insufficient understanding and handling of
model element identities. Background parsing creates a new model with each
editing step. If you use this strategy to edit partial models, you always have
to merge the newly created partial model into the actual model or otherwise loose the not covered model information. This merging process is only
possible when the identity of model elements is understood. This problem
not only occurs in embedded textual and graphical modelling, where partial
model means a sub-model, but also in textual notations that cover only certain information about a model. This problem becomes especially critical
when one thinks about multi-user, multi-view editing environments, where a
single model is edited by possibly many user from different views. Each view
covering partial model information, and each view uses a different notation.
Merging all the different editing results is heavily based on the identity of
the involved model elements.
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Despite all the existing problems, DSM of textual editors has become a
very popular method in the development of domain specific languages, and is
even considered for created editors for programming languages (e.g. eclipse
JDT and safari [13]). Even though all the existing frameworks are intrinsically the same (background parsing and unsolved identity issues), they all
feature some specialities that distinguish them from each other. Hopefully,
there will be a DSM framework for textual modelling that unifies the capabilities of all the existing meta-languages and meta-tools.
Beyond this thesis, my framework TEF is used to create editors for DSLs
within the METRIK graduate school. This includes a DSL for the modelling
of fire and water propagation and a textual editor for Petri-Nets. Furthermore, TEF is used to realise an IDE for Python.
At different places in this chapter, I came across the problematic description of identity concepts. This is probably the most important future research
issue. On approach to tackle this problem would be to analyse existing languages and textual notations and attempt a classification of the used identify
concepts. Based on this, one could try to build a set of abstractions that can
be used to describe all existing (and probably all future) identity concepts.
However, it would’t be a surprise, if this work would conclude that existing
identity concepts are to different to be described by other means than a very
broad multi-purpose language. Beyond programming languages, this could
also mean that identity can be adequately described by query languages such
as OCL or by model transformations written in languages such as QVT. Another possibility to address this problem could be the integration of parsing
and identity resolution based on concepts researched in the field of attribute
grammars. One example is used in the EPromote project [97], where the authors use Prolog to mimic attribute grammars with model transformations
between a input stream of character and an output model.
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Chapter 4
Semantics – Describing
Operational Semantics
In previous chapters, I addressed the description of languages as a set of
instances, and I discussed how these instances can be represented with notations for languages. Thus, the aspects syntax and representation were dealt
with. This leaves language semantics for this chapter. Computer languages
are used for many different domains and therefore their semantics can use
completely different kinds of semantic domains. In this thesis, the focus lays
on executable languages, i.e. language with instances that have a running
system as meaning. When you want to describe languages that are used to
create executable systems, you need to describe how the distinct constructs
of a language form a running system: you need to define an operational semantics for these languages. After a general introduction into this subject,
this chapter focuses on the description of operational semantics based on
MOF-like meta-modelling.

4.1

Introduction

Previously, I simply stated that semantics consists of a semantic domain and
a mapping between language and this semantic domain. I did not further
characterised any properties for the semantic domain. Hence, the term semantics allows to associate all kinds of meanings to language instances, but I
want to focus on operational semantics in this thesis. This means I am interested in language semantics that assigns each language instance a behaviour.
The behaviour of a running system are a series of computational steps taken
by the system. Such a series of steps can be mathematically handled as a
half-order that defines causality between distinct computational steps.
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There are several ways to look at a computational step. Firstly, you can
say each computational step is accompanied by an event within the running
system. And secondly, you can say with each computational step the running
system transits from one state into another. I will later follow an approach
where I describe operational semantics in way that allows to execute a language instance (described system) based on a semantics description. This
does not focus on what a system does in terms of events, but on how a system works in terms of progressions of system states. Therefore, operational
semantics is defined for this purpose:
Definition 36 (operational semantics) Operational semantics is semantics with a semantic domain that consists of behaviours. A behaviour is a
half order describing a progression of system states or representations for
system states. The half order defines a causality between states.
To describe operational semantics, you need to describe the semantic domain and the semantic mapping depending on an already described language.
The description of a semantic domain of some operational semantics can be
further divided into a description of possible system states and transitions
between those states, because combinations of system states and transitions
between them constitute the members of such a semantic domain.
Whatever states or state representations are used in a semantic domain,
you need formalisms to define the set of all possible states. This set of
possible states might be one and the same for all language instances in a
language, or it might depend on a language instance. In a description for
the semantics for a programming language for example, the representation
of heap space does not depend on a specific program, but the representation
of variables and variable assignments does depend on the concrete variable
definitions in a concrete program. State description formalisms allow you to
describe possible infinite sets of states with finite state descriptions.
A behaviour is either a set of sequences of states (also a half-order), therefore called sequential behaviour, or a half-order of states, called distributed
behaviour. Distributed behaviours allow to describe the dynamics of language instances with more than one possible thread of computational steps.
Based on the given operational semantics and behaviour, a formalism that
can be used to describe such operational semantics can be defined as follows:
Definition 37 (semantics description formalism) The term semantics
description formalism denotes a formalism that allows to describe a formalism F = (L, SM, SD) for a given language L. An operational semantics
description formalisms is a semantics description formalisms where the semantic domain SD for the described formalisms consists of behaviours or
sets of behaviours.
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I want to facilitate operational semantics formalisms in DSM for interpreters. The means a meta-language to describe the operational semantics of
a language and a meta-tool for this meta-language is needed. Meta-language
semantics and meta-tool behaviour is thereby defined by the used operational semantics formalism. An corresponding meta-tool can either generate
interpreters from a semantics description or it interprets language instances
directly based on a semantics description. Either way, interpretation means
that the system described by a language instance is executed based on the
language instance and the operational semantics description.

4.1.1

Structural Operational Semantics

Plotkin’s structural operational semantics [85] is an often executed and wellunderstood approach to define the operational semantics of programming
languages.
State Transition Systems
Plotkin uses state transition systems:
Definition 38 (state transition system) A state transition system is a
tuple (Γ, →), where Γ is a set of states γ and →⊆ Γ×Γ are the possible transitions between states. Such a transition system defines possible behaviours
as a sequence of states. Each behaviour starts in a predefined initial state.
The behaviour of a state transition system is defined inductively. Given
the state transition system (Γ, →) the behaviour for an initial configuration
γ ∈ Γ is defined by:
Definition 39 (behaviour)
(γ) ∈ behaviour(γ)
(γ1 , . . . , γn , γn+1 ) ∈ behaviour(γ), if (γ1 , . . . , γn ) ∈ behaviour(γ) ∧
γn → γn+1
In addition to Plotkin’s state transitions systems, one can distinguish
between the general behaviour generated by a state transition system, and
further constrained behaviours. This allows to describe general and further constrained behaviour in different meta-languages. The definition of a
state transition system alone, might only provide a weak expressiveness and
makes it hard to define semantics. Instead, you can add another element to a
semantics description: a function that selects specific behaviours from a general behaviour. This allows you to further constrain the behaviour defined
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Figure 4.1: An example state transition system and its behaviour.
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through a state transition system. I call behaviour(γ) the general behaviour
of γ, and subsets sb ⊆ behaviour(γ) specific behaviours.
Definition 40 (constraint function) A constraint function is a function
c(γ) : behaviour(γ) → B that selects specific behaviours from the general
behaviour of a state transition system. A transition system (Γ, →, c) is called
a constrained state transition system. The constrained behaviour is defined
as behaviour c (γ) = {b|b ∈ behaviour(γ) ∧ c(γ, b)}.
State Transition Systems to Describe Language Semantics
The state transition system concept provides a framework that is generic
enough to describe the operational semantics of many programming languages and many languages used to model software systems. I focus on
Plotkin for the rest of this thesis. Plotkin can be used to structure operational semantics: each operational semantics must describe a set of possible
system states, possible transitions between states, and something that determines which possible transition or transitions are actually used to progress
through states. The operational semantics in an operational semantics formalism must contain descriptions of these elements.
A state transition system gives you a behaviour based on an initial state.
An operational semantics describes a mapping that gives you a behaviour
based on a language instances. When all language instances of a language are
part of states in a state transition system, a state transition system describes
an operational semantic mapping for that language. For a language L and
a state transition system (Γ, →, c), the function initial : L → ℘(Γ) defines
all possible initial states for a language instance in L. What distinguishes
different initial states for the same language instance could be things like
the environment that the language instance is executed in, the behaviour of
entities interacting with the executed system, like users or outside system
components, as well as input for the system.
Definition 41 (operational semantics, math.) An operational semantics for a language L as a tuple
S = (L, Γ, →, c, initial)
Such a semantics representation defines a formalism F = (L, SM, SD)
SM (l) = {γ ∈ initial(l)|behaviour c (γ) = true}
SD = {l ∈ L|SM (l)}
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Figure 4.2: An example language and its operational semantics.
An operational semantics description formalism based on Plotkin can describe the semantics S of a language L. This means an operational semantics
description formalism has to allow to describe a set of possible system states
Γ based on a language L, a set of possible transitions →, an optional constraint function c and an initial function initial.
Fig. 4.2 shows a very simple language and its semantics for demonstration
purposes. The language only consist of two instances: 1 and 2. The semantics of this languages is an alternating sequence of pings and pongs, where
the length of this sequence is determined by the language instance: instance
1 has one ping-pong exchange, instance 2 two exchanges. The used state
transition system generates all sequences of pings and pongs in all lengths.
The initial function assigns the language instances to those states that are
succeeded by sequences of pings and pongs of the corresponding length. The
constraint function simply omits all behaviours that contain non alternating
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sub sequences of pings and pongs.
You could alter the example state transition system in a way that it
would only generate alternating sequences of pings and pongs (just remove
the arrows between two pings and two pongs). In that case the constrain
function would be unnecessary. Why is the constrain function needed? If
you use a constrain function, what is described in the constrain function and
what in the state transition system?
In principle a constrain function is not always necessary, but as stated
earlier, the separation of state transition system and constraint function allows to describe both with separate meta-languages. The idea is that the
one meta-language might have limited expressiveness. A meta-language that
language developers want to use, because it is simple enough to write state
transition systems easily, could be too simple to describe the state transition
systems that language developers want to create. This is especially true,
when you want to use existing languages to define state transition systems
or constrain functions. The separation into two languages helps you to multiply expressiveness. What part of behaviours should be modelled within a
state transition system and what part within a constrain function cannot be
answered generally. This depends on the concrete meta-languages used, and
the concrete semantics that you want to describe. 1

4.2

Applying Plotkin to MOF-like Language
Descriptions

Based on Plotkin’s structure for operational semantics, I want to develop an
operational semantics description formalism for MOF-like meta-modelling
formalisms. I realise this formalism in a framework for operational semantics
based on a MOF-like meta-modelling framework. Firstly, I discuss possible
ways to describe the elements of Plotkin semantics: states Γ, transitions →,
constraint function c, and initial states initial. Secondly, I discuss problems
with operational semantics and related work in describing and realising operational semantics based on meta-modelling. Thirdly, I combine descriptions
for the Plotkin elements into a cohesive meta-language and briefly look into a
realising meta-tool. In a concluding section, I will analyse my meta-language
and meta-tool in regard to the discussed problems and related work.
1

Another example case where the description for a single problem is separated into
two are MOF-like meta-models. You use meta-modelling formalisms to describe sets of
language instances, and use query languages, like OCL, to constrain the described sets of
language instances.
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description contains all the elements of the language description. The state
language description is an extension of the language description. These extensions compass descriptions for all the runtime state information that is
necessary to describe the dynamics of a language instance.
Lets take Petri-nets as an example. Fig. 4.3 shows a meta-model for
place-transition-nets. Each instance of that meta-model is a Petri-net. Fig.
4.4 shows two popular instances of the Petri-nets language: a semaphore on
the left, and the dining philosophers on the right.
You cannot use this Petri-net meta-model to describe the states of running
Petri-nets, because you don’t have the means to store the actual number of
tokens in a place. The Petri-net meta-model is useful to describe the Petrinet language, but not its dynamics which depends on token allocation. A
suitable description for a Petri-net state language is presented in Fig. 4.5.
This meta-model includes an attribute for places, which can be used to store
the number of tokens in a place. Example instances of this language are
shown in Fig. 4.6.
The small set of example states shows that each Petri-net can have multiple token allocations. The top row of examples shows typical starting allocations for the modelled problems semaphore and dining philosophers. The
second row shows example allocations that can be reached from the allocations above, and the last row shows allocations that you don’t want, but that
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Figure 4.4: Some example Petri-nets: a semaphore and a net modelling the
dining philosophers problem.
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also valid instances of the state language description.
Defining Initial States
A reasonable initial function for Petri-nets would assign all those states to
a language instance that are token allocations for this instance. This means
that each allocation for a Petri-net is a valid start state for a Petri-net behaviour.
In general, a behaviours initial states must contain the language instance
that this behaviour is the behaviour of. Otherwise, the behaviour would be
independent of the language instance, i.e. it would be the behaviour for other
language instances too and therefore hardly reflecting the semantics of this
specific language instance.
An initial state can carry more information than only the language instance. This means for the same language instance there can be more than
one initial state. This additional information can carry information about
the environment that the language instance is executed in, information about
user input, things like the initial token allocation in Petri-nets.
In general the language developer has to define an initial function to determine the possible initial states for a language instance. In MOF-based
language description such a function could be described with a query formalism like OCL. You can use OCL constraints that verify whether a state
language instance is a valid initial instance per se and therefore a valid initial
instance for the contained language instance.

4.2.2

Transitions and Constraints on Transitions

Even though you know that states can be described by meta-models, there
are still several ways to define possible transitions and system behaviours. I
want to briefly introduce three different approaches.
Code-Generation
Based on the language constructs given in a meta-model, a code generator
can be used to generate executable code from a model. This code can use
a mixture of model and programming language variables/states to define a
system state. The executed code describes state changes by changing the
model and/or changing variables within the generated program.
Code-generation is often used to realise a language’s operational semantics in an ad-hoc manner. Actually, even though it is used to realise operational semantics, the code-generator is rather a description for translational
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semantics (from the language to the programming language the code is generated for) than a description for operational semantics.
Action Languages
MOF-like meta-modelling framework define a set of predefined actions. These
actions are things like: create an object, set an attribute, create a link, delete
an object, etc. These actions describe very small, atomic changes in a model.
These actions form a state transition system.
Actions can be scheduled from various forms of action languages. Examples are UML activities or most imperative programming languages. Such
languages use expressions over models to create decisions and parameters for
the actions. Blocks written in those action languages can be linked to the
meta-model on different modularisation levels. One possibility is that metamodel operations are implemented in an action language. In this case one
operation implementation can call other operations. The whole semantics descriptions feels and behaves like a normal object-oriented program. The other
possibility is to provide a behaviour implementation for classes, where each
object (class-instance) runs its behaviour once it got created/instantiated.
Another possibility is to provide behaviour implementation for the whole
model.
Either way, the action language works as a description language for a constraint function. Given MOF actions as a state transition system, an UML
activity for example, would constrain behaviours of this transition system to
those that execute actions as described in the activity. The same holds for
all other action languages.
This approach uses state transition systems that are independent from
the actual meta-model. You can define state transitions systems based on
actions over the meta-modelling formalism (transitions), based on this formalism only. To describe an operational semantics with this approach, a
language developer provides only a meta-model (states) and a constraint
function described in an action language (constraints). All the information
about a language instance behaviour is captured within the constraint function description.
Model Transformations
Another approach is model transformation. You can define state transition
systems with transformation rules. For each pair of states that are source
and target model for a model transformation rule, this rule describes a possible transition between these two states. Instead of single rules, you can also
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use sets of transition rules to describe transitions in a similar way. Using
a transformation language, one can define more complicated state transitions than with simple actions. Model transformation allow more complex,
language-dependent transitions between states.
For rule-based transformations also several ways of scheduling exists. For
example, transformations can also be choreographed using action languages,
where the execution of a transformation rule becomes an action. Transformation rules can also be grouped with logical operations: one rule can only
be applied when another rule could already be applied, or several rules that
can be fired are alternatives to each other, where one of the rules is either
selected non-deterministically or via rule prioritisation. The different ways
of scheduling can be used to describe constraint functions for the transitions
systems defined through the used transformation rules.
Using this approach, a language developer describes both, transition system and constraint function, depending on the language, even though a constraint function might not be necessary in all cases. A language developer
has to provide meta-model (states), transformation rules for model-to-model
transformations within the meta-model (transitions), and a schedule for the
transformation rules (constraints).

4.3

Problems

Automatic model execution
Today’s techniques for semantics description are only tailored for human
readable language descriptions. The involved meta-languages often neglect
many critical details like input, output or platform bindings. This is good
enough to understand a language on an abstract level, but not enough to
execute a language instance without manually adding further details.
This calls for an model-driven architecture approach separating platformindependent and platform-dependent semantics descriptions. The problem
is that you want many things at a time:
• You want a short abstract easy to understand description of the language semantics.
• At the same time you want to be concrete and complete enough to
execute models.
• And you want it to be very flexible, reuse existing functionality, and
run on existing platforms.
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• You need to relate basic concepts to a platform and do not describe
these concepts explicitly. These concepts are: time, concurrency, interaction with an environment.
One solution could be to integrate multiple formalisms to define parts of
the semantics of a language. So you can choose from different abstraction
levels for different parts of the semantics descriptions. Different techniques
can interact by using the same representation for states. The idea is to use
the best of both worlds: abstraction where possible, details were needed.
Formality
Semantics description formalisms are usually tailored for a specific purpose,
which is either a mathematical formal description of the language semantics (behaviour representations instead of actual executions or simulations)
that allows to proof certain language or language instance properties, or a
computer understandable description that allows language instance execution (execution or simulation as behaviour). There are no meta-languages
that can be mapped to both: a semantic domain with mathematical behaviour representations and a semantic domain consisting of executions or
simulations.
Mathematical formal descriptions are usually written on an abstraction
level that is to high. Many technical details are omitted that would be necessary to automatically create a realisation for this semantics. If a mathematical formal description would allow to express all these details, it becomes
far more complex, and despite its mathematical nature, it would not allow
to proof language properties with reasonable efforts.
Sheer size
Languages can be very big, and semantics descriptions can be even bigger.
You need mechanisms to structure semantics, reuse different pieces of semantics descriptions.
Tool integration
Languages do not only consists of semantics. The semantics description
and derived tools like simulators or interpreters must co-work with other
descriptions and corresponding tools like notations and editors.
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4.4

Related Work

The description of operational semantics, especially for programming languages, has been a major issue since the early days of programming languages. The basic structure of an operational semantics description was
introduced by Plotkin [85]. Classical mathematical formal description techniques include denotational semantics, proclaimed by Scott and Strachey
[113, 109] or axiomatic and algebraic semantics descriptions.
The Ptolemy (and Ptolemy II ) project [61, 122] combines several small
modelling languages for the design, modelling, and simulation of real-time,
embedded systems. Thereby, Ptolemy targets several semantic domains in
a cohesive framework. This allows Ptolemy to model heterogeneous systems
that span several domains (e.g. a system that is partially described through
discrete events, and partially through continuous time processes) [11]. Although the used languages are not automatically developed, they are described. This work resulted in a description and classification of several
semantic domains interesting for system design languages: DE (discrete
event), CSP (communicating sequential processes), DDE (distributed discrete event), PN (process networks), and CT (continuous-time).
Nowadays, researchers go beyond formal description techniques and furthermore claim immediate machine-based executeability of operational semantics description. This is archived either through interpretation of semantics descriptions or through generation of language instance interpreters or
simulators from semantics descriptions. One especially practical mathematical formalism are Abstract State Machines [41, 9]. These are computationally
easy to handle, and several programming languages that realise the ASM formalism have been developed. With these ASM-based languages, operational
semantics descriptions written in ASM can be turned into prototypical or
reference interpreters or simulators with low manual work necessary. This
was, for example, done with the formal semantics specification of SDL [30].
Along the current DSL movement, many frameworks for the DSM of
interpreters and simulators have been created. Such frameworks exist for
both MOF-like meta-model-based language descriptions and grammar-based
language descriptions. Furthermore, these approaches can be categorized into
approaches using action languages and approaches using transformations.
Action languages are used to describe the behaviour of language instances
based on a structural language description, i.e. meta-model or grammar,
while transformations are used to define state transitions, where possible
states are described with either meta-models or grammars.
Frameworks based on action languages are AMMA [47], Kermeta [115],
XMF [12]. In [92] Abstract State Machines (ASM) are integrated into the
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DSL framework AMMA to support specification of execution semantics for
DSLs, using ASMs as an action language. Muller et al. [68] use a textual action language in combination with OCL for high level semantics descriptions.
This action language is executable and provides the foundation for the DSL
framework Kermeta. A similar approach is used in XMF Mosaic: it uses an
OCL version extended with actions to define language semantics.
Frameworks that use transformations to execute language instances include EProvide [98], GME [21], or Atom3 [22]. Sadilek and Wachsmuth
created EProvide [98]. It uses QVT-based model transformations to describe
and visualize operational semantics for EMF-based languages. In [50] Karsai
et al. use their framework GME in combination with graph transformations
to specify model interpreters. De Lara and Vangheluwe use graph grammars
and their framework Atom3 [23] to define the operational semantics of a visual modelling language. Engels et al. describe the operational semantics of
UML behaviour diagrams in terms of collaboration diagrams which represent
graph transformations.
Very similar to the presented approach, language descriptions with Story
Driven Modeling (SDM) and Story Diagrams [32] use MOF-like meta-modelling and UML activities to describe semantics. SDM does not use predefined
actions, but allows to describe runtime state changes via graph rewriting.
The Fujaba framework allows to edit meta-models and story diagrams and
to generate Java code that realises language instance execution.
During the work on this thesis, a series of operational semantics description frameworks based on MOF-like meta-modelling have been created. Fig.
4.1 lists these frameworks and some of their features for comparison. I only
compare frameworks that are based on Plotkin’s scheme and use a more
or less imperative behaviour description language. Other frameworks, e.g.
based on graph transformations, are too different to be compared based on
shared framework features. In this table, I cover the meta-modelling language used to describe system states, the different languages that can be
used to describe behaviour, whether syntax and runtime constructs can be
explicitly separated, whether the supported behaviour description language
is graphical, and whether it is possible to debug the semantics description.
The first row shows MOF Action Semantics (MAS) [105], the framework
built for this thesis and presented later in this section. M3Actions [112] and
eProvide [98, 100] have been created after MAS, based on ideas covered in
this thesis. The meta-modelling framework MOFLON [6] combined with
Story Driven Modeling (SDM) [32, 4] allows to choreograph model transformations with activities to pass through system states; kermeta [115, 68] is
a meta-programming language that can be used to implement meta-model
operations similar to Java. With MAS, I wanted to create a framework
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yes
yes
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
no

int.
int.
int.
gen.
int.

no
yes
yes
no
no

Table 4.1: MOF Action Semantics (MAS) in comparison with other operational semantics description frameworks based on framework features.
that uses existing and widespread (graphical) modelling languages, opposite
to graph transformation in SDM, and a completely new language in kermeta. MAS uses a clear separation between modelling syntax and runtime
constructs (semantics), which distinct it from the other approaches (except
M3Actions). On the downside, MAS lacks in performance compared to its
competitors, due to additional overhead in calculating changes to redefined
and sub-setting properties (possible in CMOF meta-models, see 2.5) and its
interpretative nature.

4.5

An Action Language for MOF

This section presents a method to describe the operational semantics of languages based on a MOF-like meta-model. I extend MOF’s meta-meta-model
with additional constructs that allow you to describe language instances and
runtime states within one description. In such a description you can relate
runtime constructs with language constructs. A description for language
constructs and runtime constructs is basically a meta-model and each model
constitutes a system state. Each meta-model instance without instantiations
of runtime constructs is a possible initial state. Furthermore, I define a state
transition system based on atomic modifications that can be applied to a
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model in MOF. Each possible model manipulation (creating a model element, deleting a model element, changing a property value) defines a transition between two models (states). Of course, this simple state transition
system creates an unreasonable general behaviour. I present several metalanguages that can be used to describe constrain functions to finally describe
the wanted operational semantics.
While you use MOF to describe language and runtime states, you can
use several meta-languages to describe the specific behaviour. This can be
multi-purpose programming language like Java, or languages on a higherabstraction level, such as ASMs. In this thesis, I want to use a combination
of UML activities and OCL. This combination promises a series of advantages: Activities and OCL are well known languages that many potential
language developer are familiar with; I use a visual language which is easily
comprehensible for human beings and might also be understandable for non
engineers like the usual domain expert, and Activities and OCL operate on
a high-level of abstraction.
Nevertheless, the choice of language for describing the language dynamics is always a trade-off between high abstraction and expressiveness (Activities/OCL) and flexibility (multi-purpose programming language). Therefore,
I design the semantics description meta-languages in a way that allows you
to combine both choices in a single description method.
Section 4.5.1 explains the basic concepts of my method and shows an
example language description, which describes the operational semantics of
Petri-nets. In section 4.5.2 I show that more complex languages need to distinguish between language constructs (syntax, they define the models that
the user can write) and runtime constructs (that describe additional information that is necessary when a model is executed). Section 4.5.2 discusses
reusable designs for operational semantics and presents a pattern for instantiation as an example.

4.5.1

Basic Concepts

As you learned, operational semantics describes transitions between models
(states). Such transitions can be realised by changing a model. To describe
and execute operational semantics defined with such transitions, you need:
(1) changeable models, (2) possible transitions, and (3) a language to constrain what transition is to be executed under what conditions and in what
order. You have all these things: (1) MOF models can be maintained and
manipulated within a model repository; (2) MOF defines primitive actions
that can be applied on models; (3) you can use all sorts of imperative languages to describe the execution of action after action.
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action notation
context pin
(always optional, if no context is
given, the element for that the
current activity is called is the context for the action)

additional variable pin

(optional, eval only)
input pin (depends on action)

<varname>
<action kind> : <body>

action symbol

<a comment>

output pin (depends on action)

actions

(as symbol with possible
parameter)
<varname>
eval: <OCL expression>

call: <operation>

semantics

description

(most actions are already defined in the MOF standard,
we refer to the according MOF operations defined in CMOFReflection)

Evaluates the given
OCL expression

Based on OCL. The context determines the value of self . Additional variables
can be used in the expression. The value that the expression represent is
provided through the output pin.

Calls another
operation.

Based on MOF. The context determines the object on that the operation will be
called. Input pins determine the used arguments. Operation return arguments
are provided via output pins. Input/output pins (grey) depend on the operation.
Object::invoke(op: Operation, args: Argument[0..*]): Object[0..*]
Based on MOF. The given class has to be a metaClass of the used meta model.
The result element is provided via the output pin.

create: <class>

Creates a
new instance.

Factory::create(metaClass: Class): Element
If this action is used on a class that is a runtime representation of another class,
a link is created between the context and the created instance according to the
semantics of runtime representation of (see section 4).
Factory::createLink(association: Association, firstElement:
Object, secondElement: Object): Link

set: <property>

set: <qualified property>

remove:

<property>

add: <property>

Sets the value of a
property with
multiplicity 1 or 0..1.
For properties with
qualifiers additional
input pins are required

Adds/removes an
value to/from a
property with
multiplicity bigger
than one.

Based on MOF. The context determines the element that will be changed.
The input pin determines the used value. If more than one input is used, the
first input pins determine qualifiers.
Element::set(property: Property, value: Object)
Element::set(property: Property, qualifiers: Object[0..*], value: Object)
// an extension to MOF

Based on MOF. The context determines the element that will be changed. The
input pin determines the used value. The values of the property in the given
elements are retrieved with:
Element::get(property: Property): Object
The result of this operation is assumed to be a collection. The value is added to
or removed from this collection.
ReflectiveCollection::add(value: Object):boolean
ReflectiveCollection::remove(value: Object):boolean

Figure 4.7: A list of actions that can be used to define operational semantics.
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As said, an operational semantics for a language L is a tuple S = (L, Γ, →
, c, initial). A MOF meta-model describes a set of models. Each model
can be seen as a system state: I use a meta-model to describe Γ. Because
the state describing meta-model contains descriptions of language constructs
and runtime constructs, only those meta-model instances that only contain
language construct instances form the set of language instances L. The state
transitions are defined by the predefined primitive MOF actions for models.
The initial function assigns each element in L the same element in Γ, which
is trivial because L ⊆ Γ. I use a language based on UML activities to
describe the constrain function c. When an activity is executed, it executes
actions, which leads to a sequence of states. Therefore a running activity
selects a specific state sequence from the general behaviour. If activities can
also execute other activities, sequentially, as well as, concurrently, you can
describe a constrain function that selects the specific behaviour that you
want to describe.
Models Models, as instances of meta-models, are normally not supposed
to change. An UML model, for instance, does not change once it is written.
But because models constantly change during editing, MOF-like frameworks
already support model changes. You can dynamically create new elements
or update attributes of existing elements to change a model.
Atomic actions Fig. 4.7 defines a fixed set of atomic actions. This figure also includes a concrete syntax for these actions as used in the UML
activity-based language. The semantics of some of these actions lead to a
manipulation of the model, i.e. a state change. Other actions call activities
declared as operations, or evaluate OCL expressions over the model. These
actions do not change the model and do not account to the state transition system, but they are necessary to create property values, as input for
conditional branches, or to call other activities.
UML activities The semantics for UML activities (as I use them) is
founded on Petri-nets as described in [114]. Activities are connected to the
meta-model via operations. The behaviour of each operation in a meta-model
can be implemented with an activity. When a operation is called, the corresponding activity is interpreted. Meta-models are object-oriented models,
and calling a operation means that it is called on an instance of the corresponding class. This also means that activities are always interpreted in the
context of an object. This context can be addressed with the value self.
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A meta-model can contain several operations implemented by several activities. This allows to modularise the semantics descriptions. Operations
can have parameters, and calling an operation requires corresponding arguments, which can be used in the activity. An advantage of this operationbased distribution of semantics description is that a model can be executed
like a normal object-oriented program by calling an operation and interpreting the corresponding activity. Because meta-models are object-oriented, designing a language and its operational semantics becomes a object-oriented
design task, and general object-oriented design knowledge and techniques
(e.g. design patterns) can be applied.
One operation has to serve as a dedicated main operation. There is
usually a model element, known as the outermost composite, which contains
all other elements. It is reasonable practice to define the main operation in
the class that describes this element.
An Example Language – Petri-Nets
In this section, I demonstrate my meta-modelling method and create a language model for Petri-nets. This model consists of descriptions for the language constructs (syntax) and an operational semantics for Petri-nets. Fig.
4.8 shows the language description as meta-model and an example Petri-net.
I choose Petri-nets as an example language, because they have a very small
set of language constructs and simple but clear semantics.
The language description specifies that a Petri-net consists of places and
transitions. Places can be related to transitions, and each transition has an
arbitrary number of input and output places. A place can contain any number
of tokens. The figure also shows an example Petri-net, an instance of the
given meta-model. This Petri-net diagram of the famous dining philosophers
uses the typical Petri-net notation: places are drawn as circles, transitions
as boxes. Incoming arcs show the input places of a transition, and outgoing
arcs show their output places. Dots inside places show the number of tokens
in a place. All text in this Petri-net diagram is commentary, and no text
fields are defined in the meta-model. However, I will use these names in
further explanations. Please note that I mixed Petri-net structure (places
and transitions) with Petri-net configurations (tokens). I will address this
issue in section 4.5.2.
The semantics of Petri-nets is simple. Transitions are the only active
elements in a net. They change the number of tokens in places, which are the
only dynamic elements in a net. A Petri-net transition changes the number
of tokens in its input and output places when it is fired. But a transition
may only be fired when it is enabled, and it is enabled when all its input
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0..*
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+transitions +/enabledTransitions

0..*
+places
left

Place

right

aquire forks

eating

hungry

+outputPlaces
0..*

release forks

context Net::enabledTransitions
derive:
transitions->select(isEnabled())

thinking
becoming hungry

aristotle

Transition::fire()

Transition

+inputPlaces
0..*

+tokens : Integer

eval: outputPlaces

+isEnabled(){query}
+fire()

context Transition::isEnabled()
body:
inputPlaces->forAll(tokens>0)

Net::run()

all output places
of this transition
eval: inputPlaces
enabledTransitions->size() > 0
check for enabled transitions

<<iterative>>
<<iterative>>

[true]

eval: token + 1
calculating the new
number of tokens

[false]

eval: enabledTranistions->any(true)
chose a transition non-deterministically

eval: token - 1
set: token
set: token

updating the
number of tokens

call: fire
fire the selected transition

Do this for all output places.

Figure 4.8: Petri-nets as an example: an example net and a language model
for Petri-nets containing an abstract syntax model, OCL expressions, and
activities.
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places contain at least one token. Given these definitions, a Petri-net has the
following semantics: a transition is chosen from all the enabled transitions
non-deterministically. The chosen transition is fired. This means that the
number of tokens in all input places is reduced by one, and the number of
tokens in all its output places is increased by one. Transitions are chosen
and fired until the net contains no more enabled transitions.
You describe the semantics with operations and derived properties. The
Petri-net meta-model contains two operations, one query operation, and the
derived association end enabledTransitions. These elements have to explain the informally given semantics in a formal and executable way. The
queries and derived property can be determined by OCL expressions. These
elements need no further refinement or implementation; the OCL expressions
can be evaluated by the computer right away. Transition::isEnabled()
returns true when the transition contains tokens in all input places. The
derived association end enabledTransitions selects the collection of all enabled transitions in a net. The OCL expressions are given in fig. 4.8.
The behaviour of the other two operations can be specified using the activity language (see fig. 4.8). Imagine that the operation Transition::fire()
is called for the transition becoming hungry during the execution of the example net. The first action is to evaluate the expression inputPlaces in the
current context becoming hungry. This transition has only one input place:
thinking; the result is a collection containing thinking only. After that, the
collection is iterated. The activity in the iterative expansion region is executed for each element; in this case this is only thinking. This sub-activity
evaluates token−1. This time thinking and not becoming hungry is used as
context. The value (1 − 1 = 0) is the result and is set to the property token
in the context of thinking. After that is done, the number of tokens in each
output place is increased in a similar fashion.
The operation Net::run() acts as main operation; it executes the net.
This means it fires enabled transitions as long as there is at least one enabled
transition left. A decision is used to continue or stop based on whether the
set of enabledTranitions is empty or not. When it is not empty, one
transition is selected non-deterministically, using OCL’s any. After that,
Transition::fire() is called on the selected transition.

4.5.2

Distinguishing Between Syntax and Runtime Elements – Instantiation

In the last section, I defined operational semantics by changing a language
instance. All runtime information needed to execute a language instance
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Figure 4.9: A new meta-model concept to relate syntax and runtime elements
with each other.
could be stored within the instance. This approach has two flaws. One, in
general you need additional data structures to describe runtime states. A
program, for example, is only one part of a configuration during a program
run. Other parts are slots for variable values, heap memory, and call stack
frames. The second problem is that when you change the language instance
it will be lost for future execution. In the moment you destroy a token
in one Petri-net place and create it in another, you destroy the original
marking. When you say the initial marking is part of the Petri-net, you
would destroy the net by executing it. You should have stored the actual
number of tokens independent from the initial number of tokens. To describe
complete states, a meta-model has to define both: the constructs that built
language instances and additional constructs needed for runtime information.
I distinguish between syntax classes and runtime classes. The set of all
syntax classes describes what users of the language can write in their language
instances. The set of all runtime classes describes data that can be created
and used during the execution of a language instance. Syntax and runtime
elements can be related to each other.
Fig. 4.9 shows (on the left side) an extension of the MOF meta-metamodel as a meta-model for a new relationship between classes. I call this
relation runtime representation of. This directed relationship indicates that
one class denotes a runtime representation of a syntax class. I use the UML
realisation arrow (which has no predefined meaning in MOF) to notate this
relationship. Fig. 4.9 also shows two corresponding OCL constraints that
limit the use of this relationship: there are no circles allowed and a class
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cannot be runtime representation for itself.
The right side of Fig. 4.9 shows an example of a runtime representation:
a RuntimePlace is the runtime representation of a PlaceDef. The language
user, who creates the Petri-net, determines the initial number of tokens using
the corresponding slot in PlaceDef instances. At runtime, the numbers of
tokens are stored separately in RuntimePlace instances. That allows you to
run the same net in two runtime representations at the same time. The runtime representation of relationship will allow to navigate between instances
of runtime and corresponding syntax classes. The create action described
in the previous section, will automatically link a newly created instance of a
runtime class with the corresponding syntax class instance.
An Advanced Example Language – Hierarchical Petri-Nets
In this section, I use a more sophisticated Petri-net variant to demonstrate
that most semantics descriptions require to differentiate between syntax and
runtime elements. In the previous section, I modelled a dinner table with
three philosophers. This model already contained the same philosopher pattern three times. I now describe Hierarchical Petri-nets (also known as modular Petri-nets, not to be confused with Petri-nets that use sub-nets as tokens),
which allow to build an abstraction for this pattern. You can model the common philosopher behaviour once, and use it for multiple philosophers. Fig.
4.10 shows such a hierarchical Petri-net for the dining philosophers.
Hierarchical Petri-nets contain additional constructs and notations. You
can define sub-nets, notated as a smaller net inside a box. These sub-nets
have dedicated interface places. In the example the behaviour of a philosopher is modelled as a sub-net. The places for his left and right fork are
interface places, because each philosopher has to share this place with his
right and left neighbour. In hierarchical Petri-nets each net can contain
sub-net uses which are notated as a black box. Petri-net uses are related to
regular places to connect interface places with real places. These connections
are drawn with lines that have the respective interface place name written
on them.
Since hierarchical Petri-nets contain additional constructs, you also need a
different language meta-model (fig. 4.11) with additional classes and different
descriptions of operational semantics. You have to distinguish between the
definition of a sub-net and the use of a sub-net. NetDef represents Petri-net
models. NetDef instances can contain transitions, sub-net definitions, subnet uses, and places. Net uses are realised in the class NetUse. Instances
of NetUse reference a NetDef to characterise the used sub-net. The former
class Place is now called PlaceDef. Instances of this class are used to model
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Figure 4.10: A hierarchical Petri-net for the dining philosophers.
places; you will need another place class to represent places at runtime. The
connection of interface places is modelled as a qualified property of NetUse.
A qualified property works like a map. In this case, it associates a NetUse
with a PlaceDef based on another PlaceDef as key: a use is connected to
places, and each of those connections is qualified by an interface place.
Hierarchical Petri-nets use one sub-net several times. You have to use
several instances of the same net definition to to store the number of tokens
in each sub-net instance separately. You cannot use the semantics description
from the place/transition Petri-net example, because the places in one subnet are now used several times in multiple uses of the same sub-net. When
the number of tokens in a place of one instance changes, it would also change
in the same place of all the other instances.
The definition classes NetDef and PlaceDef are syntax classes. They are
used within the Petri-net model; they are classes for things the user draws
in a Petri-net diagram. The dining philosopher model is a NetDef instance,
the philosopher sub-net is a NetDef instance; all places in the model are
PlaceDef instances. The other two classes RuntimeNet and RuntimePlace
are runtime classes. A RuntimeNet can contain instances of sub-nets (other
RuntimeNet instances) and contains RuntimePlaces using a qualified property with the corresponding PlaceDefs as keys.
When a user provides a hierarchical Petri-net it will only contain instances
of the syntax classes. Creating runtime class instances is part of the semantics. It is part of the semantics to initially instantiate the dining philosophers
Petri-net, create sub-net instances for all the uses of philosopher. This instantiation task is modelled in the operation NetDef::instantiate. This
operation will create a runtime representation of itself and all its contained
places; it will furthermore create runtime representations of all used sub-nets
recursively and connect its interface places to real places. Fig. 4.11 shows
the activity diagram for this operation.
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connect all interfaces to the real places in
the containing net

Figure 4.11: A language model for hierarchical Petri-nets.
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After NetDef::instantiate was called for the top-level Petri-net, you
can use the created RuntimeNet by calling its run operation. Even though
run’s signature hasn’t changed from the previous section, it works a little
different due to the changes in the meta-model. Transitions can only be fired
in the context of a RuntimeNet. Since transition is only a syntax class with
no runtime counterpart, it is also only related to PlaceDef (the syntax class
for places). The input and output places of a transition are instances of
PlaceDef and the number of tokens cannot be accessed or changed directly
on them. The operations of transition have to access the corresponding
RuntimePlace using a RuntimeNet as context. The run operation itself (not
shown) also works different: it still chooses one transition from all enabled
transitions. But because one transition can be enabled in different subnets (in the starting configuration, becoming hungry is enabled in all five
philosophers) run must also chose one of these sub-nets that the chosen
transition is enabled in. After transition and RuntimeNet are chosen, run
fires the transition using the chosen RuntimeNet as context argument.
A General Instantiation Pattern
Fig. 4.12 shows an abstract pattern for instantiation (white classes) and how
it is used by specialisation in two examples (grey and dark grey). This pattern
describes the abstract concept instantiation. It defines Classifiers, which
define sets of instances with common attributes defined as Features. These
features can have a type. A Classifer’s Instance provides a Slot for each
Feature. Each Slot can hold Values of the corresponding Type. Implementations of operations Classifier::instantiate, StructuralFeature::instantiate, and Create::create are written once and then reused. The implementations instantiate the corresponding runtime constructs dynamically.
Classifier:: instantiate creates an instance of the corresponding specialisation Instance; it used StructuralFeature::instantiate to create a
slot for each classifier feature and puts these Slot instances into the property
slot qualified by the corresponding structural feature.
This pattern is common to many languages, including MOF and UML.
Without knowing it, I already used this pattern in the previous section, where
I had NetDef (classifiers of sub-nets that can be instantiated at different
places) and its runtime counterpart RuntimeNet (runtime representations
of sub-nets). NefDefs have PlaceDefs as features and RuntimeNets have
RuntimePlaces as corresponding slots. You don’t need the type/value part
of this pattern, because the number of tokens is always stored as an integer.
But here you could extend the language if you wanted to introduce objects
for tokens as in Object Petri-nets.
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Figure 4.12: A general pattern for classifier and instances.
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The other example application for this pattern is Classes and Fields
(also known as member variables) in object-oriented languages such as Java.
This application of the pattern also uses Types and Values, even though
I simplified the problem in this example: classes are the only types and
conclusively objects the only values. Another application for this pattern
are procedure-like concepts. Procedures are classifiers, parameters and local
variables are features, call frames are procedure instances with proper slots
for local variable or parameter values.

4.6

Conclusions

After introducing a general framework for describing operational semantics
based on state transition systems, I presented a meta-language to describe
such semantics. For this meta-language, I built a generic interpreter that
takes a language description, including the semantics description, and an
initial configuration (i.e. language instance) as input. It executes the operational semantics description on that language instance. During this execution the initial configuration is changed (transitioning based on simple
atomic actions) according to the given semantics description. This allows
you to execute language instances solely based on a language description.
The presented meta-languages and meta-tool provide an efficient DSM
approach to building interpreters for language instances. Language developers can model the described language semantics on a high abstraction level
with a visual language and execute language instances right away. However,
this approach has a serious of weaknesses and unsolved issues.
Firstly, you only describe the semantics by means of changing a runtime
configuration, but many semantics need to interact with an underlying platform, which is not directly accessible from your semantics description. Any
platform objects or functionality that the semantics uses, needs to be integrated into the runtime configuration meta-model to be used. The current
state of the art would be to create some configuration classes with operations implemented in a multi-purpose programming language (in the case of
my meta-tools that would be Java), and use the implementations of these
operations to access the underlying platform indirectly. This can be facilitated with meta-model libraries for specific platforms, in the same way that
platforms are usually accessible through normal programming libraries.
Secondly, the level of abstraction of the presented meta-language is higher
than those of multi-purpose programming languages, but still lower than
those of many formal operational semantics formalisms. This bears advantages and disadvantages. On one side, my approach is more flexible than the
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many formal approaches, which are often limited to a specific kind of language. On the other hand, my meta-language uses very small actions, which
render more complicated transitions between configuration very verbose and
cumbersome to write.
Thirdly, I built a serious of tools to create semantics descriptions and
to execute them on language instances. While these tools are convenient
(and mandatory) to create the descriptions, they lack in the ability to analyse semantics descriptions. There are a lot of warning and error conditions
thinkable that an corresponding meta-tool could find. But finally, this is
just a matter of tooling maturity. Another tooling aspect are debuggers.
When you want to interpret a language instance, you usually also have a
use-case for debugging language instances. Furthermore, you need to debug
the semantics description as well.
Projects of different scientists that carry on the research presented here,
address these issues. There are three projects that continued the research presented in this chapter: ESemantics [96], EProvide [98], and M3Actions [112].
ESemantics is based on Eclipse EMF and scheme. It uses EMF to describe language and runtime states and the programming language scheme to
describe transitions and constraints on behaviours. While it basically works
like my approach, it can be used for both simulation and interpretation. You
can use two slightly different semantics descriptions, one bound to the targeted platform (interpretation) and one bound to a simulation environment.
The benefit of ESemantics is that the most of the semantics description can
be reused among interpretation and simulation.
EProvide is also based on Eclipse EMF and provides a general metatool architecture for semantics description languages. It again uses EMF to
describe language and runtime states, but the language used to define transitions (and, or constraints) is not fixed. Different meta-language adapters
exist for EProvide. Among them are Java, QVT, ASMs, Prolog, and Scheme.
EProvide allows to select a semantics description language based on its specific abstractions. In other words, you can select the semantics description
language that is most suitable for the described language. EProvide also provides a debugger that allows to run language instances. The debugger thereby
also allows to reverse transitions and run the language instance backwards
in time. This allows to observe an execution, find a mistake in the language
instance of semantics description, reverse the execution up to a configuration
without error, fix the problem in the instance or semantics description, and
finally continue execution.
M3Action is another EMF-based operational semantics description framework. M3Action also uses a meta-language very similar to the present UML
activity-based language. But, M3Actions provides advanced tooling, includ-
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ing a debugger and checkers for semantics descriptions.
Relating to the problems stated at the beginning of this chapter, I achieve
language instance execution from semantics description on a high-abstraction
level, without further manual implementation. The meta-language is reasonable abstract yet flexible. It allows to modularise and reuse descriptions along the packaging and object-oriented concepts of MOF-like metalanguages. The meta-language is formal enough to allow execution, but its
semantics is not rooted in a mathematical formalism, hence does not allow to formally verify or analyse a semantics description. Modularisation
and object-orientation allow to deal with semantics descriptions of arbitrary
sizes. The corresponding meta-tools are integrated into Eclipse. Based on
this platform, interpretation and simulation of language instances can go
hand in hand with other aspects like editing language instances.
Future research should address a series of open issues. These are better debuggers, better analysis of semantics description, better mathematical
rooted semantics, closer more transparent integration of platforms, integrating things like real time, concurrency, non-determinism and fairness into
semantics descriptions.

Chapter 5
SDL Case-Study
In this chapter, I finally apply the presented methods, meta-languages, and
meta-tools. The chosen computer language for this endeavour is the Specification and Description Language (SDL). I built a meta-model for SDL’s
constructs, I describe a textual notation of SDL and create an editor from
it, and I describe SDL’s runtime constructs and develop an operational semantics description that I used to create an SDL interpreter automatically.
All in one, I use DSM to create a whole tool-chain for SDL. Many of the
details discussed in this section can only be understood, when you are familiar with SDL, its concepts, and preferably its standard. The software
projects [105, 104] contain the SDL descriptions presented here as example
descriptions.
This chapter is structured as follows. In section 5.1, I discuss why I took
SDL, introduce the used dialect of SDL, and describe SDL as archetype for a
specific class of computer languages. In the following three sections 5.2, 5.3,
5.4, I go through the three main language aspects and discuss the description
of the SDL language, its notation, and semantics. Finally, I draw conclusions
in section 5.5.

5.1

About the Used Dialect of SDL

Since several decades, SDL plays a dominant role as formal specification
language for functional aspects of distributed systems, especially telecommunication systems. SDL is maintained by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), which led the evolution of SDL from a simple sketch
notation to a complex executable language with a rigid formal operational
semantics. SDL offers object-oriented constructs to describe system structure by means of hierarchically structured communicating agents. Behaviour
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can be described by composite state machines. SDL includes a complex data
model and programming language like computation concepts to allow data
exchange between agents, and state machines with more expressive transition
triggers, guards, decisions, and actions to perform.
Over the decades, SDL accumulated more and more language constructs,
which renderers SDL a very complex, construct rich language. As such,
the SDL language standard, a basically English text language description,
was structured into two different languages. There is an abstract version of
SDL, which covers the basic constructs of SDL, and a concrete version of
SDL, which introduces additional constructs. All constructs of the concrete
version can be built from abstract constructs. In other words the concrete
SDL provides syntactic sugar for the abstract SDL. Because both language
versions are formally defined by means of context free grammars, they are
called abstract and concrete in the sense of abstract and concrete syntax. In
out sense of the notions language, syntax, and notation, the concrete SDL
provides rather a notation for the abstract SDL language.
For this case-study, I concentrate on the abstract SDL. I call the language
dialect that I want to describe SDL Reduced (SDL-R). SDL-R basically includes the constructs of the abstract SDL language. I neglect all additional
concrete SDL constructs, and only use this SDL version to supply you with
notation for SDL-R’s constructs.
SDL is traditionally notated graphically. This notation is a mixture of
diagrams with structured, programming language like, text. However, SDL
also has a textual notation that can fully replace the graphical one. Furthermore, this notation is defined formally by means of a context free grammar
for the concrete version of SDL. In this case-study, I concentrate on SDL’s
textual notation, even though there is work to combine DSM of SDL’s graphical and textual notations outside the scope of this thesis [87].
This case-study does not only provide a proof of concept solely based on
the SDL-R language, but also for all languages that use similar concepts. This
includes all languages that use similar concepts or concepts that are a sub-set
of the SDL concepts. Such languages are: UML and all languages that are
UML profiles, languages based on some sort of state machine, languages like
Petri-Nets or languages based on Petri-Nets like most process or workflow
description languages, and imperative programming languages like C or Java.

5.2

A Meta-Model for SDL

In this section, I describe a meta-model for SDL-R. Thereby, I rather explain
the process of creating the meta-model than explaining the meta-model itself.
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I discuss a few examples, but the major focus is laid on the used techniques,
how they are executed, and what the benefits are.

5.2.1

A Generated First Meta-Model Version

The starting point for the SDL meta-model is the context-free grammar in
the SDL standard that describes the abstract version of SDL. Since this
grammar contains all the constructs of the targeted SDL-R language, I can
simply derive a first meta-model version with the meta-model generation
techniques described in section 3.6.
This automated step gives me a very simple meta-model that basically
reflects the grammar. This meta-model has no references (non-composite associations) in it, but uses different forms of identifiers to emulate references.
This meta-model contains no inheritance between language constructs, and
conclusively does not reuse abstract language constructs. This meta-model
furthermore is not structured into packages or diagrams, because the grammar is not structured either. Based on best object-oriented modelling practices, this first meta-model version is inadequate.

5.2.2

General Abstract Language Constructs

Before I enhance the generated SDL-R meta-model, I want to look at some
general language constructs that are reused throughout the final meta-model.
I partially take these abstract language constructs from the UML infrastructure [73], which provides a library of so called abstractions. This library is a
set of small packages, each containing a single, small and cohesive language
concept. Examples are: ownership, namespaces, types and typed elements,
classifiers and features, etc. Most of these abstractions barely consist of two
classes, i.g. Namespace and NamedElement, Type and TypedElement, etc.
Fig. 5.1 shows an excerpt of the abstraction library.
Besides these rather small and very abstract constructs, I also want a
library of more comprehensive concepts. Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3, and Fig. 5.4
show abstract construct definitions for the common language concepts instantiation, concurrency and communication, and expressions. Each of these
concepts is given in corresponding packages. Each of these packages contains all the classes necessary to define the constructs for the corresponding
concept. The packages do not only comprise syntactical classes but also the
necessary runtime classes. I also already explained instantiation in more
detail in section 4.5.2.
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Elements

Namespaces
Element
NamedElement

Ownerships
Element
allOw nedElements() : Element [0..*]
mustBeOw ned() : Boolean [1]
+/ow ner

+/ow nedElement
0..*
{readOnly,union}

0..1
{readOnly,union}

name : String [0..1]
/qualifiedName : String [0..1]{readOnly}
allNamespaces() : Namespace [0..*]
isDistinguishableFrom( n : NamedElement [1], ns : Namespace [1] ) : Boolean [1]
separator() : String [1]
qualifiedName() : String [1]
+/member
0..*
{readOnly,union}

+/ow nedMember
0..*
{readOnly,union,subsets ow nedElement,subsets member}

TypedElements
{readOnly,union,subsets ow ner}

Type
conformsTo( other : Type [1] ) : Boolean [1]

1
+namespace

+type
0..1

0..1
+/namespace
Namespace
getNamesOfMember( element : NamedElement [1] ) : String [0..*]
membersAreDistinguishable() : Boolean [1]

0..*
+typedElement
TypedElement

Classifiers
StructuralFeatures
StructuralFeature

Feature

+/featuringClassifier

Classifier

+/feature
0..* allFeatures() : Feature [0..*]
0..*
{readOnly,union} instanciate() : Instance
{readOnly,union,subsets member}

Figure 5.1: An except of the UML infrastructure abstraction library of abstract language construct definitions.
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{readOnly,union,subsets member}
0..*
+/feature Feature

Classifier

+/featuringClassifier
0..*
{readOnly,union}

allFeatures() : Feature [0..*]
instanciate() : Instance

+classifier
1

StructuralFeature
Create

instantiate() w ill create
an instance and
initialize() calls
createSlots() creates
slots for the classifier's
features and calls
createInitialValues() slot
to initialize each created
slot

TypedElement

0..*
+typedElement

create( context : Instance ) : Instance

+type
0..1
Type

create is an abstract construct
for constructs that trigger
instantiation

conformsTo( other : Type [1] ) : Boolean [1]

a slot can hold a value for a
createInitialValues() sets the
value of the slot to the feature
updateValue(Value) is used to
change the value of this slot

Instance
createSlots() : void
initialize() : void

1
feature : StructuralFeature

+slot
0..1

Slot

+value Value
0..*

createInitialValues() : void
initialize() : void
updateValue( v : Value ) : void

Figure 5.2: Abstract construct classes for the instantiation concept.
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Type

+type

+typedElement

0..1

TypedElement

0..*
Feature

{redefines type}
EventType +type

Input

1

+associatedClassifier
M edium 0..*

1..* Communicator

+medium

medium defines something
that communicators use to
a communication context
represents communication

Events are special
Values used as
messages for
communication
betw een
processes.

communicated events are
put into a context and
connected processes can
listen to the events in a
context

+pendingEvents
0..*

input is a language
construct used to
define what event
types a
communicator reacts
to under which
condition

a communicator is a language
construct for communicating
a process represents a
process contain listeners that
control to w hich events in a
connected context the process

Event

process uses a concurrent
operation that allow s to run
several processes in parrallel
Listener
+listensTo( e : Event ) : Boolean
+/input
0..*

Context
+update()

Process
+process
0..* +consume( listener : Listener, event : Event ) : Boolean
+run() : void{concurrent}
+initialize() : void
+hold() : void
+schedule() : void

Figure 5.3: Abstract construct classes for the concurrency and communication concept.
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Feature

+feature
1

TypedElement

the most commen expression kinds

+type
0..1

a feature access can be for a
structural feature (parameter,
variables, etc.) or behavioural
features (operators, procedures,
etc.)

provides abstract funtionality to
instantiate according evaluation and
sub-evaluations

{subsets subExpression,redefines argument,ordered}
+argument
0..*
Expression

Type
1 +/type
{redefines type}

0..*
+subExpression
{union,ordered}

DataType

+instantiate() : Evaluation
+argument
0..*
{ordered}

FeatureAccessExpression

LiteralExpression

+literal
1

Literal

{readOnly,union,subsets member,ordered}
+/parameter
0..* Parameter
BehavioralFeature
1
+behavioralFeature
+feature
1
{redefines feature,redefines behavioralFeature}

BehavioralFeatureAccess

0..1

0..*
+literal

a behavioural access consists of
arguments that correspond to the
parameters of the accessed
behavioural feature

an evaluation represents the evaluation of an

BehavioralFeatureAccessExpression

an evaluation can be used to compute the

0..*

the context is an abstract concept for the
environment an corresponding expression is
executed in (e.g. a concrete parameter value
depends on a concrete procedure call
frame)

{ordered}
+subEvaluation
0..*
Evaluation

+initializeSubEvaluations() : void
+updateContext( c : Instance ) : void

+/value
1

Value
(Pattern.Instanciation)

Figure 5.4: Abstract construct classes for the expression concept.
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5.2.3

(Re-)Using Language Constructs

As a next step, I take the generated SDL meta-model and identify concrete
occurrences of abstract constructs in the model. These concrete realisation of
language concepts can now be replaced with the abstract concept realisation
through sub-classing and inheritance.
Lets take the instantiation and namespace concepts as examples. The
SDL-R language contains five instances of the instantiation concept: the
constructs SdlAgentType, SdlStateType, SdlProcedure, SdlSignal, and
SdlTimer can all be instantiated. In Fig. 5.5, Fig. 5.6, and Fig. 5.7 you
see the different re-uses of the abstract instantiation classes (re-used classes
are marked grey). All these constructs are also namespaces, in addition
SdlPackage and SdlDataType form namespaces.
Further abstract concepts that are used several times are typed elements
and parametrisation. Concurrency and Communication is used to model
running agent instances and their signal and channel-based communication (I
come back to concurrency and communication when I discuss the semantics
of SDL). Expressions are used to realise expressions over SDL-based data
types and their operations.
Through reusing existing construct definitions for abstract language concepts, the SDL meta-model becomes more organized. Construct classes with
similar properties are sub-classes of the same abstract super-class. The language description becomes more readable and the language concepts more
obvious. Utilizing object-oriented modelling for the SDL language description also positively influences the descriptions of other language aspects. Fore
example, the operational semantics description (refer to section 5.4) is based
on operations. Those operations can also be inherited by sub-classing abstract classes. Thus, operation behaviour can be reused as well. Basically,
I transfer all advantages of object-oriented software development and modelling to language descriptions.

5.2.4

References

Removing the named referenced with actual associations is an easy task,
at lease from the language aspect view point. Here the meta-model becomes even more expressive than the original grammar, because all references realised indirectly by identifiers become associations between metamodel classes. What was obscured in the grammar is now directly visible.
Anyways, the matter of references becomes an issue again, when you want
to edit SDL models textually. This is covered in section 5.3.
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Create

Classifier

StructuralFeature

{subsets feature,subsets ow nedMember}
SdlClassifier

+variable
0..*

SdlVariable

SdlProcedureCall
+procedure
{subsets feature,subsets ow nedType}
0..*
+parameter
SdlProcedure
SdlParam eter
0..*
+procedure
{subsets variable,redefines parameter,ordered}
{redefines feature,redefines classifier}
Slot

Instance
SdlProcedureFram e

SdlInstance feature : SdlVariable

+variable SdlVariableSlot
0..1
{subsets slot}

Figure 5.5: Re-use of instantiation for procedures in SDL.
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Create

Classifier

SdlClassifier

StructuralFeature

+variable SdlVariable

0..*
{subsets feature,subsets ow nedMember}
SdlOutput

SdlSignal
0..*

+classifier

+parameter

1
{redefines classifier,redefines behavioralFeature}

SdlSet

SdlReset

+classifier
1
{redefines classifier}

SdlParam eter
0..*
{redefines parameter,redefines variable,ordered}

SdlTim er

Instance

Slot

SdlInstance
feature : SdlVariable

+variable
0..1

SdlVariableSlot

{subsets slot}
SdlSignalInstance

Figure 5.6: Re-use of instantiation for signals in SDL.
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Create

Classifier

StructuralFeature

M ultiplicityElement

M ultiplicityFeature
{subsets feature,subsets ow nedMember}
+variable
SdlClassifier
0..* SdlVariable

SdlStateType

<<enumeration>>
SdlAgentKind
process
block
system

+parameter
0..*

{subsets variable,redefines parameter,ordered}

{redefines classifier,redefines behavioralFeature}
+/classifier

+type

SdlAgentType

1

SdlParam eter

+kind : SdlAgentKind

SdlAgent

1 {redefines type}
+agent

+ow nedAgentType
0..*

0..*
{subsets feature}

+agent
1

{subsets ow nedMember}
SdlCreate
Instance

SdlInstance
feature : SdlVariable

Slot

+variable
0..1

SdlVariableSlot

{subsets slot}
SdlCom positeStateInstance

+/containingInstance
0..1

SdlAgentInstance

+value

+ow ningInstanceSet
0..1

0..* {redefines value}
feature : SdlAgent
0..1 +agentInstance

SdlAgentInstanceSet

+agentInstanceSet
0..1
{subsets slot}

Figure 5.7: Re-use of instantiation for agents and states in SDL.
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5.2.5

Structuring the Meta-Model

You can structure a meta-model into packages and into diagrams. I use
packages to form encapsulated sub-meta-models that are used independently
and as a cohesive whole. This means all abstract concepts, like containment,
namespaces, typed elements, etc. are modelled in a different package for each
abstract concept. Actually, they already are structured in this way in the
UML infrastructure. I also packaged the concepts instantiation, concurency
and communication, and expressions in single packages. The actual SDL
meta-model is places in its own package.
I used different diagrams to logically distinguish single views on the language. I have different diagrams covering structural concepts, the different SDL namespaces, behavioural concepts, communication, expressions and
data types. Diagrams don’t not imply an actual meta-model structure, they
are only a tool to organize the meta-model for better readability. Different
diagrams often contain the same classes twice, since a class might have importance from different views on the language. The class SdlAgentType for
example plays an important role for SDL’s structural modelling capabilities,
but also influences the behaviour of an SDL specification.
As a conclusion, packages allow to organize a bigger meta-model into
smaller reusable sub-models. This is especially helpful for modelling libraries
of abstract language constructs. Diagrams allow to increase the maintainability and readability of a big meta-model. They help to isolate certain
language view points.

5.2.6

Static Semantics of SDL

Traditionally, static semantics refers to everything about a language description that cannot be covered with context-free grammars. From the MOFlike meta-modelling perspective, static semantics is a little different, because
MOF-like meta-modelling is more expressive than context-free grammars (see
3.5). All issues related to identifiers and name resolutions are irrelevant for
the meta-model, because these indirect references are now modelled directly
with associations. Yet, you still have meta-model instances that are no valid
SDL models, in a similar way that the original grammar described unwanted
language instances too. The SDL standard provides semantic rules to describe constraints on language instances. These rules are provided in a firstorder predicate logic calculus.
I use the Object Constraint Language [76] and translate the original SDL
semantic rules into OCL. These OCL constraints are basically predicate logic
expressions that use elements from the meta-model level and can be evaluated
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context SDLAgent
inv: this.kind = SYSTEM implies this.container->isEmpty()
Figure 5.8: Example OCL constraint.
against models. The example OCL constraint in figure 5.8 expresses An SDL
agent of system kind must not be contained in another agent. The OCL
constraints themselves are part of the meta-model. They are attached to the
model classes that they constrain. Evaluation of static semantic rules means:
For every class all attached constraints are evaluated against every instance
of this class. Since OCL constraints are attached to meta-model classes, they
can be inherited as well. In other words, object-oriented meta-modelling also
allows to reuse static semantics rules.

5.3
5.3.1

About SDL Notation
The Different Notations of SDL

The SDL language is standardized with two different notations. One is a
purely textual notation described in a context-free grammar. The other
notation, SDL’s most commonly used notation, is partially graphic. This
graphical notation uses wide parts of the textual notation. It uses diagrams
for system structures and for the states and transitions of state machines.
Everything else, data types, declarations, expressions and assignments, signatures, guards and triggers, etc. are notated textually.
In this theses, I only cover the textual notation. However, Merete Tveit
presents descriptions for SDL’s graphical notation in [87]. With the method
presented in 3.7.5, you could combine descriptions for SDL’s graphical and
textual notation to create a graphical SDL editor with embedded textual
editors for the respective textual model parts.

5.3.2

A Description for SDL’s Textual Notation

SDL’s textual notation is described with a context-free grammar in the language standard. I use the concrete SDL grammar to describe SDL’s notation.
Since I derived SDL’s meta-model from an abstract version of this grammar,
it is obvious how grammar rules and construct definitions relate to each
other. Using my TEF description language is a straight forward task. I
simply transfer the grammar from the grammar notation used in the standard to the grammar notation used in TEF. I reduce the grammar to those
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constructs used in SDL-R. Finally, I add grammar to meta-model relations
corresponding to the mapping used to derive the meta-model from the grammar. In Fig. 5.9, you see an except of SDL’s textual notation description for
TEF.

5.3.3

Identifiers and Name Resolution

One particular problem with describing the notation of SDL are static semantics concerns, especially names and their resolution. Within the editing
process, a generated editor has to resolve named references with actual links
in the model. To do this, you need to describe the SDL specific rules for
identifiers (that is the name of SDL’s named reference concept) and their
resolution.
SDL distinguishes between simple identifiers that only consist of a name,
and full qualified identifiers. Simple identifiers allow to reference elements
that are known in the context of the reference. Full qualified identifiers include a path to the context that the referenced element is defined in. As
many complex languages, SDL uses nested namespaces to define separable
contexts that named elements can be defined in. SDL allows to use names
of an outer namespace within a nested namespace but not vice versa. Furthermore, SDL uses a package import mechanism that imports the names of
a different package into the actually used package.
As a default reference resolution, TEF only provides a very primitive
mechanism that identifies all elements with a name attribute by their name.
This happens for the whole model: there are no namespaces and no form of
qualified identification. But the framework allows you to program your own
identification schema. I already pointed out that the high-level description
of identification mechanisms is an unresolved issue in meta-languages for
textual notations. Therefore, I don’t have a better solution than to realise
SDL’s identification and name resolution rules using the Java programming
language. To achieve this, I used classical techniques known from compiler
construction.

5.3.4

More Static Semantics

I already explained how I realised constraints for the SDL meta-model in
section 5.2. These constraints are not part of the notation description, but
part of the meta-model. But, I want the generated SDL model editor to use
these constraints to validate the edited models and show errors if constraints
are violated. TEF therefore automatically, evaluates all constraints of the
meta-model on the actual edited model with each editing step. The according
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Specification:element(SdlSpecification) ->
(Package:composite(packages))*
MainSystem:composite(system)
(Package:composite(packages))*;
MainSystem -> Agent;
Package:element(SdlPackage) -> "PACKAGE"
IDENTIFIER:composite(name) ";"
(PackageContent)*
"ENDPACKAGE" ";";
PackageContent -> Agent:composite(ownedMember);
PackageContent -> AgentType:composite(ownedType);
PackageContent -> DataType:composite(ownedType);
// Agent and Agent Types
Agent:element(SdlAgent) ->
AgentKind IDENTIFIER:composite(name)
(AgentMultiplicity)? ":"
AgentTypeReference:reference(type) ";";
...
AgentMultiplicity -> "(" (INTEGER:composite(lower))? ","
(INTEGER:composite(upper))? ")";
AgentTypeReference -> Identifier;
ValueTypeReference -> Identifier;
AgentType:element(SdlAgentType) ->
AgentKindSystem:composite(kind) "TYPE"
IDENTIFIER:composite(name) ";"
(AgentTypeContents)*
"ENDSYSTEM" "TYPE" ";";
...
AgentTypeContents -> SignalDefList;
AgentTypeContents -> Agent:composite(ownedMember);
AgentTypeContents -> AgentType:composite(ownedType);
...
Figure 5.9: An excerpt from the SDL notation description.
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OCL constraints are defined for a specific context meta-class. A constraint is
always evaluated on all the instances of this meta-class. When a constraint
is violated, TEF marks the context element that the violated constraint was
evaluated on with an error annotation.

5.4
5.4.1

About SDL Semantics
General Discussion

Describing SDL semantics consists of two tasks based on the method described in chapter 4. The first task is to describe all the needed runtime
constructs as part of SDL’s meta-model. The second task is to fill the metamodel element with behaviour.
As mentioned earlier, I used object-oriented techniques to structure the
meta-model. This includes the use of reusable abstractions for certain language concepts. This also effects the description of operational semantics:
runtime constructs and their behaviour can be reused as well.

5.4.2

Concurrency and Time

SDL is used to describe systems of concurrently running agents. The semantics description has to reflect this concurrency. With the operational
semantics description language described so far and in examples used so far,
I only described single threads of evolving system states. This means a single sequence of states. You can use my method to create semantics with
concurrently running threads in several ways. Firstly, UML activities allow
to fork execution with concurrent forks and join execution with concurrent
joins. This can be used to describe operational semantics with concurrency,
but to realise concurrency in simulated or interpreted language instances
the corresponding meta-tool has to implement forks and joins appropriately.
Secondly, operations can be called asynchronously or synchronously. When
operations are called synchronously the called method is executed before the
execution thread continuous with the calling operation. This way, you only
have one sequence of states in the final behaviour. When operations are
called asynchronously, the calling operation is further executed right away,
and the called operation is executed in a new executional thread. This thread
is ended when the execution of the called operation is finished. Of course,
the called operation can further call other operations asynchronously allowing arbitrary branched behaviours. Here again, the realising meta-tool has
to implement synchronous and asynchronous operation calls appropriately.
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The meta-tool developed for my operational semantics description language realises the two concurrency concepts in the following ways. Activity
forks and joins are only realised in pseudo concurrent way. Since the activities are based on Petri-Nets, a fork is realised with a transition that consumes
a token from one place and produces a token in two or more different states.
Each token hereby represents one thread of execution. A join on the other
hand consumes tokens from two or more different states and produces only
one token in a following state, thus join two threads into one. However, the
meta-tool realises Petri-nets in such away, that only one transition is fired at
a time. As a result, actions in two threads are not really executed in parallel,
but alternatively. While the observed behaviour still seems to contain concurrently running threads, this form of concurrency heavily depends on the
quality of the non-determinism of firing of simultaneously activated transitions. This non-determinism is realised very poorly. As a result, of two
running threads, one is completely executed before the other is executed.
This would still result in valid SDL behaviour, because the standard does
not elaborate on how exactly concurrently running agents have to be executed. But, I want to assume the need for a more fair execution of agents
than just giving on agent always priority over all others.
Asynchronous operation calls are implemented based on Java threads and
allow a more realistic concurrent execution. Therefore, I use this concept to
realise running agents in SDL in particular, and concurrency as an abstract
language concept in general. This abstract language concept is modelled as a
set of language and runtime construct definitions in figure 5.3. The runtime
class Process, which models concurrently running processes has a concurrent
run operation. Callers use this operation to start the process and thereby
create a new thread of execution. The operations hold and schedule allow
to manipulate the thread: they allow to hold the execution and to re-schedule
the execution from a different thread. This operation use normal Java thread
synchronisation concepts to work.
Time plays another integral role in SDL systems. In SDL’s semantics, all
transitions and actions taken in these transition don’t take any time (SDL-R
does not support delaying channels). This means the only point where a
SDL system consumes time, is a system waiting for a timer. SDL allows to
set timers and allows timers to trigger a transition in an agent at a certain
point in time. This concept of time, has to be described somehow within a
description of SDL’s semantics.
The handling of time depends on the nature of language instance execution: do you want to interpret a SDL system or simulate it. When a system
is interpreted, you want to run it in real time; timers have to reflect the actual time. In simulations, the current time is just a value held in a variable.
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Should a semantics description distinguish between those two forms of time?
Preferably not, the description should be the same for simulation and interpretation. The difference is only made by the meta-tool that consumes the
semantics description. This requires to make time a concept of the semantics description language, so that meta-tools can realise this meta-language
concept differently, independent from the concrete semantics description.
Unfortunately, my semantics description language does not have a concept
of time. Should it have one? Maybe. As with each other concept that might
be worth adding to the meta-language, this is a trade off. There are probably
a lot of concepts that could be added to the meta-language. But would it
make it a better language? With each concept the language becomes more
expressive, but, yet, not more flexible to use. Especially with time, which
is realised in so many different ways and comes in so many flavours that it
is hard to find one reasonable abstraction that makes a good meta-language
concept. In the end, the meta-language is to be used for all sorts of language
semantics and a time concept suitable for SDL might be totally inappropriate
for other languages.
In the end however, my meta-language does not support a time concept
and you need to look for an alternative to realise time in the SDL operational
semantics. You can add operation implementations written in Java to your
semantics description. Java allows you to access system time and realise
a time concept based on the real time as it is perceived by the underlying
computer system. While this is a practical approach to describe operational
semantics suitable for interpretation, it makes the description depended on
the execution kind, and you can’t use the description to realise a simulation
of SDL systems anymore.

5.4.3

Behaviour Descriptions, Java VS. UML Activities

In general, after I modelled language and runtime constructs you can decide
for each operation if you want to realise it with UML activities or in the
Java language. While UML activities promise a higher level of abstraction
and therefore more expressive shorter operation realisations, writing them
efficiently is hard based on the given tool support. I have created eclipse
plug-ins to edited UML activities and connect them to the operations in
the meta-model, yet this tool support has some weaknesses compared to the
support for writing Java code.
For Java, you have tools that were developed and enhanced for more than
a decade now. And even though Java is a multi-purpose programming lan-
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guage that only allows programming on a lower level of abstraction, its tool
support compensates for this disadvantage. Java tools for example allow to
see static errors right on entering the code and it provides code-completion
and smart navigation. Editing an OCL constraint in an UML activity diagram on the other hand can be very tedious without such features.
The experience with describing SDL’s operational semantics showed that
it is indeed easier and faster to describe the semantics in Java. Does this
provide the better operational semantics? Hardly, the Java code is more
platform depended, harder to comprehend, and it is usually more code to
write. But on the other hand, it is faster during interpretation, and easier to
debug.
Next generations of tools for a semantics description language similar
to this presented here (e.g. [112]) address most of these issues. In the future there will be editors with error annotations and code completion (e.g.
based on the techniques presented in section 3.7.5). There is ongoing work
on debugging semantics descriptions based on UML activities, and finally
interpreters for these kinda language descriptions become more efficient and
compensate for Java’s performance advantage.
In this case-study, I created an UML activity-based realisation for the
more abstract operations that carry most of the high-level language semantics
and implemented operations that tackle the details of SDL’s semantics in
Java.

5.4.4

An Example Excerpt from the Created SDL Semantics Description

Fig. 5.10 covers the part of SDL that is concerned with the behaviour of SDL
agents: state automatons. In SDL, state automatons can be hierarchically
composed, which means that each automaton consist of states, and each of
these states itself can contain another automaton. Conclusively, also the outermost automaton is contained in an outermost state. This state represents
a behaviour for an agent. As everything else in SDL, states are typed: a
state automaton is defined within a state type, and used, as behaviour, via
a state of that type. Each agent therefore contains a state as behaviour. On
instantiation, when the agent instance is created, each agent instantiates the
type of its behaviour as a composite state instance. The instantiated state
type is also a classifier that can contain sub-states as features. Therefore,
when the state type is instantiated its sub-states are also instantiated.
Furthermore, Fig. 5.10 shows the classes that run state automatons:
SdlAgentType that references SdlCompositeState as behaviour, SdlAgent
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SdlAbstractState

1

+trigger 0..*

SdlTransition

+target

SdlPseudoState

SdlNamedState

1

+state
0..*

SdlIm idiate
+action
0..*

0..*
+namedState
SdlState {subsets ow nedMember,subsets state}

Stop

SdlAction

SdlCom positeState

0..*
{redefines type}
1
+type
+/start

SdlVariable

+parameter
0..*
{ordered}

SdlInput

SdlSignal 1 +signal
{redefines type}
+behavior
0..1
{subsets ow nedMember,redefines behavior}

{subsets feature}
+/state

Start

+/trigger
1

+transition

+/source
1

SdlTrigger

SdlBehaviorElement
SdlInputInstance

SdlStateAutom aton +stateAutomaton SdlStateType

1

1

+behavior
+input
+triggered
0..1
SdlAgentType
0..*
0..1
SdlBehavior
+kind : SdlAgentKind {redefines input}
0..1
+ow ningStateInstance

+actualState
0..*

SdlCom positeStateInstance

{subsets slot}
+status : SdlStateStatus
+state
feature : SdlState +initializeStates() : void
0..1
+executeTransition( transition : SdlTransition ) : void
+actualState
+executeAction( action : SdlAction ) : void
{redefines actualState,ordered}
+leaveActualState() : void
1
+consume( input : SdlInputInstance, signal : SdlSignalInstance ) : Boolean{redefines consume}
+run() : void{redefines run}

SdlStateInstance

0..1 +behavior

<<enumeration>>
SdlStateStatus
STARTED
RUNNING
STOPPED

+agentInstanceSet
0..1
{subsets slot}

{redefines process}
+/process
0..*
SdlAgentInstanceSet
+terminate( agent : SdlAgentInstance ) : void
+enterState( s : SdlState ) : void

0..1
+sender

0..1
+agentInstance
+ow ningInstance

0..1 feature : SdlAgent

SdlAgentInstance

+ow ningInstanceSet
0..1

{redefines pendingEvents,ordered}
+inputQueue

+value
0..* {redefines value}

0..*

SdlSignalInstance

+initializeBehavior() : void
0..1
+leadsTo( path : SdlChannelPath ) : SdlAgentInstanceSet
+continuesWith( path : SdlChannelPath ) : SdlChannelPath [0..*] +receiver
1
+dispatchSignal( s : SdlSignalInstance, via : SdlGate )
+run() : void
+sender

Figure 5.10: The SDL meta-model part relevant to understand state automatons and signal-based communication in SDL.
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{redefines type}
EventType +type

Input

1
+associatedClassifier
1..* Communicator

M edium 0..*
+medium

SdlTrigger

SdlSignal +signal
1

SdlInput

{redefines type}
SdlAgent

SdlStateType

+pendingEvents
0..*

Listener

Event

+/input
0..*
+process
0..* Process

Context

SdlInputInstance

SdlSignalInstance

+input
0..*
{redefines input}

SdlAgentInstanceSet

+/process
0..*

SdlCompositeStateInstance

{redefines process}

Figure 5.11: Re-use of the abstract concurrency and communication constructs in SDL.
used to syntactically represent instantiated agent types, and SdlAgentInstance and SdlAgentInstanceSet which finally represent agents at runtime.
At runtime, you finally have agent instances that contain agent instance
sets for all their sub-agents. Each agent instance set contains a set of agent
instances. Each agent instance contains a composite state instance as its
behaviour runtime representation. A composite state instance contains other
state instances as sub-states. This might either be normal state instance or
composite state instances too.
Fig. 5.11 shows how these constructs extend the abstract constructs of
the concurrency and communication concept shown in Fig. 5.3. You see
that composite state instances are processes that communicate with signals
as events. Agents and agent instance sets form communication media and
contexts. Signals that are ought to be send from one agent instance to a
target agent can be add to the pending events of the agent instance set that
is a runtime representation of the target agent. This instance set, acting
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Figure 5.12: Implementation of the SdlCompositeStateInstance::run()
operation.

as communication context, will try to make the contained composite state
instances, contained in the contained agent instances, consume the signals.
In the following, I look at some of the operation implementations to
discuss how SDL state automatons and inter agent communication via signals
works and is realised in my semantics description language. For simplicity, I
describe an SDL semantics that is even more reduced than the one of SDL-R.
I am now only concerned with simple state automatons that only use inputs
as transition triggers, no fancy immediate, now, save, or other triggers. There
are also no complex pseudo states, such as state nodes that reference several
or all states at once, etc.
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SdlCompositeStateInstance::run
The first operation I want to look at is SdlCompositeStateInstance::
run(). I assume that the composite state instance is property initialised;
the corresponding state automaton is in a normal state; Now the run operation, implemented in Fig. 5.12, does the following. If the state instance has
not been stopped (by reaching the stop state), it calls update on the surrounding communication context (the owning agent instance set). This will
cause the surrounding context to try make all its processes, which contain this
composite state instance, to consume signals from the pending events queue.
This could trigger a transition in this state instance. Now, if a transition is
triggered, it simply removes the trigger and executes the triggered transition
based on the trigger. After that, everything happens from the start all over
again. If no transition is triggered, this means there is no consumable signal,
it simply holds the execution of the thread this state instance runs in. It
hopes for another composite state instance to output an signal and to put
it into the communication context of this instance. Later you see how this
can cause the triggering of a transition and a continuation of this executional
thread.
SdlCompositeStateInstance::executeTransition
Now this operation has to perform the transition. Fig. 5.13 shows the implementation. Firstly, it removes all inputs. All transition triggers are removed
from the state instance, and the state instance wont react to any new signals
now. Then, it executes all the action in this transition. You later see what
here happens. Finally, the operation has to distinct between the kind of state
that the transition leads to. If the automaton shall reach the stop state, the
status is set to STOPPED, which will cause run to terminate the owning agent
instance at the next iteration. If the automaton shall reach another state,
this state is been made the actual state and all the triggers for this state are
installed, so that the composite state instance is now reacting to all signals
that correspond to inputs of transitions originating in the new state.

5.4.5

SdlCompositeStateInstance::executeAction

This operation executes a given action. There are several kinds of actions in
SDL. Here, I only look at the output action, which is important to understand SDL’s signal-based communication. An output causes the composite
state instance to send a new signal from the owning agent instance to an
agent instance in a possibly different agent instance set. The receiving agent
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Figure 5.13: Implementation of the SdlCompositeStateInstance::executeTransition(SdlTransition transition) operation.
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...

...

Figure 5.14: Implementation of the SdlCompositeStateInstance::executeAction(SdlAction action) operation.
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instance set is given by the SDL specification’s gates, channels, and paths,
which determine the possible ways a signal can go through a specified system.
Signals can be send to specific agent instances, identified by an instance id
called PID (process ID), or without naming a specific agent instance. When
no agent instance is given, the signal can be consumed by any of the agent
instance in the receiving agent instance set.
The operation implementation in Fig. 5.14 also shows the behaviour for
other actions. The output action is handled in the left most branch. Firstly,
a new signal is created. The used operation also evaluates all argument
expressions and sets the corresponding signal parameters. Then, sender and
receiver are set. Sender is simply the owning agent instance. The receiver
is given as an expression. Firstly, the expression is evaluated and then the
signal’s receiver property is set to the evaluation result. Finally, the signal
is send, using the dispatchSignal operation, which is explained next.

5.4.6

SdlAgentInstance::dispatchSignal

This operation is rather algorithmic, computing possible agent instance set
from given arguments. This is a good example for an operation, which is
easier to implement in Java, because of its computational nature. Fig. 5.15
shows the shorted version of the Java implementation of the dispatchSignal
operation. The details of this operation are rather uninteresting, it simply
follows all path and channels to find possible receiving agent instance sets.
After that, it goes through the identified agent instance sets, looking for the
receiver agent instance. To actually send the signal, the operation simply
puts the signal into the pending events queue of the receiving agent instance
set (communication context) and calls the update operation on this agent
instance set. What this operation does is explained next.

5.4.7

Context::update

The update operation checks for the possible consumption of the topmost
pending event by one the processes in this communication context. The
implementation is shown in Fig. 5.16. The operation removes the topmost
event from the queue. It iterates through all processes (in my case SDL
composite state instances) and all the listeners of these processes (in my
case SDL inputs) that listen to the event. If one of these listening processes
can actually consume the event, update is finish. If non of these listening
processes can consume the event, it saved at the back of the pending event
queue for later consumption.
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public void dispatchSignal(SdlSignalInstance s, SdlGate via) {
SdlAgentInstanceSet dispatchedTo = null;
SdlSignal signal = s.getMetaClassifierSdlSignal();
ReflectiveCollection<?
extends SdlAgentInstanceSet> possibleReceiver =
collectAgentInstanceSets(s, via, self);
loop:
for (SdlAgentInstanceSet receiver: possibleReceiver) {
if (s.getReceiver() != null) {
// the signal is dispatched to the first instance set
// that contains the preset signal’s receiver
if (receiver.getValue().contains(s.getReceiver())) {
dispatchedTo = receiver;
// the signal is added to pending events of the
// corresponding instance set (communic. context
receiver.getInputQueue().add(s);
// this provokes the communication context to try
// consuming the signal in all contained processes
receiver.update();
break loop;
}
} else {
// the signal as no receiver set: the signal
// is dispatched to an arbitrary (the first)
// possible receiving instance set
dispatchedTo = receiver;
receiver.getInputQueue().add(s);
receiver.update();
break loop;
}
}
if (dispatchedTo == null) {
// dispatch to environment
...
}
}
Figure 5.15: SdlAgentInstance::dispatchSignal as Java implementation.
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Figure 5.16: Implementation of the Context::update() operation.
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Figure 5.17: Implementation of the Context::update() operation.

5.4.8

SdlCompositeStateInstance::consume

With this operation a composite state instance tries to consume a signal.
The implementation in show in Fig. 5.17. If the state instance already has a
triggered transition, it cannot consume another signal and consume simply
returns false. If the state instance does not have a triggered transition, the
signal is consumed. This means consume takes all the signal parameter values
and puts them into the corresponding local variables; it transfers the sender
from the signal to the state instance; it finally deletes the signal. Afterwards
it triggers the according transition and schedules the state instance for execution, becaus the state instance might be holding execution waiting for a signal
to consume (see the implementation of SdlCompositeStateInstance::run.
Here the circle clothes: the SDL state automaton logic continues with the
SdlCompositeStateInstance::run operation that can now execute the triggered transition.
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5.5
5.5.1

Conclusions
Description Efficiency vs. Tool Performance

What is won over creating a SDL tool chain with traditional means. Grammars are already given as a description for notation and language. How
can the approach taken in this case-study be compared to a traditional software engineering approach to build SDL language tools? A formal comparison would not make much sense: there is no other textual editor for SDL
specifications, and manually written interpreters, simulators, and compilers
naturally outperform my generic operational semantics interpreter. In the
end, it comes down to weigh advantages and disadvantages, since DSM (as
each other rise of abstraction was before) is a trade-off between development
efficiency and software performance.
Describing the textual notation and generating a textual editor from this
description is definitely a success, because the textual notation description
almost only consists of the given grammar. Almost effortlessly, I was able to
create a valuable editing tool that did not exist before.
With the operational semantics descriptions things are a little different.
With my current meta-tool the performance, even without formal measurements, has to be labelled mediocre compared to hand crafted tools (e.g. the
SITE-tools [17]). Furthermore, any comparison is very vague because the
functional range of the SDL covered by existing tools is very different from
the SDL-R that is described. But even by eyes measure, it is obvious that
describing the semantics with my method is by magnitudes more efficient.
It was a single developer within a few weeks doing work worth of several
man-month manual compiler implementation.

5.5.2

Description Quality

You can compare the descriptions created during this case-study to the SDL
standard document on one hand and to implementation code or software
models of existing SDL tools on the other. Compared to the SDL standard,
my descriptions say more. They provide formal descriptions of language,
notation, and semantics. My descriptions are better structured and their
object-oriented design provide an understanding for the abstractions within
the language. My descriptions are widely graphical and therefore provide a
good intuition about the language and runtime constructs right away. My
descriptions can be read and explored through UML tools and my own modelling tools and have not to be read page by page as in a standard.
Compared to a manual implementation of SDL language tools, my de-
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scriptions are more comprehensible and on a higher level of abstraction. To
some extent, my descriptions can be seen as a software model for SDL language tools. Unfortunately, there are no such models that I know of that I
could compare to my descriptions.
Since, the descriptions are object-oriented models they are reusable and
maintainable in a similar way. They can be refactored (for now without
tool support), changed, and advanced based on object-oriented development
techniques.

5.5.3

Tool Quality

In this case-study, I described the textual notation and operational semantics
of SDL. Because I used meta-languages that I have meta-tools for, I can
generate SDL tools from these descriptions: I generate a textual model editor
from the notation description and a SDL interpreter from the operational
semantics description.
The textual model editor is the first SDL editor of its kind. All existing
SDL editors are graphical editors. Sill I can partially compare those editors, because graphical editors have to support textual editing for many SDL
constructs for which only a textual notation exist. And here I achieved an
advantage over the existing manually crafted editors, which only allow simple string-based text editing capabilities without syntax-highlighting, codecompletion or instant error annotations, not to mention smart navigation.
Example industry used SDL editors are Cinderella [16] or PragmaDev Real
Time Developer Studio [86]. My DSM developed SDL text editor could be
almost fully generated from the notation description. Only SDL’s identification scheme had to be implemented as Java code (refer to section 5.3).
The SDL interpreter on the other hand cannot stand a serious comparison with manually built existing SDL tools, at least the fully automatically
generated version that I discuss here. Interpreting UML activities is just
not fast enough. But this might just be a meta-tooling issue, hence following operational semantics description meta-languages and meta-tools show
far better performance results. The M3Actions [112] project in particular
achieves this because it is based on the more light-weight eclipse EMF metamodelling platform and uses a considerably more modern and faster OCL
implementation. Even, I have to qualify my SDL interpreter as prototypical,
it is still a valuable tool, because the DSM approach allows me to alternate
SDL semantics quickly. You can use my semantics description and generated SDL tool as an experimental platform to evaluate different semantics
variation for frequently discussed SDL constructs.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
I already concluded each chapter for itself. Here I want to look into the
overall conclusions of this thesis: what are the contributions made, is the
aim of the thesis fulfilled, its hypothesis proved, what is the impact and
what future work. After answering these question, I end the thesis with a
brief summary.

6.1

Contributions

The following is a list of the new original scientific contributions made in
this thesis and a list of the peer reviewed conferences and workshops, used
to publish these.1
• I created a mechanism to realise MOF 2.x property sub-settings and
redefinitions in dynamic programming environments and implemented
it in a meta-modelling framework called A MOF 2 for Java. I furthermore developed a object-oriented programming language mapping
for MOF, which facilitates generics and co-variant return types. This
mapping is also implemented in A MOF 2 for Java. [102]
• I created a formal model for the relationship between context-free grammars and MOF meta-models ([31]). I used this model to create a
meta-language for the description of textual notations and used this
meta-language to derive eclipse text editors with semantic rich editing
capabilities. This work allows for the first time to describe contentassist [106] and the integration of textual and graphical editors [107].
1

This list is a more detailed refinement of the contributions given in the introduction
(1.4).
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• I developed a method to use MOF meta-models as configurations for
a Plotkin-like description of operational semantics. Therefore, I introduced a separation between language and runtime classes in MOF
meta-models and combined UML activities with OCL into an action
language for MOF. [108, 28]
• I developed a transformation language as an extension to the Java
programming languages (not included in this thesis). This language
allows a very simple and pragmatic development of all sorts of transformations, independent of the used meta-modelling language. [103]
• I created a meta-model, static analysis description, textual notation,
and operational semantics for SDL. This allowed to create an SDL text
editor including static analysis and interpreter automatically.

6.2

Results: Aim and Hypothesis

Before I conclude whether or not I achieved the goal of this thesis, you should
recall the original aim and hypothesis of this work.
In this thesis I wanted to apply OOMM-based techniques to all important aspects of language descriptions and thereby reason about
how well suited OOMM-based techniques are to describe modern
computer languages. To do this I wanted to prove the following
hypothesis: all aspects of the SDL language can be described with
specialised meta-languages and the resulting descriptions of SDL
allow to generate a complete prototypical tool-chain for SDL.
Firstly, I introduced all techniques, meta-languages, and meta-tools that are
necessary to describe all important language aspects (language, notation, semantics) and are necessary to DSM the corresponding language tools (editors
and simulators or interpreters). Secondly, I applied these techniques to the
SDL language.
In the last section, the section that discussed a case-study about applying
my language description and DSM techniques to SDL, I concluded that you
can not reach the overall tool quality of manually crafted tools. But, you
also saw that the DSM created tools can function as valuable prototypes and
that DSM of language tools is in principle possible. Generally, I can conclude
that with existing meta-modelling description languages and meta-tools as
well as languages and tools developed as result of this thesis work, you can
describe all important language aspects, and you can automatically generate
prototypical language tools from these descriptions. The hypothesis fulfilled.
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I want to take a closer look at how well the aim of the thesis was reached.
Although, the hypothesis is already proved, lets take a closer loot at the
requirements for modern computer language descriptions listed in the introduction (1.2.4), and lets discuss how well OOMM and DSM-based on OOMM
fit these requirements.
Language instance and representation have to be two separate
things. MOF-like meta-modelling formalisms within OOMM do only allow
to describe abstract language instances. Separate descriptions of notations
are mandatory. There always is a separation between representation and
language instances. That this characteristic is important became evident in
my work on combining textual and graphical editors in 3.7.5.
Language description techniques must provide the means to express abstractions within language constructs. OOMM, especially
with the newly created platform A MOF 2 for Java in 2.5, allows to express
abstractions within language constructs. In the SDL-case study, I used this
to reuse language constructs from the UML infrastructure and to write new
abstract language constructs used within the SDL descriptions. You also
saw, that these abstractions led to reuse within the operational semantics
description of SDL.
Language descriptions must allow the efficient development of language tools and prototypes. OOMM-based DSM, how it works, how it
can be used, and what its limitations are, was thoroughly discussed throughout this thesis. The SDL-case study showed that it can be used to create
prototypical tools efficiently. But it also showed that for tool quality, achieved
through manual tool implementation, the automatically developed tools need
to be manually enhanced through common programming based development.
At this point, it is not clear whether this in an inherent problem of DSM,
or whether further enhancement of meta-languages and meta-tools can overcome this limitation. Nevertheless, automated language tool development
provides a good starting point in developing language tools more efficiently.
Language descriptions must be well aligned with predominant programming paradigms to support tool development. As it become
evident in the last point, it is unreasonable to assume that industrial scale
language tools of high quality can be developed fully automated. The OOMM
techniques presented here all allowed to further enhance the automatically
developed tools manually based on programming in a multi-purpose programming language (Java). Since OOMM descriptions seamlessly map towards
the concepts of object-oriented programming languages (2.5), programmatic
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extensions of language tools feels natural.
It must be possible to combine different language descriptions. This
point was not addressed here. But, reusing parts of the UML language description (meta-model) for the SDL case-study showed that combining different language descriptions based on object-orientation concepts like specialisation could be possible.
Despite some unresolved issues, I generally showed that OOMM-based techniques are well suited to describe modern computer languages and that I
have reached the aim defined at the beginning of my work.

6.3

Impact and Future Work

This thesis was written when the growing popularity of the eclipse platform in
combination with MOF-like meta-modelling in the form of EMF [117] gave
a new drive to developing domain specific languages based on DSM. The
presented work influenced the community work on meta-languages, metatools, and language workbenches in many ways:
Besides my case-study of applying MOF-like meta-modelling techniques
to SDL, DSM of languages has become the major methodology in creating
domain specific languages. Over the last years many meta-languages and corresponding tools have been researched and developed that cover the language
aspects presented here, as well as other aspects and sub-aspects (refer to the
related work sections of the corresponding chapters). Among them are textual notations [48, 69, 59, 83, 13], graphical notations [119], different forms
of semantics (e.g. transformation semantics) [23, 22, 115, 47, 92, 96, 98], and
debugging [98].
Not only are there now single meta-language and meta-tool pairs available, but whole, so called, language workbenches: GME [21], open Architecture Ware [63], metaedit+ [121], Microsoft DSL Tools [64], Ceteva XMF [71,
12], and Safari [123]. These are sets of aligned meta-languages and metatools. These workbenches usually contain languages and tools for all necessary aspects of a certain kind of domain specific language. Workbenches do
not only allow to describe languages and generate basic tool support, but
they allow to create very coherent, well aligned tools. Such tools are usually
based on the same meta-modelling platform, they share file formats, and allow to trigger actions from within each other (e.g. start an interpreter from
within an editor, or move the editor focus during debugging, etc.).
During the course of this thesis, you saw that you can describe languages
and automatically create language tools in principle. This does not mean
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that everything is perfect: most of the created tools are only partially automatically developed and do not reach the usual industrial strength quality
of manually crafted tools. And even though the DSL and language community in general and this thesis in particular went a long way over the last
five to three years, we are still only scraping on the full potential of DSM of
languages.
Conclusively, there are several interesting projects that are directly based
on the ideas and technology presented in this thesis. Furthermore, there is
a vast number of projects working on bettering language DSM in general. I
want to present a few of those projects that directly cover the open issues
discussed in this thesis.
• EProvide and ESemantics [98, 96] can be used together to describe operational semantics in a more flexible way. This technology allows to
describe both simulation and interpreter semantics at once. As much
semantics as possible is described once for both, simulation and interpretation, and only the parts that really make a difference are described
in two separate versions [94, 93, 95]. Furthermore, these projects allow to visualise language instance execution and allow the stepwise
execution for visualisation and debugging purposes. On top of that,
this technology also allows to combine different meta-languages to describe state transitions and transition constraints [100]. Many popular
languages like QVT, ASMs, Prolog, or Scheme are already supported,
other languages can be easily integrated. This allows to choose the
language that is most suitable to describe the given semantics [99].
• The project EPromote [97] emulates attributed grammars with Prolog-based model transformation for MOF-like meta-modelling within
eclipse. This projects uses model transformation to parse text. The
text is represented as a model consisting of sequence of symbols. Model
transformation is applied to this text model and results in the desired
language instance. The expressiveness of QVT and Prolog allows to
write transformations that resemble attributed grammars and allow
to describe static semantics issues (such as name resolution) as part
of the transformation. This allows descriptions for textual notations
that cover more than context-free syntax. This technology also allows
to create error/warning models as a side product, which can be used
to display errors and warnings within the text. All notation aspects,
context-free syntax, name resolution, static semantics, and constraints,
can be described in a single description.
• M3Actions [112] is based on the behaviour description language that I
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used in this thesis. M3Action revised tool support and provides better
and more flexible editing capabilities, integrating the editing of metamodels and behaviour descriptions. Furthermore, M3Actions realises
the meta-language in a more efficient meta-tool that allows faster interpretation of language instances and thereby solves the lacking performance issue that I discovered. M3Actions also works on debugging
support for the language description.
• M3Actions [112] and EProvide [98, 100] work on describing the debugging aspect of languages. The goal is to describe what debugging means
for the described language. Based on this debugger description a corresponding meta-tool creates a debugger tool automatically. This allows
to debug language instances simulated or interpreted by language tools
created from according operational semantics descriptions.

6.4

Summary

In this thesis, I researched object-oriented meta-modelling (OOMM) and how
it can be used to describe computer languages. Thereby, I not only focused
on describing languages, but also on utilising the language descriptions to
automatically create language tools from language descriptions. I used the
notion of meta-languages and meta-tools. Meta-languages are used to describe certain language aspects (such as representation or semantics) and
meta-tools are used to create language tools (such as editors or interpreters)
from corresponding descriptions. This combination of describing and automated development of tools is known as domain specific modelling (DSM).
I successfully applied DSM based on OOMM to describe all important aspects of executable computer languages. I chose SDL, the Specification and
Description Language, as an archetype for textually notated languages with
executable instances. For this archetype, I showed that the presented metalanguages and meta-tools allow to describe such computer languages and
allow, in principle, to automatically create tools for those languages. But
while I showed the basic applicability of OOMM and DSM to languages, this
work can only mark a starting point, and there is a lot of future work to
come in order to reach the desired tool quality and cover the whole diversity
and complexity of today’s computer languages.
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